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Abstract 
The use of Mixed Reality experiences in the early stages of evaluating and presenting 

aesthetic automotive design offers many advantages over mood boards and PowerPoint 

presentations. With the help of this method, designers can live the experience their 

design can facilitate and adapt it accordingly. Using this prototyping method requires an 

approach for implementing the right experience and its context. The latter plays a crucial 

role in ensuring that designers have the same experience as their end users, and 

consequently for the success of the experience as a prototype. However, the 

implementation of the experience context, which includes the virtual environment, and 

its conditions is still accompanied by many technical challenges. 

To gather information about the right experience context, expert interviews with 

designers and developers were conducted. The results show different use cases for 

different design departments. By observing the collaboration between them, we also 

learned about the challenges that make the current process of defining and creating the 

environment inefficient. These challenges include the large amount of resources required 

to create the right context and the lack of a common language to describe and interpret 

the virtual environment. Based on these findings, we have outlined a design for a 

customized process that has the potential to allow designers to create their own context 

of experience. 

This new process uses a framework for procedural generation of virtual environments. 

The output geometry is the result of a series of procedural generators that we created 

using Open Street Map information. These generators model the streets, buildings and 

vegetation automatically and within an efficient time frame. Furthermore, the quality of 

the output is influenced by the quality of the exchangeable assets, which are selected 

based on the geographical area. Moreover, the street geometry provides realistic street 

conditions as it is based on real map data, while characteristic architectural styles aim to 

represent the world area defined by the geographic coordinates. The only input the 

system requires is the selection of an area on the map. This input can be transmitted to 

the system via the user interface, which we also created. This user interface contains all 

the options we gathered as requirements in the interview studies, and it should show the 

designers the overall vision of the implementation, i.e., the ability to develop a complete 

experience. Using options to select specific weather conditions, times of day, avatars, 

vehicle and camera perspectives, designers can create their own experience demos and 

get the final experience.  

This new process of defining and creating the experience context, the user interface, and 

the output generated by the automated framework were the focus of the evaluation 

studies conducted with designers and developers. The results showed the suitability of 
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the generated output, a positive user experience with the user interface and the proposed 

process, and finally the enthusiasm of the study participants about the concept and its 

vision. 
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Kurzfassung 
Der Einsatz von Mixed-Reality-Erlebnissen in der frühen Phase der Bewertung und 

Präsentation von ästhetischem Automobildesign bietet viele Vorteile gegenüber 

Moodboards und PowerPoint-Präsentationen. Mithilfe dieser Methode können Designer 

die Erfahrungen, die ihr Design ermöglichen kann, live erleben und entsprechend 

anpassen. Der Einsatz einer solchen Prototyping-Methode erfordert einen Ansatz zur 

Umsetzung des richtigen Erlebnisses und dessen Kontext. Letzteres spielt eine 

entscheidende Rolle, wenn es darum geht, dass die Designer die gleichen Erfahrungen 

machen wie ihre Endnutzer und somit für den Erfolg des Prototyps. Die Umsetzung des 

Erlebniskontextes, zu dem auch die virtuelle Umgebung gehört, und seiner Bedingungen 

ist jedoch nach wie vor mit vielen technischen Herausforderungen verbunden. 

Um Informationen über den richtigen Erfahrungskontext zu sammeln, wurden 

Experteninterviews mit Designern und Entwicklern durchgeführt. Die Ergebnisse zeigen 

unterschiedliche Anwendungsfälle für verschiedene Designabteilungen. Durch die 

Beobachtung der Zusammenarbeit zwischen ihnen erfuhren wir auch, welche 

Herausforderungen den derzeitigen Prozess der Definition und Erstellung der Umgebung 

ineffizient machen. Zu diesen Herausforderungen gehören der hohe Ressourcenaufwand 

für die Erstellung des richtigen Kontextes und das Fehlen einer gemeinsamen Sprache 

zur Beschreibung und Interpretation der virtuellen Umgebung. Auf der Grundlage dieser 

Erkenntnisse haben wir einen maßgeschneiderten Prozess skizziert, der es den Designern 

ermöglicht, ihren eigenen Erfahrungskontext zu schaffen. 

Dieses neue Verfahren nutzt ein Framework für die prozedurale Erzeugung virtueller 

Umgebungen. Die Ausgangsgeometrie ist das Ergebnis einer Reihe von prozeduralen 

Generatoren, die wir anhand von Open Street Map-Informationen erstellt haben. Diese 

Generatoren modellieren die Straßen, Gebäude und die Vegetation automatisch und 

innerhalb eines effizienten Zeitrahmens. Darüber hinaus wird die Qualität der Ausgabe 

durch die Qualität der austauschbaren Assets beeinflusst, sowie von charakteristischen 

Architekturstilen, die auf der Grundlage des geografischen Ortes ausgewählt und 

angewandt werden. Außerdem bietet die Straßengeometrie realistische 

Straßenverhältnisse, da sie auf realen Kartendaten basiert. Die einzige Eingabe, die das 

System benötigt, ist die Auswahl eines Bereichs auf der Karte. Diese Eingabe kann über 

die ebenfalls von uns erstellte Benutzeroberfläche an das System übermittelt werden. 

Diese Benutzerschnittstelle enthält alle Optionen, die wir in den Interviewstudien als 

Anforderungen gesammelt haben und zeigt den Designern somit die Gesamtvision der 

Implementierung um ein vollständiges Erlebnis zu entwickeln. Mithilfe von Optionen 

zur Auswahl bestimmter Wetterbedingungen, Tageszeiten, Avatare, Fahrzeug- und 
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Kameraperspektiven können Designer ihre eigenen Erlebnisdemos erstellen und das 

endgültige Erlebnis erhalten. 

Dieser neue Prozess der Definition und Erstellung des Erlebniskontextes, der 

Benutzeroberfläche und der durch das automatisierte Framework erzeugten Ausgabe 

stand im Mittelpunkt der mit Designern und Entwicklern durchgeführten 

Evaluierungsstudien. Die Ergebnisse zeigten die Eignung des generierten Outputs, eine 

positive Benutzererfahrung mit der Benutzeroberfläche und dem vorgeschlagenen 

Prozess und schließlich die Begeisterung der Studienteilnehmer über das Konzept und 

seine Vision. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

„Η μεν εμπειρία τέχνην εποίησεν, η δ’ απειρία τύχην.“1 

What Aristoteles [1] wanted to express with Polus’ sentence is that an experienced 

person possesses skills they can count on, while an inexperienced person can only rely 

on their luck. It is an undeniable fact, that when we experience something with our own 

senses, rather than hearing about it or imagining the experience, we can gain more 

accurate information about its events and the factors influencing it. This information is 

crucial for automotive designers when it comes to creating a specific experience for their 

target users. Experiencing their design under the same conditions as the target users helps 

them evaluate the experience from their perspective. Based on the evaluation results, 

they can adjust the design features to facilitate an experience that is both optimal for the 

target users and conveys the intended emotions. 

User Experience describes how a user interacts with a product and how this interaction 

is perceived. If this product is a car, the user experience is expected to become more 

complex. This is due to the large number of design elements in a vehicle that can 

potentially enrich the user experience through a correspondingly large number of 

interactions. The nature of the experience is subjective rendering the automotive 

designer’s task of understanding, satisfying, and challenging the target user, extremely 

difficult. When developing a new automotive design, many design aspects should be 

considered, as well as how they influence the user’s experience. The goal is to design a 

car that offers the experience the designer has in mind and consequently elicits certain 

emotions [2]. 

Until today, the evaluation and presentation of the aesthetic automotive design is 

conducted with the help of sketches, PowerPoint presentations, videos that were shot at 

the location of the target market, as well as clay and foam models. Only recently, a new 

trend in automotive prototyping has been introduced which has its roots in experience 

prototyping. This new direction offers designers the opportunity to experience their own 

design at early stages of the development process. With the right level of prototyping 

fidelity, this experience can be used as the basis for important design decisions. The 

presentation and evaluation method of the aesthetic vehicle design should correspond to 

 
1 „Experience produces art, but inexperience chance“ [3]. 
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the designer’s goal, which is to facilitate a certain experience and to evoke corresponding 

emotions in the user. Accordingly, designers should be enabled to test this experience 

under the same conditions as the end user. These conditions are characterized by the 

functional [4] and aesthetic context [5] of the surrounding environment. With the right 

functional context, the designer can experience a particular design feature. For example, 

if the design scenario dictates the driver’s interaction with the vehicle’s central display, 

a highway would be more suitable than a curvy mountain road. This is because the driver 

needs to be more concentrated when driving on a curvy mountain road than on a 

highway, and therefore cannot share much of their attention with the central display. 

With the right aesthetic context, the designer can experience the vehicle’s design in the 

environment of the end user. In this case, the environment should have the “look and 

feel” of the target market location and represent the vehicle’s character. In terms of the 

aesthetic context, the environment should not distract the designer’s attention too much 

from the vehicle’s features by providing the right amount of detail. 

To use this new method of evaluating and presenting the aesthetic automotive design, 

design scenarios have to be transformed into Mixed Reality (MR) experiences that serve 

as prototypes and help to make design decisions. These design stories consist of a 

sequence of actions, performed by one or more characters (e.g., the driver and co-drivers) 

under certain conditions (e.g., time and place) [6, 7]. They are inspired by common 

experiences of the target users (e.g., driving on a multi-level highway in Shanghai) and 

they describe the user’s interaction with certain product features in certain situations. 

According to the interview studies with designers and developers, as well as the 

observations of their collaboration, there are still many problems to overcome in the 

development of these design experiences. One of the most important factors in these 

experiences and simultaneously one that poses many technical challenges, is the 3D 

virtual environment, which serves as the context of the experience. The continuously 

changing requirements of the designers for the environment, the inefficient terms that 

are used to describe it to the developers and the not-always-available extensive resources 

which are required to model the environment with the required quality and features lead 

to a false experience context and consequently to lower-quality design decisions. On the 

one hand, automotive designers face the challenge of being dependent on developers and 

the available resources when they need to experience their design scenarios in aesthetic 

design presentations and evaluations. On the other hand, the environments required for 

these prototyping experiences are often needed within a limited amount of time. This can 

be a major issue as the development of these environments with the required graphics 

quality requires a lot of resources. A specific set of modelled environments is also not a 

solution as the use cases may vary too much. An additional challenge is the 

communication of the requirements for the environment to the developers, both in terms 

of accuracy and time. 
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The challenges of the current design process and the requirements for the virtual 

environment that were uncovered in this work highlighted the need for a change in the 

design process by leveraging procedural generation to offer designers the automated 

development of their desired environment based on the selection of an area in the world. 

Procedural generation has reduced the modelling time for virtual environments during 

the development of many open world games while offering the advantage of being able 

to create a model without the need for programming skills. 

One group of people in need of such a method to improve the efficiency of their work 

are automotive designers. The automotive industry evolves at high speed. This results in 

the need to constantly create new design scenarios and consequently to evaluate and 

present them as corresponding design experiences [8]. Using procedural generation, we 

provided designers with the opportunity to customize and create their own experience 

context. By using real map data, these environments were able to provide designers with 

real conditions for the functional aspect of the context and the ability to describe the 

environment based on a real map. 

A series of procedural generators was created to model the terrain, streets, buildings and 

vegetation of any area in the world as a first step of enabling designers to model their 

own experience context. To this end, Open Street Map (OSM) data was chosen as input 

to the generator, not to model the exact representation of reality, but to model an 

environment that provides the designers with the appropriate context to depict their 

design stories. The focus of the procedural generation was on representative architectural 

styles, minimal user effort in generation and increasing the variety of all geometries 

except streets.  

A series of qualitative and quantitative surveys was conducted to investigate the 

reliability of the procedural framework, the suitability of its output and the usability of 

the process it dictates. The results of these evaluation studies confirmed the suitability 

of the procedural framework for creating the design experience context and its technical 

acceptance by the designers. 

1.2 Motivation & Goals 

The goal of this thesis is to help automotive designers develop MR experiences that 

enable them to better adapt their design to their target users after they have experienced 

it themselves under the target conditions of use. This main objective was divided into 

the following sub-objectives: 

Current Work Models. To be able to help automotive designers, it is important to 

obtain information about the current process used to develop these MR experiences, 

including the communication and cooperation flow involved. This will allow a deeper 

understanding of the current situation, a better analysis of the sources of problems and  
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the optimal transformation of the current process into one that is better adjusted to the 

needs of the designers. 

 

 

Collection of Requirements. To develop a framework that supports automotive 

designers in the development of MR experiences, the aspects of these experiences and 

the terms required to describe them need to be known in advance. The experience aspects 

provide a deeper understanding of the theoretical requirements for optimal development, 

while the terms indicate the parameters that allow designers to control the framework 

and achieve the desired output. 

 

 

Collection of Use Cases. When gathering the requirements for the framework, the 

relevant use cases should be clustered, and the associated MR experiences should be 

differentiated according to the target design and corresponding experience focus. In the 

case of a vehicle, the target design can vary from interior to UI and the focus of the 

evaluation and presentation changes accordingly. In terms of the experience, this means 

that a variable experience context is required that can best visualize each design scenario. 

 

 

Suggested Process. Adapting the current process of developing design experiences is 

important for incorporating the new framework. Consequently, a new process needs to 

be defined that designers can and will follow in order to achieve the desired result. 

 

 

Procedural Generation Framework. A framework that is able to automatically 

generate the required virtual environment with a minimum amount of resources, without 

compromising the quality of the produced output, is crucial for the application of the 

experience prototyping method to evaluate automotive aesthetic design. Furthermore, a 

framework that allows automotive designers to generate their own experience context 

independently of developers can lead to both a more efficient process, as the person 

defining an appropriate environment can create it directly, and a more creative process 

for designers, as they have the ability to test different environments for their design 

scenarios in a shorter amount of time. 
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1.3 Thesis Structure 

This thesis is divided into three main parts that include the chapters visualized in the 

following Figure:  

 

 

Figure 1: The structure of the thesis. 

The first part comprises the Introduction and the Theoretical Background to offer an 

orientation within the topic and the different disciplines involved in this thesis. The 

Theoretical Background provides information about the Aesthetic Automotive Design 

and the current prototyping methods used to evaluate it. Furthermore, the designer’s 

perspective is analyzed and differentiated from that of the user, highlighting the 

challenges of the designer’s task. After a journey through the user’s senses, the sensory 

modalities they can perceive through the features of the product design, as well as the 

influence of each sense and the corresponding sensory modality on the resulting 

experience, research on the emotional aspect of user experience is summarized. 

Moreover, a number of experience models as observed by different disciplines that are 

relevant to the desired type of prototyping experience are presented, each with its own 

unique way of describing and unfolding its layers. The Theoretical Background ends 
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with the presentation of representative state-of-the-art simulations that have been used 

for automotive evaluation, as well as procedural algorithms and tools designed for the 

generation of street, building and vegetation geometries. 

The second part of this thesis deals with the methodology that was applied to develop a 

new process of creating MR experiences that can be used as prototypes for the aesthetic 

automotive design evaluations and presentations. This part follows the structure of 

Contextual Design, starting with the studies conducted with designers and developers to 

gain a deeper understanding of their daily lives, work models and challenges. The results 

of these studies are presented and used as requirements for the design and 

implementation of a new framework that procedurally generates virtual environments 

based on a selected world map and its data. This framework consists of several 

procedural generators, each responsible for the generation of a different element in the 

environment. The procedural generators are described with their respective flowchart 

and implementation challenges, including the required input data and its provided 

variables which in combination with the variables calculated during the procedural 

framework, facilitate the generation of its output. The second part also includes a chapter 

on the experiments conducted to evaluate the suitability of the generated virtual 

environments as context for prototyping design experiences, as well as the usability and 

acceptance of the complete framework by designers as a new process of developing these 

experiences.  

Finally, the third part of the thesis closes the circle by comparing the results of the 

experiments with the collected requirements. In addition, possible optimizations and the 

addition of further environmental conditions are examined. The thesis ends with a 

conclusion that summarizes the most important parts and contributions. 

1.4 Prior Publications 

Despoina Salpisti, Matthias de Clerk, Sebastian Hinz, Frank Henkies and Gudrun 

Klinker. 2022. Procedural Street Generation to Support Automotive Designers in 

the Creation of Context for Mixed Reality Design Experiences. In Proceedings 

of the European Transport Conference 2022, Milan, Italy. 

Despoina Salpisti, Matthias de Clerk, Sebastian Hinz, Frank Henkies and Gudrun 

Klinker. 2022. Requirements for 3D Environments as the Context for Mixed 

Reality Automotive Design Experiences. In Proceedings of the Driving 

Simulation Conference 2022, Strasbourg, France. 

Despoina Salpisti, Matthias de Clerk, Sebastian Hinz, Frank Henkies and Gudrun 

Klinker. 2022. A Procedural Building Generator based on Real-World Data 

Enabling Designers to Create Context for XR Automotive Design Experiences. 

In Proceedings of the EuroXR Conference 2022, Stuttgart, Germany.
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2 Theoretical Background of Automotive 

Design Experience 

2.1 The Design Process 

The development of a vehicle is a complicated process, as shown by the large number of 

published models describing its development [9-12]. Raabe's model seems to 

encapsulate all stages of development [11] and distinguishes three phases: “Early”, 

“Concept” and “Serial Production”. 

In the Early Phase, several designs are conceived and presented that meet the users' 

needs for innovation, usability and functionality while conforming to the brand’s values 

and the company’s resources [13]. This phase includes the designers’ task of creating 

mood boards and design stories, which are used as the basis for the design concept. 

Various inspiration sources are collected that are related to the design experience, e.g., 

architecture and fashion. In the end, the designers are sufficiently inspired and 

correspondingly ready to depict their design concepts on paper. This process results in 

the first sketches, which are subsequently refined and rendered. 

The Concept Phase is characterized by the completion of the final vehicle concept after 

preparing and integrating all technical components and checking their convergence with 

the design elements. The designers’ tools in this phase include tape-renderings, to 

highlight the lines of the exterior design. In addition, exterior models are created from 

clay at a scale of 1:4 to 1:1. Interior models are also built by 3D-printing certain interior 

elements e.g., the dashboard, and by adding specific electronic components e.g., 

interfaces.  

The Serial Production phase begins with the construction of the first physical prototypes 

with a complete set of functionalities, which allow the prototype to be tested and all 

technical requirements for series production to be gathered [13]. In this phase, data 

control models are constructed for both the interior and the exterior of the car. These 

models serve as references for the Serial Production. 

Important design decisions are made during the Early Phase. The total costs required to 

bring a vehicle to market can be strongly influenced by these early decisions [14]. The 

percentage of costs influenced by these decisions is estimated at 80 % [15, 16]. Problem 

solving at this stage can also increase the costs significantly. 
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As a natural consequence, the later these problems arise in the development process, the 

higher the costs required to solve them. Since reducing the cost and time required to 

bring a vehicle to market is one of the most important goals in the automotive industry 

[17], problems should be detected and solved as early as possible in the development 

process. Through this strategy, new information is obtained, that sheds light on 

unforeseen problems and contributes to an optimized version of the design [18, 19]. In 

fact, this information is considered to have the greatest impact on improving the design’s 

quality [20]. 

2.2 Automotive Design Evaluation 

The aesthetic part of a vehicle’s design plays a very important role in interpreting the 

meaning of the product to the user. Accordingly, the aesthetic evaluation is crucial for 

achieving the right user experience and its interpretation. Depending on the part of the 

vehicle design and the process phase, the evaluation requires a different method and 

focus. On the one hand, some designers observe the exterior form of the car, its form 

lines and features (e.g., exterior lights). On the other hand, other designers are interested 

in the interior elements (e.g., User Interface, middle console, ambient lights), which 

include the design of both hardware and software. The designers are divided into even 

more accurate groups depending on the feature they design (e.g., User Interface). 

However, all designer groups ultimately target the experience offered by this wide 

variety of design categories as a complete combination of multisensory interactions. 

According to a study [21], the most important visual components of the car and the ones 

most often used for describing its form are features of the exterior, such as headlights, 

tires and mirrors [21, 22]. On the other hand, the front emblem, the headlights, the 

radiator grill, the rear lights and the rear bumper give the car an individual character and 

thus support recognition. However, the element that supports recognition the most has 

been found to be the three-quarter front view [21]. In addition, the front view of the 

vehicle bestows the car emotional affordances, e.g., making it appear friendly [21]. 

Furthermore, how a car is perceived depends mainly on the form principle groups of 

“Volume and Line”, as well as “Plane/Surface”, while the most important form 

principles of a car are balance, directional forces, scale and proportion [21]. 

Tian et al. [23] developed their own model of automotive design assessment by first 

dividing the product features into four categories: rear, front, side and top. The structure 

of their model consisted of three levels: goal, criterion and factor/attribute. All four 

feature categories are included in the criterion level, while the target level is where the 

actual evaluation takes place. Finally, the factor/attribute level consists of four elements 

of automotive style for each of the four feature categories. The whole model of 

automotive design style evaluation can be seen in the Figure below. 
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Figure 2: Hierarchy structure of the automobile style evaluation suggested by Tian 

[23]. 

 

Another research team [24] has invented their own method for evaluating automotive 

design and, in particular, interior interfaces. This is an assessment model based on 

experience prototyping and includes a customizable physical platform that offers flexible 

placement of displays and consumer electronics in the driver cabin. Additionally, it 

offers the possibility to programme the interior interface concepts. 

The same type of concept has been adapted by Bordegoni and Caruso [25]. With the help 

of their Mixed Reality prototype, designers can modify geometries within a vehicle in 

order to achieve a certain design that can be evaluated in real time.  

Focusing on experience, Warell and Young [26] write about a design evaluation process 

in which the experience offered by the new design is first assessed. Then, automotive 

experts from the sales department evaluate the new design using a questionnaire created 

specifically for this purpose. 

Loehmann [4] has also experimented with experience prototypes and documented that 

in order to create believable experiences where users can easily imagine experiencing a 

certain scenario, prototypes with low fidelity are sufficient. He also notes that usability 

and design aspects are not the elements that contribute most to the experienceability of 

a prototype. With his methods for applying low-fidelity and low-resolution prototypes 

in a real-world environment, he shows that this can and should be done in the early stages 

of the design process under the fulfilled and crucial requirement that the fidelity and 

resolution of the prototype meet the participants’ expectations of the prototyping 

experience.  
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2.3 A New Type of Experience Prototyping in the Automotive 

Design 

Prototyping is about visualizing an idea, testing its concept, and constructing its first 

version before replicating it. Prototypes in automotive design vary from sketches to 

Virtual Reality applications. They help designers select one design among others, test 

the quality of the design and present the design idea to other colleagues from the same 

or different disciplines. Depending on the objective of the prototype, its virtuality level 

may vary depending on its ability to realize all necessary features that need to be tested. 

As can be inferred from the development process, the design of a vehicle starts from 

certain experiences that the designer wants to evoke during the interaction between the 

user and the vehicle. These experiences are called design stories or scenarios. Each 

design story has a specific setting with a specific time and place. It also includes one or 

more characters e.g., the driver and passengers. Moreover, it has a specific goal, such as 

the use of certain functions in certain circumstances that should evoke certain emotions 

in the user. 

Recently, a new way of design evaluation and presentation was introduced. With the 

help of this method, designers can experience the design stories for themselves already 

in the Early Phase. This is enabled by game development tools which are used to create 

Mixed Reality experiences and it is, at its core, a system for creating experience 

prototypes. This type of prototyping includes the interaction with a prototypical version 

of the product under the conditions for which it was designed [27]. One of the great 

advantages of experience prototyping is that designers can slip into the position of the 

user and let themselves live the experience they want to facilitate through their design 

[4]. 

2.4 Two Perspectives: Designer and User 

“Different genres of electronic products could enrich and expand our experience of 

everyday life rather than closing it down. Industrial design’s position at the heart of 

consumer culture (after all, it is fueled by the capitalist system), could be subverted for 

more socially beneficial ends by enriching our experiences” [28, 29]. 

To understand what kind of prototyping experience is required to conduct an aesthetic 

design evaluation, it is important to first acknowledge two different perspectives. The 

objective of such an experience prototype is to switch from mood boards and PowerPoint 

presentations during the Early Phase of the design process to an experience that allows 

designers to perceive their end product and adjust their design accordingly. Using this 

method, designers can test and control the experience their design can provide earlier in 

the design process, thus increasing the quality of the design. During the Early Phase, 

designers must make important decisions, such as choosing a design that best reflects the 
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company’s values and represents the aesthetic of the user group, as well as what 

experiences should be defined and enabled by the chosen design. Although the design 

process of a vehicle involves a lot of prototype testing with the end users, this prototyping 

experience should accommodate the needs of the designers. This is where the distinction 

between the two perspectives plays an important role in designing the prototyping 

experience. The designers’ perspective during the experience of observing, perceiving, 

interacting and evaluating the design is different than the perspective of a user.  

It is safe to state that designers have many difficult and versatile tasks. After defining 

their goal, designers form ideas that fit their users and sociocultural background and that 

can be realized within the existing time and budget constraints [30, 31]. They have to 

make decisions while taking into account the user’s requirements, the brand identity, as 

well as the degree of novelty. The ability to process information about the conditions of 

the design process (e.g., time frame and budget) and the user’s needs and goals is, 

therefore, an important tool in the designer’s daily life [30, 32]. Before processing 

information about the user, the designer has to acquire it first. Obtaining such 

information through interaction with materials, users and other colleagues is, therefore, 

a skill crucial for the designer, as it can influence the efficiency of their decisions [30, 

33, 34]. Bordegoni and Caruso [25], describe this flow of information as “feed-forward” 

and “feed-back”. They also acknowledge the importance of good communication 

between designers and engineers. These skills are of great importance for designers when 

it comes to combining aesthetic and technical design and communicating their ideas to 

the rest of the disciplinary team [35, 36]. Since designing a product is part of a 

development process, the designers also need management skills that render them 

flexible in integrating practical considerations into design ideas [30, 37].  

Buchenau and Suri [27] tested a method that makes it easier for designers to collect 

information about users by letting them watch the users experience prototypes of the 

designed product. The results of this study confirm how helpful this prototyping method 

is for designers involving the collection of valuable information through an active way 

of discovery. 

Studies [30, 38] with designers observe an influence on the designer’s decision through 

changes in the social environment and experiences with new interactions. These are 

emotional changes, which have great potential to lead the designer towards more 

intuitive and emotional design methods. Ho [30] concludes that the best approach is for 

the designer to aim to create a rich experience for the user while communicating their 

own principles. This helps designers create a relationship with users [30]. 

The role of the designer is characterized by considerable complexity. On the one hand 

[29], designers need to challenge and engage users. They are the creators of products 

which convey certain ideas and evoke specific emotions. If users want to explore the 

message of the product, they should let themselves be challenged by it. In this approach, 
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designers only consider their own visions and principles and require users to be open to 

new experiences. Such an autonomous role was also mentioned by Tan [30, 39]. He 

described designers as storytellers, because they use their design as a vessel for 

communicating ideas, which are meant to be comprehended through emotions.  

On the other hand, designers should consider the users for whom they are designing. 

Forlizzi and Battarbee [35] believe that designers should identify the needs, expectations, 

use cases and interpretations of the audience they are designing for. Studies [30, 35, 40, 

41] have confirmed the success of involving the user in the design process by 

investigating the impact of emotions and experiences of users on design decisions. 

Conversations with users have been used as means to link activities with products [35, 

42]. Moreover, ethnographic research has been conducted to gain information about a 

group of people based on their use of products and services and their interactions inside 

their environment [35, 43]. The term “ecology” has been used in this context to define 

the sum of information that describes a particular group of people based on cultural 

patterns [35, 44]. 

Forlizzi and Battarbee’s holistic approach [35] dictates that the designer should work 

with others in a multidisciplinary team, so that they can experience their design through 

many different lenses and be inspired through all these different perspectives. This 

concept, which has also been mentioned by many other researchers, has been called 

design empathy [35, 45-47]. 

Norman and Ortony [2] made an attempt to link the emotions intended by the designers 

with the emotions evoked in the users, and for this purpose, divided the product aspects 

into utility and appearance. The result of this experiment included the two categories of 

emotional responses from users with the criterion of how the emotion was generated. 

After interacting with a product, the user may feel certain emotions that were not 

necessarily intended by the designer. This is what Norman and Ortony call [2] “emotion 

by accident”. The designer’s attempt to consider these kinds of emotions during the 

design process and prevent them from arising is called “emotion-prevention”. There is 

also the reverse case, where the user gets to experience emotions that were intended by 

the designer and are, therefore, called “emotions by design”. Similarly, the process used 

by the designers in order to achieve this type of intended emotions is called “emotion-

promotion”. Finally, there is also the case of “emotion-indifference” which accordingly 

represents a design process in which no emotions, accidental or intended, are considered. 

When a designer focuses more on utility than appearance, emotions by accident are more 

likely to happen whereas a designer’s focus on appearance leads to a higher likelihood 

of emotions by design.  

Norman describes his model of design aspects (visceral, behavioral and reflective 

design) by explaining that a good designer should take into account the emotions 

triggered by all three different design aspects. He adds that the goal is not always to 
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evoke positive emotions in the user. In reality, many products happen to elicit a 

combination of emotions by design and emotions by accident and it is a designer’s job 

to anticipate the conflicts created by these two types of emotions and find solutions to 

them during the design process [48]. 

When investigating the role of the automotive designer, Liem et al. [21] found that some 

designers base their decisions on their intuition. Warell gives the reason for this [49] by 

describing the major difficulties encountered by the automotive designer. These include 

the difficulty in specifying and describing the experiential aspects of the design [49, 50], 

which leads designers to create scenarios and use mood boards. Another difficulty that 

affects the outcome is that the designer’s plan at the beginning of the design process is 

not always fully realized until the final product [26]. Finally, it is extremely difficult to 

predict the way users will perceive the product in their experience, as much as designers 

may want to [26]. Despite all these difficulties, it is particularly important that designers 

try to process the principles and values of a culture and include them in the form of a 

symbolic meaning conveyed by their design. 

Warell [49] justifies the solution that designers use to combat these difficulties, namely 

visualizing their design, and he highlights the technological gap that exists in achieving 

product experiences already during the design process. The gap widens even more when 

considering the great range of multi-faceted experiences a car can offer, which should 

be filled with a combination of the most positive emotions, such as enjoyment, pleasure, 

comfort and meaningfulness. The aspects of automotive design are diverse and range 

from aesthetics to self-identification, from performance to reliability and from service to 

brand recognition. In addition, Warell [49] explains the need to design holistically 

appealing vehicles by focusing on the product experience and trying to understand the 

parameters that influence it. 

Schifferstein and Desmet [51] have written about the ideal designer tools in order to 

design coherent and rich experiences. They highlight the importance of having a palette 

of basic blocks that can be considered as design elements that are able to evoke basic 

sensory experiences, as well as being able to choose and combine these elements into a 

design that can appeal equally to all user’s senses, thus creating a holistic experience. 

Now, imagine an automotive designer’s space filled with experience blocks which the 

designer can use to create, communicate, present and evaluate their new and untested 

design concept in a context that fits the design stories, from which the concept was 

inspired. Using such tools, automotive designers can discover potential problems or 

opportunities to optimize their design by experiencing for themselves the potential 

interactions with the design and the emotions resulting from that experience. This is the 

purpose of experience prototyping [27].  

Norman and Ortony [2] can help us look at the user’s side. While interacting with a 

product, a user receives emotions, some of which may be the result of utilitarian product 
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features. Again, this is the case of emotion by accident and these emotions are usually 

negative. They are the result of poor functionality or malfunction of the products. 

However, it is not impossible that positive feelings also arise by accident, which are 

related to the utilitarian aspects of the product features. In addition, users have certain 

expectations regarding the way a product should function. This parameter may lead to 

negative or positive emotions by accident depending on whether the product meets the 

user’s expectations or not. 

When it comes to the point that Norman and Ortony [2] describe as the user’s side of 

emotions by design, they use the example of a gift. When someone wants to buy a gift, 

they choose a product that does not necessarily have new and authentic features, but as 

a whole can trigger warm and positive feelings in the recipient and show how loved and 

appreciated this person is. In other words, a product does not have to be something 

extraordinary and special for the user to feel positive emotions, which leads to the 

conclusion that emotion-promotion can also be achieved with normal means and a 

special overall product quality.  

The designer’s side is about understanding the user and creating certain emotions for 

them. The user’s side is about receiving and interacting. Users interact with a product 

and receive affective reactions which may or may not be the ones intended by the 

designer. These responses depend on many personal parameters, such as memories, 

expectations, needs and cultural values, resulting in a subjective product experience and 

making it difficult to predict the way a user will perceive a product. However, hope exists 

in the fact that some responses are easier to predict than others. Designers have a better 

chance of controlling emotions through the visceral and behavioral aspects of design 

than through the reflective ones even if this control is indirect. In conclusion, the designer 

has the ability to control emotional responses to some degree, by enabling a certain 

interaction and consequently a certain type of experience, but the actual end result is 

absolutely dependent on the user. 

For this reason, many authors suggest involving users in the design process. In this way, 

users can communicate their preferences and perspectives, their values and needs, which 

will eventually allow designers to understand the user’s way of perceiving and 

consequently collect information that can help them foresee the user’s experience with 

their product [27]. Bordegoni et al. [52] also suggest involving users in the design 

process, with designers and users working together in a loop series of feedback and 

design integration which has to happen on the early stages of design assessment. 

2.5 How Does a User Perceive a Product? 

“To the Greeks, experience was the outcome of accumulation of practical acts, sufferings 

and perception gradually built up into …skill…There was nothing merely personal or 

subjective about it.” [53, 54]. 
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“Gibson (1979) formulates this notion as: ‘Perceiving is an achievement of the 

individual, not an appearance in the theatre of his consciousness’.” [55, 56]. 

At the center of every experience stands the person who has it. That person is the one 

who interprets the experience, gives it a meaning and narrates it to others. No one is a 

better expert on their own experience than the person who had it. Even if two people 

were in the same room where certain events took place, they would both come out with 

a different story to tell.  

This space where certain events take place can be anything. It is the environment in 

which the experience is born, continues, and ends. It could be a room, a house, a car, 

physical or virtual. Even the description of this environment takes on its own special 

subjective form in the mind of the person having the experience in it. The factors that 

lead to this subjective shaping of the environment and events of the experience vary 

significantly and most of them have their roots in the characteristics of the person 

interpreting the experience, however conscious that interpretation may be. The object in 

our type of experience is a product, that is also integrated into the environment in one 

way or another and whose description by the user is also influenced by the same factors. 

Therefore, the perceptual skills used to experience the product under certain 

environmental conditions are very valuable information in the study of prototyping 

experiences. When more than one sense is involved, the designed stimuli should result 

in a harmonious and coherent experience. This is a great challenge for designers as we 

will see later in this Chapter. 

Overbeeke et al. [36] have divided the user’s product perception skills into three 

categories: cognitive, perceptual-motor and emotional. Through this categorization, we 

can observe the user’s active involvement not only through their activities (perceptual-

motor skills) but also through their thinking and feeling, thus incorporating many of the 

subjective factors mentioned above into the experience and making it a personal one. 

The user’s range of human perceptors is used every time a person encounters a new 

product. They interact with it by testing its functions, interacting in certain ways and 

using their senses. This same method is used to explore not only products, but also our 

entire environment. This information is, then, interpreted through cognitive processes 

into a specific type of product, while at the same time trying to revive memories of 

similar ones. After perceiving the product, recognizing its functions and creating 

memories of it, the user will have certain expectations when encountering a similar 

product. These expectations must be fulfilled for a good evaluation. In addition, Hekkert 

and Schifferstein [57] explain that these human skills, which are trained during 

interaction with products, can be developed into expert knowledge about the 

environment, as well as skills that lead to a more efficient and safe interaction. We 

immediately notice the impact that the environment has on these skills. 
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The user’s product perception skills are linked to product characteristics. Hekkert and 

Schifferstein [57] highlight the structural/formal, the material and the compositional 

properties, as well as features of embedded technologies and labels them as different 

types of product characteristics. On the other hand, the properties of the product have 

also been divided into the following categories: content, presentational style, 

functionality, interactional style [58-60]. Hassenzahl [60] has also commented on the 

topic by investigating which product attributes lead to certain types of emotions. He 

distinguishes between pragmatic and hedonic attributes, which lead to different 

interaction types and, consequently, to a different set of required user skills for the 

interaction. 

2.5.1 The Visual Experience 

It is not always possible to perceive a product without illusions. Sometimes the 

environment influences the perceived information leading the user to false judgements. 

In their effort to achieve the intended experience, designers should be aware of all effects 

that can be caused by a number of factors (e.g., environment, combination of stimuli) 

and influence their users’ experience. Objects of visual perception include the shape, 

material and illumination of the product. 

The perception of shape is influenced by the direction of illumination. A change in the 

tilt and slant of the light source will lead to a different perceived curvature of the product 

[56, 61]. In addition, contrast and thus the level of ambient light, affects the perception 

of depth [56, 62, 63]. Further studies have been conducted leading to many conflicting 

opinions about the influence of specular highlights on the curvature of an object [56, 64-

67]. Another change in the perception of shape worth mentioning can be caused by the 

effect of chromostereopsis, especially when a red object is viewed in front of a blue 

background [56]. Hue has no effect on the perceived shape [56, 68]. 

The perceived material also changes depending on certain parameters. One of these 

parameters is the object’s luminance and color contrast with the environment. If the 

relationship between the luminance and color of the object and the environment stays 

the same, then the user perceives the same albedo even if the light intensity changes [56]. 

These two effects are called luminance and color constancy. Another parameter is the 

illumination of the environment, which affects the perception of the material’s albedo. 

Studies have shown that the albedo of a surface is most accurately perceived in ambient 

illumination [56, 69].  

As humans visually perceive the world around them, they process the visual information 

to reconstruct it in their memory. Gestalt Theory includes the organization principles 

used in this reconstructing process [56, 70]. The most important principle of Gestalt 

Theory is the Law of Prägnanz, according to which when we see a shape, we try to put 

it into the simplest and most regular shape possible that is simultaneously similar to what 
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we see. As important as the laws of Gestalt Theory are for the functioning of the visual 

system, they can also lead to altered perceptions through illusions, e.g., the face/vase 

illusion. 

Research has also shown that stereoscopic vision is good for three-dimensional 

perception, that three-dimensional textures are good for high accuracy in determining 

the source of light and that an occluding contour is necessary for recognizing shape from 

shading [56].  

2.5.2 The Tactual Experience 

The role of vision in the product experience is undoubtedly of great significance. 

Nevertheless, the tactual aspect of the experience is necessary to explore the product and 

its functions. Touching objects allows the quick and accurate recognition of three-

dimensional objects and intensifies familiarity. Touch is also crucial for creating 

affection and intimacy [71-73].  

A tactual experience cannot exist without physical interaction. This interaction includes 

touching and being touched, using both hands and the whole body. In this way users can 

physically engage with the environment and become physically aware of themselves and 

others [73]. Sonneveld and Schifferstein [73] add that seeing one’s own body is not 

sufficient to achieve self-awareness in a product experience, unless it is combined with 

the ability to touch it and feel touched. 

The parameters that influence tactual perception lead to the categorization of tactual 

experiences. One of them is the type of touch, active or passive, which distinguishes 

between touching a product and being touched by it [73, 74]. Naturally, both types of 

touch occur at the same time. However, during an active touch the user focuses on the 

object whereas in passive touch their attention is drawn to the sensations in their body. 

In a third case, the user is made aware of both attention targets. Different body parts vary 

in their suitability to experience active or passive touch. 

Sonneveld and Schifferstein [73, 75] also mention the case of touching objects through 

other objects. This is another category of tactual experience, dividing it into direct and 

indirect touch. For example, when a person rides a car, they touch the road through the 

car tires. 

Other parameters that influence the tactual experience are related to the product itself. 

Sonneveld and Schifferstein [73] mention “transparency”, which refers to the object’s 

ability to allow users to “feel through the object, to incorporate it, and to direct their 

attention to something else in their environment”. Transparency can be reduced by 

“tactual noise”, which refers to the annoying sensations created through tactual 

interaction. 
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Movement plays a very important role in the perception of tactual information [73]. 

Products have certain tactual properties, each of which has its own suitable movement 

with which to be perceived. Research has shown the need for a systematic tactual 

scanning in order to achieve a consistent tactual perception. The term “dynamic touch” 

refers to the exploratory process of swinging an object in order to get an initial 

understanding of how to use it. 

These so-called tactual properties of the product are related to the material, the surface 

with a certain texture and patterns, the geometrical properties and the moving parts [73]. 

Each of these parameters can be explored through a specific type of tactual interaction. 

The material properties of an object, such as hardness and softness, can be perceived by 

exerting pressure [73, 76], while stiffness and flexibility can be detected by bending and 

wrenching [73, 77]. Releasing the pressure and observing the reaction of the material 

provides information about the object’s elasticity and springiness.  

The temperature of an object can be perceived quickly by touch but only if it is an 

extreme temperature [73]. If this is not the case, a person can only perceive the difference 

in temperature between their body and the object after touching it for a long time. 

Temperature flow is an effect that helps us recognize cold and warm objects. Touching 

a colder object causes warmth to be transferred from the body to the object. In addition 

to the temperature difference, the material of the object must have a low temperature 

resistance, such as glass and metal. Otherwise, materials whose temperature is lower 

than the body temperature still give a warm sensation when touched. After a certain time 

of touching the object, the temperature of the object is perceived as neutral. 

Exploring the texture of an object requires stroking its surface, especially for fine 

textures [73, 78]. Another alternative, suitable for coarser patterns, would be static touch 

[73, 79]. There are several categorizations of the dimensions, in which textures can be 

perceived. According to Hollins et al. [73, 80], these dimensions are: rough/smooth, 

soft/hard, sticky/slippery and bumpy/flat, which depends on the other three dimensions. 

On the other hand, Picard et al. [73, 81] observed four different dimensions: Soft/harsh, 

thin/thick, relief/no relief, and hard/mellow. 

In order to explore the geometrical properties of an object, the user needs to grasp it, 

hold it, manipulate it and follow the contours with their fingers. In the case of larger 

objects, dynamic touch is required, whereas in the case of curved surfaces, the user needs 

to consider the direction of their scanning movement. Research on this subject 

distinguishes [73, 82] three categories of shape: abrupt surface discontinuities, e.g., 

edges, continuous three-dimensional surface contours, e.g., curved vs. flat and 

orientation of surfaces, e.g., horizontal. 

Similar to visual perception, there are parameters that can lead to incorrect tactual 

perception. Previous tactual experiences can influence future ones. For example, having 

had a prolonged tactual interaction with a concave surface leads the user to perceive a 
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flat surface as convex [73, 83]. If touching the object precedes seeing it, the object 

appears smaller than expected.  

Weight perception is influenced by previous weight perceptions (“After prolonged 

holding of two objects of different weight in each hand, the weight of two objects of the 

same weight is estimated as different” [73, 84]) and temperature. Other influencing 

parameters include the surface texture of the object (“The smoother the texture, the 

heavier the object is perceived.” [73, 85]). 

Being touched by an object causes the user to feel certain sensations that depend on the 

type of interaction and movement. There are three different types of skin sensations 

depending on the sensors involved [73, 86, 87]: touch sensations, e.g., superficial and 

deep pressure, warm and cold sensations, pain sensations. 

Depending on the location, quality, intensity and duration, skin sensations can be 

classified into the following categories [73, 88]: 

• Light touch, referring to being touched without simultaneous skin deformation, 

• Pressure, referring to maintained touch with skin deformation, 

• Vibration, referring to a rapid adaptation of the skin by rhythmically stimulated 

sensors, 

• Cold and warmth, 

• Pain, 

• Itch and tickle and 

• Physical pleasure. 

The ability to detect being touched, the area of touched skin, the duration and the 

intensity of touch depend on the tactual sensitivity, which varies depending on the part 

of the body [73]. It also depends on the spatial aspects of the afferent neurons and the 

size of the reception areas in the somatosensory cortex [73]. In addition, skin sensitivity 

can be trained, and it decreases with age [73]. 

Users often attach a certain personality to a product by describing it with human 

characteristics [73]. They also tend to express the tactual properties of a product directly 

as traits of its personality (e.g., cold → cold personality). Similarly, a product can be 

assumed to have its own intentions [73]. This effect is caused by the behavior a product 

seems to show during a physical interaction with the user. A product may appear to 

respond through its own movement to the movement of the user or reject instead of not 

responding when it does not move [73, 89, 90]. Users interpret this product behavior in 

terms of the following intentions [73]: Wanting to be touched and explored, to cooperate, 

to play and to take care of or love or hurt somebody. 

Products may sometimes give the impression of behaving affectively towards the user 

[73], to which the user may respond with equivalent feelings. These emotions can be 
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divided into physical pleasure (e.g., “lust, pain and disgust”), affection (e.g., “love and 

hate”), vulnerability (e.g., “trust and fear of getting hurt”), energy (e.g., “tension and 

relaxation”), action tendency (e.g., “approach and avoidance”) and the tactual 

characteristics reflected in self-experience (e.g., cold sensation → cold personality). 

A product can give two types of information: information describing itself and its 

functions and information about the physical environment in which it exists [73]. A 

designer should pay closer attention to what tactual feedback their product should give 

because this information may help the user achieve their goal, but it also has the potential 

of misleading them [73]. The help that this information can offer is perceived by the user 

as its integrity [73]. In addition, depending on the user’s expertise the tactual feedback 

will be experienced and interpreted into honest or not honest information [73]. 

Familiarity is another important subject related to tactual experience. Becoming attached 

to an object is a result of frequent touching between user and product [73]. Familiarity 

and the feeling of ownership come together, and they become more intense over time, as 

people accumulate memories with the object [73]. Furthermore, touching objects helps 

people recognize them in an affective way [73]. Feeling familiarity with an object and 

recognizing it become easier after the object has received some imperfections over time 

[73].  

Tactual interaction is not the same for every product. Learning how to interact with a 

product might be challenging for the user [73]. A user needs to develop “tactual 

knowledge” in order to be able to interact with certain products [73]. While acquiring 

new skills for interacting with some products, the user may find a specific space in which 

to express their own style of interaction [73]. On the other hand, there are also products 

that do not allow such freedom [73]. A person may feel overwhelmed by an object until 

they have learnt the skills necessary to interact with it, attaching a corresponding type of 

personality and intention to the object [73]. 

2.5.3 The Auditory Experience 

Products also provide auditory feedback that consumers use in functional or experiential 

ways [91]. However, the type of use is not always conscious to the user. Furthermore, 

similar to how people use visual feedback in order to determine how an object feels, they 

also use auditory feedback to determine the shape or other physical properties of objects 

[91-98].  

In our daily lives, we are surrounded by a wide variety of sounds, depending on the 

location and the culture [91]. Some of these sounds belong to the group of industrial 

sounds, which are generated by industrial products, cars and user interfaces [91]. 

Industrial sounds include consequential and intentional sounds, the former coming from 

mechanical moving parts [91, 99] and the latter being carefully planned sounds that are 

intentionally added to a product [91]. 
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Van Egmond [91] created a framework for auditory perception that takes into account 

the aspects and parameters that influence it. Sound passes through the outer and middle 

ear in order to reach the inner ear, where it is processed [91]. In addition, sound can be 

measured by the following parameters: sharpness, harmonicity, loudness, roughness, and 

tonalness [91, 100-104]. An increase in the value of loudness, sharpness or roughness 

leads to a decrease in sensory pleasantness [91]. On the other hand, an increase in 

tonalness results in an increase in sensory pleasantness [91]. Another parameter that 

influences auditory perception is memory. The user processes sounds according to their 

memories and the meaning they attach to them [91].  

A sound can trigger a certain emotion, which is not always an evaluation of that sound 

[91]. Van Egmond [91] distinguishes between basic emotions [91, 105] as the result of 

a simple appraisal and cognitive emotions [91, 106] as a result of a more complex 

appraisal. A designer should know what kind of emotions they want to evoke through 

their sounds in order to know which auditory features they should modulate and in what 

way [91]. Another difference between basic and cognitive emotions is that cognitive 

emotions take longer to process because more memory information needs to be retrieved. 

According to one study [91, 107], the time it takes a person to evaluate a sound in certain 

emotions is a clue to whether this emotion is basic or cognitive. 

2.5.4 The Olfactory Experience 

As mentioned earlier, smell and taste do not play such an important role in product 

experience, except in some specific cases, where they play the dominant role: food, 

beverages, perfumes, healthcare products and hygiene products [108]. Since automotive 

designers stimulate the sense of smell during the automotive experience through scent 

dispensers inside the car, it is necessary to study the olfactory experience and the factors 

that influence it.  

We taste as a result of the stimulation of chemoreceptors on the tongue and other areas 

of the oral cavity [108]. The perceived taste is described using the following terms: bitter, 

sour, sweet, salty and umami [108]. A taste experience can be measured by these 

qualities, as well as the intensity of taste and its affective dimension [108].  

We smell as a result of the stimulation of receptors in the nose [108]. Smell also has its 

own vocabulary to describe the experience (e.g., “grassy”) [108]. Olfactory information 

warns us of or motivates us to take a certain action, and it can influence communication 

[108].  

Research shows [108, 109] that the accuracy of memories evoked by all senses is 

relatively the same. However, the perception of olfactory information can lead to more 

intense emotional reactions. Moreover, after a certain period of exposure, the user no 

longer perceives the odor with the same intensity and consequently cannot recognize it 

as easily [108, 110, 111]. As expected, intense odors can maintain their intensity longer 
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than weak odors [108, 112]. The intensity of an odor perceived by the user can be 

influenced by the cognitive and emotional reactions to it [108, 113]. Preferences for 

odors vary according to age, culture and context [108, 114-118]. 

2.5.5 Multisensory Product Experience 

“It is only through experience that the concepts become embodied knowledge, and thus 

recognizable in experience.” [73]. 

In the last chapter, we saw how users can perceive each type of sensory information, 

which parameters influence this perception and which senses can inform the user about 

the same product properties but not always with the same accuracy. Schifferstein and 

Spence [119] refer to this last effect as overlap of sensory modalities (“For example, 

people can both see and feel the shape of an object, its size, and the roughness of its 

surfaces” [119, 120]). This sensory overlap leads people to have certain expectations 

about the information collected with certain senses after collecting information with 

another sense [119, 121, 122]. 

Sensory overlap can occur when a pair of sensory stimuli is more likely to occur together 

due to previous experiences [119]. Also influenced by previous experience is the fact 

that users perceive certain similarities between colors, sounds, tastes, smells and other 

sensory stimuli [119]. This is because certain dimensions of sensory experience are 

common to many, if not all sensory modalities, e.g., intensity, spatial location and 

duration [119]. Schifferstein and Spence [119] highlight that this phenomenon should 

not be confused with “synesthesia”, since synesthetes experience a “certain and reliable” 

stimulus of a certain sense after perceiving another sensory modality [119, 123]. They 

also emphasize that designers should pay attention to these associations between 

different sensory modalities and use them in their design by investigating the tendencies 

of these associations [119]. Although this cross-modal effect usually goes unnoticed by 

the user, it often influences the sensory experience [119]. 

Schifferstein and Spence [119] suggest providing a large number of sensory modalities 

to create a richer experience [119, 124-126]. This also applies to virtual environments, 

where offering a variety of stimuli can lead to a higher level of presence. Designers could 

use this information and try to enrich the user’s experience by stimulating the perception 

of different sensory modalities, while keeping in mind that the way the user perceives 

the product through their senses may not always be the way the designer planned. This 

is one of the many reasons in favor of a virtual simulation where the designer can 

experience their own product as they create it and decide which sensory channel is best 

suited to convey a certain message [119, 127]. Furthermore, the designer could use this 

opportunity to check whether the messages conveyed result in an overall coherence [119, 

128]. According to Schifferstein and Desmet [51], designers can achieve a coherent and 

rich multisensory experience using four different tools:  
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Figure 3: Designer tools for a multisensory design process [51]. 

The potential to achieve an ideal experience for the user with the help of these different 

tools depends on the designers themselves. However, this design space can be enhanced 

in order to support the application of these tools in the design of the product experience 

already during the design development process. This support could consist of, e.g., a tool 

for designing multisensory experiences developed for designers. 

Schifferstein and Desmet [51] also mention the requirements for multisensory design. 

These include knowing how different combinations of sensory stimuli are perceived and 

how changing certain design features influences the sensory stimuli and consequently 

the messages they convey, as well as discussing the effects of these changes with the rest 

of the design team. All these requirements could also be supported by a design space 

where designer teams can meet, experience new designs, make changes, and see the 

consequences of these changes directly during a design experience. 

This design space should also contain sources of inspiration, ranging from materials and 

sounds to smells and images. They should be kept there for designers to use during the 

development process [51]. In addition, designers should have basic building blocks as 

tools to create a multisensory experience, e.g., parameters like hue, saturation and 

brightness to create colors and sound waves to synthesize a sound [51]. As the 

communication of ideas plays a crucial role in the design process, this design space 

should have a common language, a language that every team member understands 

regardless of their expertise or background. This could be achieved by sharing the same 

sensory experience. 

Being part of the experience in this design space could mean a lot to the designer. It 

could inspire them to experience the sensory modalities they are designing, as well as 

help them recognize which sensory modalities are less stimulated than others, so that 

they try to create a richer and novel experience by designing new functionalities that 

address those particular modalities [51, 119]. 
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On the one hand, having the right tools to create the experience they want to facilitate 

through their design can help designers create a successful product. On the other hand, 

the context of use of the product also plays an important role in the cognitive process of 

product perception. Therefore, the “situational, cognitive, social and cultural” 

background of the user, on the basis of which they will judge the product, must be taken 

into account [108]. The user perceives the product through their senses and is affected 

by the mental images they have created for their senses even before they use the product 

[119].  

During a multisensory experience, the user may need to shift their attention from one 

sense to another. Studies [119] show that shifting attention from or to the sense of touch 

takes more time than shifting attention from or to vision and audition. Furthermore, when 

perceiving sensory inputs, the user tries to organize them based on specific criteria [119]. 

The most important of these is the perceived location and time [119]. 

Similar to how humans explore their environment with their senses, they do the same 

when it comes to exploring a product. Every product experience is multisensory [129]. 

Fenko et al. [129] have highlighted the importance of knowing which sense is dominant 

in the experience of a particular product in order to achieve a more financially efficient 

design. The study results of cognitive psychology are perhaps not so surprising. While 

experiencing a product, consumers mainly use their sight. The effect of visual dominance 

is sometimes so strong that in a number of experiments the information gained through 

vision [129, 130] influenced the consumers’ sense of touch while the conflict between 

the visual and tactual information went unnoticed. Other studies [129] have also shown 

dominance of visual over tactual information. This effect was observed in users who 

performed specific tasks, such as determining size [129, 131], length [129, 132], 

curvature [129, 133], depth [129, 134] and spatial location [129, 135] of the product. In 

cases where there was a conflict between visual and auditory information, the sensory 

information captured by vision was again dominant. Visual dominance was also found 

when users tried to determine the position of auditory signals [129, 136]. 

Fenko et al. [129] have created a hierarchy of senses based on the results of their 

experiments. From the most useful to the least useful sense for describing a product, this 

hierarchy included the following senses: sight, touch, audition and olfaction. In addition, 

they report that experiencing a product by sight and touch makes it most easily 

identifiable and evokes the "clearest memories". 

Schifferstein and Desmet [129, 137] studied the effects of the different sensory 

information collected when interacting with everyday products by blocking one sense 

and observing the results. When the blocked sense was vision, a significant increase in 

task difficulty was noticed. However, the study also concluded that users’ experiences 

became more intense as was the use of other senses. Blocking the sense of touch led also 

to a significant increase in task difficulty, especially when the task required “subtle 
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coordinated movements”. Another consequence of preventing users from touching the 

products was that users felt emotionally alienated from the products. After blocking 

audition, communication problems occurred, while blocking olfaction resulted in a 

decreased appetite for foods. Schifferstein and Desmet [129, 137] assumed from that last 

result that blocking audition and olfaction deteriorates the emotional experience of the 

user. 

The same group of researchers investigated the relationship between sensory dominance 

in product experience and time. The following statements were some of their research 

findings and conclusions [129]: 

• Through vision, the user perceives the greatest amount of information in the 

shortest amount of time. According to Schifferstein and Spence [119], this could 

also be because this information is available to the user much earlier than 

information obtained through other senses and because visual information can be 

processed much faster. 

• The particularly important role that vision plays in the perception of a product 

can be limited mainly to the functional interaction between user and product and 

to the conscious experience of this interaction. The same applies, albeit in a lesser 

extent, to the sense of touch. 

• Audition and olfaction still play an important role and have a significant 

influence on the emotional perception of product experiences. 

Nevertheless, the importance of the role of sensory modalities depends on the nature of 

the product. Accordingly, other experiments conducted with different product groups 

showed lower results for vision than for other senses [129]. Schifferstein [129, 138] 

defined the three most likely parameters for determining the role of senses in the 

perception of products, which are the product itself, the frequency of its use and the 

importance attached to the interaction with it. That last parameter suggests that the role 

of senses also depends on the personal values of the user. Many researchers have shown 

that the more ambiguous the interpretation of a sensory information, the less importance 

is attributed to it when forming a judgment about a multisensory product experience 

[119].  

Furthermore, a correlation between the role of the senses and the stage of ownership has 

been found [119]. According to this, the role of vision is most important during purchase, 

while thereafter the role of the other senses increases greatly. During ownership, the 

appearance of the product may deteriorate due to use and changes in fashion trends, 

leading to a decrease in the importance of vision [119, 139]. During the buying process, 

designers compete for the user’s attention through the sensory modalities their products 

can offer. Since vision is the sense that collects the most information in the shortest time, 

the product that attracts the user’s attention has a great advantage. After purchasing the 

product, the user’s admiration of the product’s appearance starts to fade. At this stage, 
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the appearance is no longer as important for the user as the use and operation of the 

product, which leads to other modalities playing a greater role. At a certain point, the 

user can become attached to the product. This is when the feeling of ownership is 

strongest. At this stage, the emotional aspect of product experience plays a particularly 

important role. Audition and olfaction were mentioned as senses that can enhance the 

emotional aspect of the product experience. It is in this phase that these senses gain 

particular importance. As we have already seen, touch is a sense that helps the user to 

see the product as their own. In other words, it reinforces familiarity with a product and 

a sense of ownership, which are important for the final phase of the relationship between 

user and product. 

 

Figure 4: A graph by Fenko et al. [129] showing the importance of each sensory 

modality over time. 

Schifferstein and Spence [119] saw a connection between changes in the importance of 

the sensory modalities and the interaction. During an interaction between user and 

product, each sense can dominate, depending on the characteristics of the product. Every 

physical product has the possibility of being seen or touched, which explains why vision 

and touch have a greater chance of dominating. Usually, a product only produces sounds 

when interacting with it, which gives audition not as much chance to dominate. Much 
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less than usual, people are interested in smelling a product, unless the odor of a product 

is important for that particular case, such as food. When the product belongs to such 

categories, smell has a much bigger chance to dominate. 

Schifferstein and Spence [119] conclude that a designer’s ability to interpret the 

experiential influence of different design variables and modulate them accordingly, 

makes all the difference.  

All the parameters that we now know from the previous chapters and how they can affect 

the perception of the product and consequently the whole experience have to be taken 

into account by the designers. It now becomes clear how complicated the evaluation of 

such experiences is for designers and thus how important it is to have a design space that 

allows them to experience their own design under the right conditions. 

2.6 Emotions in the Design Process 

“There is no such thing as a neutral interface. Any design will elicit emotions from users, 

or convey emotions from its designer, whether or not the designer intends this or is even 

conscious of it.” [29, 140]. 

“…when two coffee makers basically make the same pot of coffee, we take the one that 

gives us a pleasant, desirable, or inspired feeling” [29, 141]. 

Designers strive to create an experience that can elicit certain emotions in their users, 

which renders emotions a crucial aspect of the target prototyping experience. It is, 

therefore, important to understand how emotions influence the experience and how 

designers use them to create better products. 

It is undeniable that a user is only satisfied with a product if the product meets all his 

needs, depending on the use case, environment, occasion, and other factors that define 

the user’s expectations. According to Jordan [142], there are three levels of requirements 

that the product must fulfill in order to satisfy the user. The product should fulfill the 

task for which it was designed, trigger emotions through interaction that fit the context 

of the task, and finally, the feeling of ownership should be associated with positive 

feelings that correspond to the way the user wants to be seen by others. 

This shows the importance of the emotions that arise while interacting with a product. 

As Desmet and Hekkert [29] wrote, the same statement has been made by many authors, 

who have added that there is no such thing as an emotionally neutral product. They have 

also mentioned that design decisions have an impact on the experience that can lead to 

negative outcomes if not sufficiently taken into account. In this case, the key word for a 

better design is “engaging”, which together with “authentic” and “easy to use” completes 

the principles that can lead to better results, when considered in the design process [29]. 

Overbeeke and Hekkert [29, 143] have also shown that the perception of a product as 
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engaging contributes to its perception as easy-to-use. Therefore, the designer should 

focus on the experience of the user created through the interaction with the product and 

consider the user as always looking for the emotional aspect in their experience with 

products. 

So, emotions are very important for product design. But how should emotions be 

considered during the design process? It is a common technique to involve users in the 

design process by giving them the opportunity to express their feelings and opinions 

about the new product [29]. In addition, the intentions and goals of the designer should 

also be considered while they are trying to challenge and inspire the user through their 

design [29]. Simultaneously, approaching emotional design through research and theory 

can also shed light on the trends of user preferences and the relationship between product 

and emotional responses [29].  

Hassenzahl [144] also highlights emotions as a consequence of product characteristics 

by affirming that emotions are at the center of a product or any other type of experience. 

An emotional experience is not possible without our body and its nature is defined by 

culture [144]. Emotions help a person to identify themselves, to analyze the behavior of 

others and their own [144]. Jordan [49, 145] considers emotions as the consequence of 

the interaction with the product. 

In car design, emotions have the same amount of impact. Research on this topic has 

shown that emotional experiences derived from interaction with car models involve 

mixed emotions [146]. This is an expected consequence given the complexity of the car 

as a product due to its various design aspects. Each of these aspects has the potential to 

trigger a different type of emotion in the user, while the emotion evoked by one aspect 

can influence the emotion of another.  

Warell [49], identifies a specific group of emotions in the product experience that are the 

result of “visual”, “hedonic” or “aesthetic” design. Related to the last type of emotions, 

the aesthetic design of the car and the emotions it elicits in the user, are among the top 

ten purchase criteria for mid-sized sedans in Japan, Germany, and the USA [49]. The 

appearance of products plays a decisive role not only in automotive design, but in all 

products. It has a great influence on aesthetic appeal, emotional experience, brand 

expression and identification [49]. 

Emotions have been highlighted as an important aspect of product experience in many 

experience models [35, 48, 142, 147-149]. According to Norman [48], there is almost 

always a conflict between the different levels of emotion except in the case of a 

successful design that is able to achieve great results for each level of emotion.  

When we interact with products, we are in a safe situation in most cases. Humans have 

learned to use emotions to analyze their environment and everything in it [149, 150]. 

Thus, we always look for emotions that confirm the beneficial nature of a product [149, 
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151]. According to the appraisal theory, a person first evaluates the situation and based 

on this often unconscious and automatic cognitive process, decides which emotion is 

most appropriate [149, 152].  

2.7 Automotive Design Experience through 5 Perspectives 

From the previous chapters, it can be concluded that emotions are at the heart of the 

product experience, which is highly subjective and depends on a lot of the user’s 

idiosyncratic features. Focusing on the experience of the user during the design process 

and processing the information that emerges from studying it, can lead to better designs 

that fit the user and elicit the intended emotions. To increase the quality of the design 

from the start of the development process, the Early Phase is suitable to conduct 

presentations and evaluations of the new design among designers. This helps designers 

to crystallize the final design and the experience it should facilitate. And what better 

method to evaluate their design than experience it themselves under the same conditions 

as the user [27]. 

To understand what kind of experience designers require for their presentations and 

evaluations, it is important to acquire an overview of the different aspects that influence 

and form the target experience. For a spherical overview, five different perspectives are 

relevant: the Automotive, the Design, the Mixed Reality, the Game and the Prototyping 

Experience.  

2.7.1 The Automotive Experience 

The automotive experience is as versatile as the product itself. Design stories are crucial 

to the automotive experience because they describe the content and are thus an indicator 

of automotive trends. 

Aesthetic quality and the experience it can facilitate are particularly important for 

automotive design [153]. Aesthetics and brand are two of the main reasons for users to 

buy a vehicle, as they increase the desirability and appeal of the product [49]. Warell 

[49] described the visual experience between user and vehicle using his VPE framework 

while highlighting its subjectiveness. According to this experience framework, the 

automotive aesthetic experience consists of two dimensions, the actual aesthetic 

experience, which he calls “Presentation” and the assignment of meaning which is called 

“Representation”. Each of these two dimensions is divided into three “modes” which are 

derived from the sensory, cognitive, and emotional aspects of every design experience. 

With his model, Warell [49] highlights the unique aspects of the automotive experience, 

going one level deeper than the general design experience. 

One of the modes in the dimension of “Presentation” is called “Impression” and 

describes the part of the experience in which the user perceives the vehicle and its 
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characteristic elements and thus forms their first impression. The mode of 

“Appreciation” deals with the user’s approval of the visual aesthetic forms and structures 

and the recognition of the aesthetic principles used in creating the approved design 

elements. This dimension ends with the mode of “Emotions” which are evoked during 

the previous mode and are the result of the user’s judgement. 

The dimension of “Representation” consists of the three modes: “Recognition”, 

“Comprehension” and “Association”. In the first mode, the user identifies the vehicle by 

recognizing the design elements through the comparison of their similarity to design 

elements they have already been exposed to. In the second mode, the user understands 

the meaning and importance of certain design characteristics, such as the properties of 

specific design elements. Finally, the third mode signifies that the user has created 

meaning by associating the design concepts with a brand based on social and cultural 

ideas.  

 

Figure 5: Warell’s VPE Framework [49]. 

The automotive design experience can be influenced by factors related to both the user 

and the product, as well as external factors [26, 49]. Repeated exposure to a new design 

is one of them [154]. The aesthetic evaluation of new designs, which occurs only once 

and determines whether the design remains in the design process or gets eliminated from 

it, is not sufficient. Multiple exposures to a design that was at first negatively reviewed 

may lead to aesthetic evaluations that eventually lead to positive results. At first glance, 

a new design might appear too novel, but this impression wears off as one is more often 

exposed to it. Coughlan and Mashman [154] highlight the equal importance of “initial 

pleasingness” and “freshness durability”. In conclusion, a design may be rejected after 

being exposed to it multiple times and the initial positive feelings lose intensity. 

However, if the opposite effect occurs, then the user’s initial enjoyment may last longer 

during the life span of the product. 

Many researchers have already recognized the importance of offering the designers and 

the rest of their multidisciplinary team, as well as the users, the chance to experience the 

design, especially the very complicated and multi-faceted design of a vehicle [25]. 
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Kansei Engineering is a popular method that was invented to support designers in general 

through consumer feelings and tendencies and in the case of automotive design, it was 

used to structure this intuitive information [21, 155]. Today, many automotive design 

prototypes begin as sketches and digital renderings, that provide a starting place for 

discussion and a creative basis for alternative ideas [4]. With each revision, this 

originally small idea transforms into something more detailed until it eventually becomes 

very complex. This progress of the design, as well as any changes and improvements 

should always be communicated to all participants of the design process. 

However, this is not an easy task. Automotive designers use stories and storyboards to 

narrate experiences to other team members. These members could be managers with 

limited time who do not yet know the details of the project. Other members would be 

engineers whose language does not include stories and scenarios. Interactive prototyping 

was applied to solve these problems. However, an interaction and a story behind it are 

not always sufficient to be understood by all members with various backgrounds [4]. On 

the other hand, experience is something that everybody understands and perceives for 

themselves. Of course, this presupposes that the experience prototype is of high maturity 

[4].  

Aesthetics is a very significant part of the automotive design [153]. They are one of the 

main reasons why a consumer will buy a car. Like aesthetics, brand is also part of a 

vehicle’s appearance and can have the same effect on a consumer’s judgement [153]. 

These facts make the aesthetic evaluation of design particularly important. Nevertheless, 

designers have to rely on their training and intuition in order to judge the quality of a 

vehicle’s aesthetics. 

Aesthetics not only help the vehicle stand out, but also deliver a message of values that 

are meant to be associated with the brand [153]. The most important sensory modality 

used for the perception of aesthetics and brand is vision. The assessment of the aesthetic 

quality and consequently the overall quality of the vehicle depends on the visual stimuli.  

There is a conflict behind the relationship between aesthetics and brand. The principles 

of aesthetics include novelty, while the principles of brand require a sufficient degree of 

familiarity for the purpose of brand recognition. This conflict, combined with the fact 

that aesthetics is a subjective matter, should be considered by designers and judges of 

the automotive design. In this case, designers must rely on their intuition and experience 

[153].  

2.7.2 The Design Experience 

Regardless of how complex the design concept of a vehicle is, the experience it facilitates 

contains the aspects of any product experience. Therefore, it is important to also look at 

these experience models and understand their content. 
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Product experience is subjective, as it depends on the characteristics of the user and the 

product [149]. According to Desmet and Hekkert [149], there are three aspects of product 

experience. The first aspect is the aesthetic experience, where the user’s senses are 

pleased and captivated by the interaction with the product. The second aspect involves 

the interpretation of the experience and the decision of what it means for the user. Finally, 

the user evaluates the product according to the advantages and disadvantages it can bring 

to their well-being, based on their emotions.  

Norman [48] defines the aspects of the design experience by making an analogy with the 

three different brain modes that are activated during each aspect. In the visceral mode, 

the user evaluates the design based on its “look and feel”. In the behavioral mode, they 

evaluate the product’s usability, performance, and functions. In the reflective mode, they 

interpret the product and its meaning and reflect on the experience based on their 

sociocultural characteristics.  

 

Figure 6: A photo of the Mini Cooper S, as it appears in [48] with the caption: “"It 

is fair to say that almost no new vehicle in recent memory has provoked more 

smiles." (Courtesy of BMW AG.)” [48]. 

McCarthy and Wright [148] additionally consider the spatio-temporal character of the 

design experience and add the sensory, the emotional and finally the compositional 

aspect. The “sensual thread” of experience refers to the perception of a situation and the 

environment in which it occurs. The “emotional thread” contains the subjective emotions 

that make the same experience different for each user. In the “compositional thread”, the 

experience is divided in parts while defining the relationship between each of the parts 

and the overall experience. Finally, each experience has a “spatio-temporal aspect” that 

may differ in interpretation from the real time and space, in which the experience actually 

takes place. 
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According to Hassenzahl [60, 144], the user experience is subjective, it changes 

depending on its setting and it is dynamic in its duration. Hassenzahl emphasizes the 

crucial difference in the perception of the experience as a user compared to a designer. 

Hassenzahl and Tractinsky [147] define the user experience as a result of the user’s 

characteristics, e.g., their dispositions and expectations, the product’s characteristics, 

e.g., usability and functionality, as well as the context in which the user interacts with 

the product. Similarly, Obrist et al. [156] uses aspects of the user experience that we have 

already seen and places them under the influence of a context. Roto [157] also 

acknowledges the importance of the context in which the interaction between user and 

product takes place.  

For Forlizzi and Battarbe [35], there are three types of experience. The first type is the 

continuous evaluation of all people and things that surround the user. The second type 

of experience is one that the user perceives as complete and often has a particular impact 

on their life. Finally, the co-experience refers to sharing an experience with others, which 

can influence its interpretation. 

Each of these models of design or user experience reveals different aspects of this so 

complex and versatile subject. However, there are several important aspects they agree 

upon. These aspects include the emotions elicited by the whole experience, which can 

be influenced by the perceived aesthetics and usability of the product, as well as by the 

interpretation of the experienced meaning. In addition, they all emphasize the subjective 

nature of the experience, as it depends on the user’s inner state and the characteristics of 

the product, as well as the experience context, which can influence the way the 

experience is perceived and interpreted. Finally, they all mention the great influence of 

the aesthetic and behavioral characteristics of the design on the user’s emotions and the 

assignment of meaning. 

As a developer, when attempting to aid the designers in their difficult tasks, it is 

especially important to understand that design experience is subjective. This means that 

designers have to slip into the position of the user and experience their own design under 

the same conditions as their target users. The suitability of this prototype depends greatly 

on its ability to provide the right situations for experiencing the design stories, or in other 

words, as observed in the experience models, on the right context. In the use case of a 

car, the product is used in a road environment that facilitates certain driving conditions 

and provides the context of a prototyping experience for the aesthetic automotive design 

evaluation. 

2.7.3 The Mixed Reality Experience 

With the goal of replacing sketches and PowerPoint presentations with prototyping 

experiences at such an early stage in the design process of a vehicle, an increase in the 

virtuality of the experience becomes necessary. Important parameters of the target 
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experience, such as the target vehicle design, are not available in the real world. 

Additionally, the spatio-temporal aspect [148] with a suitable environment and 

conditions is difficult to achieve and cannot be used with a virtual vehicle. Therefore, 

Mixed Reality is necessary for the visualization of the target design and the experience 

context. 

 

Starting from the right end of the virtuality spectrum, we can use Virtual Reality to 

completely visually replace a physical prototype, but some senses will be left 

unstimulated. For designers, however, all senses are important. Therefore, we move the 

virtuality level to the middle of the spectrum, where we can visually replace any type of 

physical prototype that does not yet exist in the Early Phase with a virtual twin and fill 

the experiential gaps by using hardware parts.  

 

Virtual Reality (VR) is the computer simulation of a real or metaphorical system, that 

allows a user to interact with a simulated system in real time [158]. There are four key 

elements that describe the functionality of VR [159], which are described below: 

 

• Virtual Environment: The user perceives the Virtual Environment as synthetic, 

interactive and illusory through the corresponding device. The sensory 

information that the user receives inside this environment mimics that of a 

physical one [158, 160]. Specific rules and relationships apply to the objects that 

exist in this virtual world [159]. 

• Immersion: There is the mental and the physical immersion [159]. The mental 

immersion results in the feeling of deep engagement and involvement combined 

with the suspension of all disbeliefs. Being physically immersed results in the 

feeling of entering a medium with one’s own body, while at least one sense is 

being synthetically stimulated. The first immersion that a person experiences is 

the physical when they first enter the virtual world. The mental immersion can 

then be experienced after the person has suspended any disbeliefs about the 

originality of the virtual world around them. 

Immersion can be achieved not only through a VR system but also through other 

media, such as television, radio and books. However, physical immersion is a 

characteristic feature of the VR system. The extent to which a user perceives 

something differently than they would in the absence of external influences could 

be used to assess the suitability of a medium for achieving immersion. 

• Sensory feedback: Another characteristic feature of a VR system is to provide 

direct sensory feedback to the user depending on their physical position. 

Immediate interactive feedback is possible by using a high-speed computer. In 
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addition, a tracking system is necessary to base the sensory output of the VR 

system on the position of the user.  

This feature enables the experience of a simulated physical reality. Furthermore, 

this experience allows the user to try out scenarios that would not be possible or 

even too dangerous in the real world, as the virtual world can have its own rules. 

• Interactivity: A VR system gains authenticity when the user’s actions (e.g., 

changing location and picking up objects) result in reactions from the virtual 

world. 

 

The aspects of the virtual experience have been grouped into sensory, affective, 

relational, cognitive and active [161, 162]. The sensory aspect refers to the sensory input 

that is perceived accordingly through the senses and is generated by sensory hardware 

and software. The cognitive part of the virtual experience involves the user’s mental 

engagement with tasks and situations that occur in the virtual world. The affective aspect 

focuses on the user’s emotional state and the degree of similarity between the emotions 

elicited during the virtual experience and those elicited during a similar experience in 

the real world. The active aspect can be interpreted as the extent to which the user relates 

to the virtual experience and its context (e.g., avatars, environment and scenario). 

Finally, the relational aspect includes the social aspects of the experience, also referred 

to as co-experience. 

 

A more technical approach to virtual experiences is presented by Parés and Parés [163]. 

According to their model, the virtual experience is the result of the relationship between 

the user and the Virtual Environment (VE). The Virtual Subjectiveness (VS), consisting 

of the logical and physical interfaces, the mapping and the behaviors, acts as an 

intermediary between the user and the Virtual Environment. The logical interface is the 

“point of view from which the environment may be constructed” [163, 164] and defines 

e.g., the field of view and the viewing direction. The physical interfaces consisting of 

sensors and displays deliver the sensory input to the user while the mappings describe 

how they are linked to the logical interface. The behaviors complete the virtual 

experience by defining the ways of interaction with which the user may influence the 

Virtual Environment, thus establishing the relationship between the logical interface and 

the Virtual Environment. 
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Figure 7: Left: A Virtual Reality system described through the participant’s 

perspective and the technical perspective [163, 165]. Right: The Virtual 

Subjectiveness as described by Parés and Parés [163] (“The Virtual Subjectiveness 

composed by the physical interfaces (4), the logical interface (3), the mappings (5) 

and the behaviors (6)” [163]). 

On the other hand, Waterworth and Waterworth [166] offer a psychological approach to 

the virtual experience. In their attempt to evaluate virtual experiences, they have 

developed a model consisting of three axes. The first axis describes the user’s level of 

attention to the environment in and around their body. The more we consciously process 

the current situation, the more presence we feel in the currently present environment. 

The locus axis refers to the user’s degree of attention to the virtual and physical world. 

Finally, the sensus axis measures the user’s level of conscious arousal.  

 

 

Figure 8: The three axes of Waterworth and Waterworths’s model of virtual 

experience [166]. 
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The experience of being in a mediated environment is essentially what the term 

“presence” refers to [167]. Presence has been defined as “the extent to which a person 

fails to perceive or acknowledge the existence of a medium during a technologically 

mediated experience” [167, 168]. It has been divided into physical presence, which 

describes the feeling of being physically present in the mediated environment and social 

presence, which is elicited as the feeling of being together and interacting with a virtual 

partner. These two types of presence can overlap and create co-presence, which 

encompasses characteristics of both types. The feeling of presence is influenced by the 

characteristics of the media and the user. The characteristics of the media include the 

content, i.e., the objects, characters, and environment. As proposed by Sheridan [169], 

the amount of sensory information provided to the user, the degree of control the user 

has over the sensory mechanisms, as well as the user’s ability to influence the 

environment are parameters that determine the degree of presence.  

In summary, Mixed Reality experiences are influenced by the hardware and software 

that help make them possible. Therefore, it is important to consider the system that 

allows us to build the experience as a combination of technical aspects that lead to 

psychological aspects and consequently control the similarity of the synthetic experience 

to a corresponding real experience. 

2.7.4 The Game Experience 

“The game-world is a “labyrinth devised by men, a labyrinth destined to be deciphered 

by men” [170, 171]. 

Game development tools are used to visualize the design stories and facilitate the 

corresponding experience. Therefore, the target experience is also influenced to a certain 

extent by the aspects of the game experience.  

Many game experience models focus on the relationship between video game and player 

[172-175]. According to one of these models [172], the following features of video 

games have specific psychosocial effects: 

• the ease of control (“The extent to which a player finds the actions to control the 

game clear and intuitive”),  

• the progress feedback (“The extent to which it is clear to the player how well he 

or she is doing in the game”),  

• the audiovisual appeal (“The extent to which a player appreciates the audiovisual 

styling of the game”),  

• the goals and rules (“The extent to which the overall objective and rules are clear 

to the player”) and 

• the challenges (“The extent to which the specific challenges in the game match 

the players skill level”)  
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The psychosocial effects include: 

• the mastery (“A sense of competence and mastery derived from playing the 

game”), 

• curiosity (“A sense of interest and curiosity roused by the game”),  

• immersion (“A sense of immersion and cognitive absorption, experienced by the 

player”),  

• autonomy (“A sense of freedom and autonomy to play the game as desired”) and 

• meaning (“A sense of connecting with the game, resonating with what is 

important”).  

 

Another model also considers the video game and the player while adding a third aspect 

to the game experience, namely the gameplay [173, 174]. The video game aspect consists 

of:  

• the mechanics, which define the functioning and progress rules of the game,  

• the interface, which includes the aesthetic and interaction elements of the game,  

• the narrative, which is the plot of the game and  

• the consistency, which is necessary to balance all the previous aspects.  

 

The player has certain motivations that keep them playing the game, a background, 

shaped by their personal history and expectations of the video game elements. Finally, 

the gameplay refers to the ambient setting, which is the game environment and its 

conditions and the platform on which the game is played. In a previous version of the 

same model [174], gaming experience was a fourth aspect and included immersion and 

flow. 

According to Bernhaupt [175], the game experience is enabled by the video game and 

the player’s interaction with it. In this model, the video game consists of the gameplay, 

which refers to the rules and story of the game, and the environment, which is the game’s 

visual and auditory representation. The interaction between player and game is called 

Puppetry and it is perceived as the way a player approaches the game until they feel like 

their actions have an impact on the course of the game. This interaction is influenced by 

the available actions that the game allows the player to have (Control), the player’s 

feeling of owning the game after being able to affect what happens with their actions 

(Ownership) and factors that influence the player’s attempt to gain control of the game 

(Facilitators, e.g., time and aesthetic values). 
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Figure 9: The CEGE model [175]. 

 

Calleja’s model of game experience attempts to incorporate all experiential dimensions 

by defining six frames of involvement and connecting them to the player’s motivation 

[171]. The first dimension is affective involvement, which happens when the player’s 

emotional state is affected by the game. It is related to the player’s motivation to “escape” 

from their reality [176] and find excitement. This attempt to escape can be successful 

through the contribution of virtual environments, which can provide the feeling of 

excitement to players who like to travel. Virtual environments in games are powerful 

due to their ability to affect the user emotionally through their aesthetics while engaging 

them spatially by leading the player to explore them. Depending on the design, games 

achieve narrative involvement of the player, by letting them create their own narrative 

or leading them to complete specific tasks before reaching certain milestones in the plot. 

Tactical involvement refers to the player’s satisfaction after setting goals and completing 

tasks, whether set by the game or by the player. The satisfaction of achieving a high 

score and optimizing one’s skills compared to other players can motivate players in its 

own unique way. This performative involvement may change focus depending on the 

way the game rewards the player. Engaging in the social aspect of the game experience 

through communicating with non-playable characters or writing in the games’ group chat 

results in the shared involvement.  
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Figure 10: The model of digital game experience [171]. 

 

A complete perspective on game experience cannot exclude the autotelic experience and 

flow [177]. A person can experience flow when they manage to focus their complete 

attention on achieving their goals. Flow improves the quality of the experience and the 

overall quality of life. There are several ways to achieve flow, which are related to using 

the capacity of one’s mind, body and memory, as well as leveraging activities, such as 

thinking about philosophical concepts, communicating and writing. 
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Ermi and Mäyrä [178] define three dimensions of gameplay experience. The first is the 

sensory immersion, which refers to the aesthetics and audio feedback of the game. The 

second is challenge-based immersion, which can be achieved by offering the right 

amount of challenges while allowing the player to develop their skills. The third and 

final dimension is activated when the player is absorbed by the story of the game or 

completely identifies with a certain character. 

 

 

Figure 11: A gameplay experience model by Ermi and Mäyrä [178]. 

 

Instead of a game experience model, Sánchez et al. [179] describe the model of 

playability, which they define as the “degree to which specified users can achieve 

specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and specially satisfaction and fun in a 

playable context of use”. According to their model, playability can be described with the 

help of seven attributes: Effectiveness, Learnability, Immersion, Satisfaction, 

Motivation, Emotion and Socialization. These attributes also describe User Experience 

[180], on which this model was based, but are interpreted in the context of games. 
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Figure 12: The graph by Sánchez et al. [179] showing the Playability model. 

 

Based on a study in which video game players were asked how they perceive their game 

experience [181], the participants provided six major categories. As the name of the first 

category suggests, it contains all Emotional Responses of players, whether positive or 

negative. The second category is Game Play, which is interpreted as the way the game 

is played, the degree of the players’ immersion and satisfaction. The next category is the 

social aspect which represents the relationships between players that result from game 

cooperation or competition. Outcomes of game play is the fourth category, related to 

anticipated or unanticipated outcomes, ranging from achievement to obsessive playing. 

The final two categories are the Goals, which describe the individual or collective goals 

of players and Personal Qualities, which represent the player’s skills and abilities. 

Poels et al. [182] describe the game experience in nine dimensions, which show up as 

slightly different experiences during and after the game. The following table provides a 

clear and efficient overview of the model: 
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Figure 13: A digital game experience model by Poels et al. [182]. 

The aspects of the game experience cannot be fully attributed to the target experience, 

but since they are connected to the tools used to create these experiences, they can be 

considered as partly influencing factors. The greatest difference between our target and 

a game experience is that our player aims at using it not for their entertainment but for 

the evaluation and presentation of their design. Nevertheless, both players receive certain 

emotions which are indicators of the success of the experience, only in our case these 

emotions play the role of informing the designer in which ways the design should be 

changed or maintained. However, the simulation that designers require to reproduce the 

experience that their design provides can be considered as a serious game, that carries 

the various aspects we have mentioned in this chapter to its own unique extent, just like 

any other game. 
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2.7.5 The Prototyping Experience 

The target experience is meant to be used by automotive designers as an experience 

prototype. Therefore, the fifth and final perspective to describe the target experience 

should be that of Prototyping. 

Loehmann [4] delves into the world of experience prototyping and provides a spherical 

overview of all its aspects. According to his definition, “prototyping describes the 

iterative and economic implementation of different representations of a design idea 

during different stages of the design process by using any kind of medium with the 

purpose of understanding, exploring, communicating and evaluating form and function 

of a future interactive system or parts of this system”. One of the most important uses of 

prototypes is their contribution to the communication of design ideas, not only between 

people from the same department, but also from different disciplines and with different 

skills. Prototyping also reportedly leads to emotionally positive experiences for the 

people who use it. It helps employees interpret failure as a method of learning and 

increases satisfaction and motivation by providing them with immediate feedback on 

their performance [4, 183].  

Prototypes have certain parameters by which they can be described. One of these is the 

prototype’s fidelity, which has been described by Houde and Hill [4, 184] as the degree 

of visual and functional similarity to the final design. Two main criteria for choosing the 

degree of the prototype’s fidelity are the phase of the production process [4] and the goal 

of the evaluation for which they are used [4]. Low-fidelity prototypes have been 

suggested for early phases of the design process [4, 185], for experience prototyping [27] 

and to boost creativity in brainstorming new ideas [4, 186]. However, if the complete 

functionality and interactivity of the prototype is needed to conduct extensive user 

testing, then high-fidelity prototypes should be preferred [4]. Particularly important in 

experience prototypes is the part that is visible to the user. Therefore, the front-end of 

the prototype should be implemented as real as possible, while the back-end can be 

simulated with simpler methods [4, 187]. 

Prototypes can also be described by their level of detail, also called as their resolution 

[4, 184]. Low-resolution prototypes are encouraged in the early stages of the design 

process to increase creativity for alternative ideas and to stimulate discussion of high-

level issues [4, 186]. 

Depending on the range of functionalities and the level of detail, a prototype can be 

horizontal or vertical [4, 185]. Horizontal prototypes contain a wide range of 

functionalities that are not implemented in great detail. On the other hand, vertical 

prototypes provide only a few functionalities but a high level of details. Therefore, if an 

evaluation aims only at finding out the right functions of the final design, a horizontal 

prototype appears to be the right choice. However, if the evaluation aims to optimize the 

implementation of the functions, then a vertical prototype should be preferred. 
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Another approach to prototyping is to distinguish between throw-away and evolutionary 

[4, 188]. The first method follows the creation of several disposable prototypes that are 

created to serve as “stepping stones towards the final design” [4, 188]. It is recommended 

for focusing on specific design issues, but it requires much more resources than 

evolutionary prototyping. The second method starts with a specific prototype and 

evolves it until it becomes the final design. The result can be a robust product but 

planning for the prototype’s optimization and guaranteeing its success should be 

completed from the beginning. 

A further distinction has been made by Buchenau and Suri [27] between passive and 

active prototypes, based on the level at which the user can interact with them. Passive 

prototypes, such as storyboards and sketches, offer a way to communicate design ideas 

but no way to interact. Active prototypes, such as experience prototypes, require the 

active participation of the user, as they “are needed to successfully (re)live or convey an 

experience with a product, space or system” [4, 27]. 

Bordegoni et al. [52] have created a framework for mixed prototyping that consists of 

three axes. The first axis describes the prototype, which can vary from real to virtual. 

The second axis refers to the user who can also range from real to virtual. The third axis 

displays the type of interaction the prototype offers and can range from purely visual and 

consequently indirect interaction to visual and haptic or, as interpreted in the framework, 

direct interaction. The term haptic refers to active touch [189]. 

 

Figure 14: A framework for Mixed Prototyping [52]. 

Lim et al. [190] offer a different view of the variables that can be used to describe 

prototypes. They mention the prototype’s appearance as a dimension that can describe 

“the physical appearance of a design” with variables, such as size and color. The data 

dimension contains “the information architecture and the data model of a design” with 
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variables, such as data size. The functionality dimension describes the “functions that 

can be performed by the design”. The interactivity dimension refers to “the ways in 

which people interact with each part of a system” (e.g., feedback). The spatial structure 

dimension describes the way “each component of a system is combined with others”. 

Lim et al. [190] also define the best prototype, as “one that, in the simplest and most 

efficient way, makes the possibilities and limitations of a design idea visible and 

measurable”. This economic principle of prototyping should be taken into account, when 

deciding on the values of the dimensions for a particular prototype [190]. 

 

Figure 15: Variables that can be used to describe a prototype by Lim et al. [190]. 

After studying the target experience through the Automotive, Design, Mixed Reality and 

Game Development perspective, we turned our focus to its Prototyping nature. In this 

perspective, we gained new insights that connect the target experience to the 

development process. Furthermore, we are reminded of the influence that the available 

resources have on the type and level of detail of the prototype. We can conclude with the 

fact that a successful experience prototype is not necessarily the one that simulates 

perfect realism, but consists of a combination of aspects, each developed to a certain 

necessary level, so that it can support the designer in their task of evaluating and 

presenting an experience. 

2.8 State of the Art in Procedural World Generation 

A fair amount of research has used driving simulations to conduct evaluations in the 

automotive industry. However, there is little research for automotive designers, their 

requirements for Mixed Reality prototyping experiences, the methods to implement 

these requirements, as well as to provide the designers with their own automated tools. 
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In this Chapter, the state-of-the-art research is divided into virtual simulations that have 

been used for automotive evaluations and procedural generators that have been created 

for various use cases.  

2.8.1 Simulations for Automotive Evaluations 

The automotive design involves a highly complex combination of functional and 

aesthetic features. The need to evaluate and explore the experience facilitated by this 

combination has led to the use of game development tools for the generation of virtual 

environments. The associated evaluations and studies have focused on specific road 

systems in the generation of the environments, which play the role of the context in, e.g., 

training simulations [191] and in-vehicle user experience evaluations [24]. In some 

cases, as in this empirical study that focuses on the driving conditions [192], the 

environment was even generated using procedural generation tools. Virtual 

environments have also been used in studies that focus on communication between 

vehicle and pedestrians [193], as well as specific user experiences inside the vehicle in 

Virtual Reality [194, 195]. 

 

Mixed Reality prototyping is widely used in the automotive industry. Augmented and 

Virtual Reality are used to evaluate interior design elements in physical prototypes. The 

same medium is also used in the usability evaluation of UI interaction methods and to 

support maintenance and manufacturing processes. Further use cases for Mixed Reality 

prototyping in the automotive design process include the collection of feedback from 

end users on the aesthetic and ergonomic quality already in the early stages of 

development [25, 52, 196, 197]. 

 

The focus of all these simulations, regardless of their virtuality level, lies not on the 

virtual environments, which were generated to meet the needs of these specific studies. 

It lies on a specific situation, experience or set of interactions and the user’s reactions, 

coping techniques and feedback. Modelling such a specific environment from scratch 

for each use case with a high graphics quality or selecting from a set of specific 

environments does not cover the variety of the required use cases, which is essential to 

match the creativity and inspiration sources of the automotive designers. Further 

challenges, such as the nature of the designers’ trial-and-error process of defining the 

environment and the large amount of resources needed to create suitable environments 

for design presentations confirm the conclusion that a new framework is needed to 

develop environments for design presentations and evaluations. This should allow the 

procedural generation of the environment based on real-world data and contribute to 

higher efficiency in the environment development process. 
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2.8.2 Procedural Generation 

Procedural generation is an algorithmic method of creating data, with the created output 

varying from 3D assets to complete levels. One major advantage is the reduction of 

development time. It has been used to generate virtual environments for many recently 

released games (e.g., Horizon Zero Dawn [198] and Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon 

Wildlands [199]). Another important advantage of this method is the ability it offers to 

adjust the degree of control over the generated output and the resulting potential to 

provide this control to people without programming skills. 

2.8.2.1 Street Generators 

The creation of procedural street generators is aimed at modelling road networks in 

fantastic cities. The input of these generators requires the user to follow methods, such 

as creating and editing tensor fields [200], specifying a start sequence for an L-system 

and values for parameters, such as population density and network pattern [201], 

providing vector data for roads and rivers [202] and dividing the map into regions and 

choosing a template for the road generation [203]. Other inputs include the sketch of the 

roads [204, 205] and a high-level graph that represents control nodes or paths [206]. 

The roads can be generated in grid and radial patterns by using the hyperstreamlines of 

the provided tensor field [200]. Another method is to leverage the L-system [201], which 

is a grammar-based rewriting system that recursively modifies a start string based on a 

specific set of rules. In [202], the generator models the streets and rivers based on the 

provided vector data and modifies further changes that the user makes in the world. The 

template-based system in [203] takes into account information about the population 

density of the area from corresponding maps and divides the regions provided by the 

user into approximately equal parts. Starting from a high-level graph [206], a lower-level 

graph is computed that adapts to the control nodes of the higher level. Secondary roads 

are then modelled expanding inwards by using an L-system with predefined parameters. 

In [204, 205], the roads are modelled based on the roads placed on the terrain by the user 

using vector lines and polygon tools. The Voronoi algorithm, subdivision and L-systems 

have also been used in an attempt to generate road networks that correspond to the real-

world road patterns of two South African cities (Johannesburg and Cape Town) [207]. 

The shortest path algorithm has been applied to generate optimal roads [208, 209]. This 

approach uses weights that include terrain features (e.g., river) and information (e.g., 

population density), as well as anisotropic costs that depend e.g., on position and 

direction [208]. 

Real-world data is used as input to generate road networks, mostly for specific use cases, 

such as urban planning [210] and military training [211]. In these examples, a similar 

approach was followed that starts with downloading the target area from Open Street 

Map and the heightfield of this area from a provider (e.g., United States Geological 

Survey (USGS)). In the first use case [210], the CityEngine software is used to model 
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the roads without texture and street lines, extrude the OSM footprints, add detailed 

textures and model natural features based on the satellite texture of the terrain. In the 

other use case [211], the roads have been modelled based on the information provided 

by OSM and pre-modelled buildings and street elements have been placed by CityGen3D 

[212, 213]. 

To be able to cover our use cases and maintain a certain degree of control over the 

procedural generation process, the output geometry should contain information about its 

elements. This information stored in points, primitives or vertices can then be used to 

add further details. For example, the information about the direction of each lane is 

necessary to add a traffic simulation that can be automatically adjusted to the generated 

environment and place traffic signs along the streets. State-of-the-art tools for the 

procedural generation of streets and worlds, such as the “City Map Generator” (Figure 

16) or “SceneCity” add-ons for Blender, create geometries (Figure 17) that do not 

provide this kind of information. In addition to this disadvantage, the insufficient 

graphics quality offered by other tools, such as the Mapbox’s plugin for Unity (Figure 

17), combined with the fact that it can only be used with a specific Game Engine, makes 

the tool inefficient for the requirements of our ideal environment generation process. 

Other software, such as the Unreal plugin by Cesium (Figure 17) can generate 3D 

environments based on photogrammetry data. In this case, however, the output quality 

depends on the resolution of the input data, which has to be purchased from external 

companies. Depending on the quality of the input data, the output geometry often 

requires further processing, e.g., to remove unnecessary artefacts or to replace certain 

objects with higher quality assets. Moreover, the input data is often not available, which 

means that additional costs are incurred for obtaining it. Finally, another tool that is based 

on real map data is CityEngine [212, 213] that can generate streets and buildings but 

requires a lot of calibration within a complex system of parameters to adjust the 

appearance of the environment. 

   

Figure 16: Left and middle: Three modelling errors generated after applying the 

Street Generator node in Houdini. Right: Environment generated in Blender with 

the City Map Generator [214].  
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Figure 17: Left: Environment generated in Blender with the SceneCity add-on 

[215]. Middle: Environment generated in Unity with the Mapbox plugin (up) [216]. 

Right: Environment generated in Unreal with the Cesium plugin (down) [217]. 

2.8.2.2 Building Generators 

In this section, we review the different approaches used for the procedural modelling of 

3D buildings based on their methods, their use cases, and the potential to adjust the level 

of control of their output.  

Best known for its ability to generate plants [218], the Lindenmayer- or L-system can 

also model an object hierarchy and mesh. Therefore, it has also been widely used in the 

generation of buildings [219, 220]. In the corresponding cases, the L-system has been 

applied to shape the building by setting certain parameters and to add façade details by 

covering it with a texture. 

The shape grammars have played an important role in the design of industrial 

architecture. A characteristic example has been presented by Rau Chaplin et al. [221], 

with their user-friendly interface that has been developed to adapt an existing exterior 

and interior design of a building and provide architects with a tool to reduce design time 

and cost while maintaining high quality. Further methods that also rely on shape 

grammar have been used to generate walls [222], model cities [213], increase the variety 

of styles by allowing more building shapes [223], or using vectorial shapes [224].  

Also members of the same algorithmic family, the split and control grammars have been 

used to design the façade by dividing it into compartments and processing them 

according to a set of rules [225]. The result includes highly detailed buildings, but with 

a correspondingly high polygon count and a very complex definition of rules to add new 

architectural styles. 

A semantic approach in combination with shape grammar techniques has been applied 

by Tutenel et al. to design and model a consistent floor plan [226]. A similar approach 

has been taken to create the building with predefined façade module positions [227], 

based on the input data from an XML file containing specific parameters and the 

geometry of a 2D floor plan. 

Real data has also been used as input for the procedural generation of buildings. In such 

cases, floor plans have been designed by training Bayesian networks [228], and buildings 
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with multiple LODs have been modelled by using a custom shape grammar [229]. In 

other cases, the generation has focused on the external environment. In such a case, Open 

Street Map data has been used as input for the random generation of buildings along the 

provided streets using the CityGen3D software [230]. 

 

A modern approach to procedural building generation uses the Wave Function Collapse 

(WFC) algorithm. This algorithm accepts a sample pattern of the desired output and 

reconstructs and replicates it with different variations [231].  

 

Building façades have also been modelled using image-based procedural generation 

techniques. The output geometry of this method, which is also based on shape grammar, 

includes 3D façades without a connection to a building structure, as well as realistic 

façade layout designs [232]. Large-scale environments have been modelled using model 

synthesis which requires a small example model [233, 234]. The input example model 

should contain just the right amount of information to recognize the repeating patterns 

and create a successful, more complex and natural-looking model [235].  

 

After exploring the existing methods and tools for the procedural generation of buildings, 

we came to the conclusion that their level of complexity and the diversity of their outputs 

do not exactly fit the use cases and needs of the automotive designers. Clearly, a new 

approach is needed, that is adapted to the requirements of automotive designers and 

developers. One of the factors that makes these use cases special, is that they usually 

involve a driving simulation. This means that only the lower part of the buildings is 

visible through the car windows and to the driver, while the buildings further away are 

visible through the windshield but not in full detail. These conditions shift the focus of 

the procedural generation on the sections of the buildings that can be seen better by the 

driver. Due to the high performance required to render the vehicle in as much detail as 

possible, this fact can be used as a great advantage to reduce implementation time and 

increase performance by not building the interior of the buildings and the façades that 

are not visible from the road. Another factor is defined by the requirement for realistic 

driving conditions and buildings that represent the look and feel of a particular area in 

the world, as will be shown in the next chapters. This dictates the essential use of real 

map data and excludes the application of a large portion of the solutions in their original 

form, which are found in research. Moreover, since technical knowledge is usually not 

part of the expertise of automotive designers, the generation of buildings should require 

minimal effort and not increase their workload. Consequently, building generators with 

many input variables are also not suitable for automotive designers.  
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2.8.2.3 Generators of Topology, Biomes and Ecosystems 

The topology of a virtual environment is usually simulated with a heightmap, a 2D grid 

that contains elevation values for every point of the terrain [236]. Methods for creating 

a heightmap include mid-point displacement, erosion simulations and fractal noise [237]. 

As we have already seen, the heightmap of a world area can be obtained from different 

providers, each offering different areas, such as USGS [210, 211, 238]. Other methods 

that provide the input for the generation of terrain include the definition of splines [239], 

which in combination with deformation features and a diffusion equation model a 

detailed terrain. Terrain can also be modelled to accommodate existing features, such as 

rivers [240]. 

 

After the main terrain is created, the focus of the modelling shifts to its characteristic 

features. Common procedural techniques for creating oceans include “setting a fixed 

water level” or “starting a flood algorithm from points of low elevation” [237]. River 

networks are generated by starting with a single river and subdividing it recursively 

[241]. A curved river has also been modelled by starting with a single triangle that 

contains an entry and exit point and subdividing it recursively [242]. Another method 

applies a simple physics simulation to let river particles fall from mountain ridges and 

then process the terrain accordingly [243].  

 

The L-system has also been used for the generation of 3D plants, whose set of rules, in 

this case, can model a plant, starting from the root, followed by branches, whose size 

decreases in each step until the leaves are added [244]. A graph-based method has been 

presented by Lintermann and Deussen [245], where plant components are placed in a 

graph and connected components are listed in subgraphs. In an intermediate graph, 

instances of these components are added to form a plant. The plant models of Makowski 

et al. [246] and their simulated growth are based on a framework for large ecosystems 

that takes into account the interaction of plants with each other and the resulting branch 

structures. Other methods for procedural generation of plants include sketch-based 

techniques [247-249], reconstruction from images [250-253], videos [254], as well as 

laser-scanned point sets [255-257].  

 

Biomes are “major terrestrial or aquatic life zones, characterized by the vegetation type 

in terrestrial biomes or the physical environment in aquatic biomes” [258]. They are 

characterized by certain temperature ranges and amounts of precipitation. These two 

variables determine the flora and fauna that live in these areas. 
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Figure 18: The graph shows the relationship between annual precipitation and 

average annual temperature by Navarras [246]. 

In order to simulate ecosystems and consequently place the right plants in the right 

density and position, the model of Deussen et al. [259] receives a heightmap and a water 

map, as well as several pieces of information about the plants with which the terrain is 

to be populated (e.g., rate of growth, optionally an initial plant distribution). A simulation 

is then carried out to calculate the distribution of the plants, also taking into account the 

competition of the plants for soil, sunlight and water. Another method for vegetation 

distribution has been presented by Hammes [260], who defines specific ecosystems 

based on elevation data, relative elevation, slope, slope direction and multi-fractal noise. 

Depending on the ecosystem, a certain number of plants are randomly placed and 

textures for the terrain are generated, also considering the level of detail. 

A different approach was followed by Fischer et al. [261] to create the terrain, determine 

the biome and place the plant assets. After creating the terrain using a noise function, 

certain parameters are calculated including the temperature decline, the wind directions, 

a precipitation distribution and the resulting biome based on the Whittaker diagram 

[262]. To refine the terrain details, an existing Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is used 

and blended with the original terrain according to the DEM’s weights. Finally, 
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predefined assets are clustered into categories according to size and other parameters, 

such as organic and inorganic.  

Studies in botany and forestry have provided many approaches to the parameters that 

describe an ecosystem model. Their models focus on the biological processes of plants 

and biomes and work with developmental attributes [263] and availability of resources 

[264]. Other models leverage information on the diversity and influence of plant species 

[265], plant productivity [266], as well as the impact of climate change [267]. 

The procedural generation of terrain and vegetation for environments that are suitable 

for the aesthetic automotive design presentation and evaluation should focus on real map 

data, as will be conclusively explained in the next chapters. The main challenge in this 

task is the automatic mapping of the biome to the geographic coordinates that are 

selected by the users. Therefore, the need for a completely automated process excludes 

the use of the graph observed in relevant research showing the relationship between 

vegetation and average precipitation and temperature, as there is no simple method for 

automatically calculating the two parameters depending on the geographic coordinates. 

Instead, a new method should be designed that ensures a small amount of user input 

variables.  
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3 Contextual Design of a Procedural 

Environment Generation Framework for the 

Aesthetic Automotive Design 

 

To be able to fulfil the designers’ need to create virtual environments that are suitable 

for design experiences and require minimal resources, we decided to apply Contextual 

Design [6]. This design method is user-centered and offered us the flexibility to share all 

design and development steps with the automotive designers and developers. Since our 

goal is to develop a framework that will support both disciplines and especially the 

designers, this method was suitable to keep the end user of the framework and their needs 

in focus. Throughout the complete thesis, the designers were considered experts and we 

welcomed their expertise to guide us step by step to the final output. 

 

As expected from Contextual Design, we adapted its steps to the automotive designers 

and developers. Consequently, the Contextual Inquiry was divided into three studies 

which combine phenomenological and ethnographic research. The aim of these studies 

was to get to know both groups and collect the parameters and use cases of the virtual 

environments. This information was interpreted with the help of the designers and 

developers. The results of the interpretation were analyzed using Affinity Diagramming 

and visualized in Work Models showing the current process of defining and generating 

the environment. From the results, specific design goals were derived that showed the 

development direction for the suggested framework. An additional Work Model for a 

proposed process was created, combined with a Storyboard that shows the steps of a 

designer applying our framework for the definition and generation of new environments. 

Based on the acquired information, the framework was designed and developed, with 

feedback sought from designers and developers in small informal meetings and in a final 

formal series of evaluation studies.
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Figure 19: Contextual Design Process [6]. 

3.1 Contextual Inquiry, Interpretation and Affinity Diagramming 

In the first step of our contextual design, we combined ethnographic and 

phenomenological research as a method to collect data from and about the two focus 

groups, designers and developers. This data includes the current process of context 

generation and the requirements for the ideal experience context. So far, the context has 

been generated by a team of developers according to the designers’ descriptions. 

Therefore, we decided to also include the developers in our search for information about 

the communication flow between the two groups. We conducted two interview studies, 

one with automotive designers and one with developers, as well as a series of fly-on-the-

wall observations to get first-hand experience of the context creation process. The fact 

that we worked with the development team for three years was a great advantage for the 

research. This gave us the opportunity to observe the efforts and outcomes of the 

developers who had to meet the designers’ requirements within the limits of the available 

resources. Combined, these studies explore the design goals that need to be considered 

in order to develop a generation process for the experience context, that leads to the 

desired outcome without the need for modelling skills and that provides a positive 

experience for automotive designers. Therefore, we seek to answer the following 

research questions:  
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RQ1: What design goals should be pursued to transform the current context generation 

process into a new more efficient way of defining, generating and evaluating the design 

experience context that is suitable for aesthetic automotive design experiences? 

RQ2: What requirements must be fulfilled in order to model the virtual environment as 

a context of design experience and its conditions?  

 

 

Figure 20: Overview of all conducted studies. 

3.1.1 Automotive Designers 

In this section, we present results of the first interviews with designers about the 

application of design experiences in different departments of the automotive design.  
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Participants and Procedure: Five automotive designers (2 females and 3 males; age 

ranging from 26 to 35, mean 30.5) were recruited. This number of participants was 

considered sufficient due to the narrow scope of the research and the small number of 

participants who had already used such prototyping experiences [268]. They were 

suggested by the development team which collaborates with the designers to generate 

the experience context for them. Each designer works in a different design department 

and has 5 to 10 years of design experience with one to two automotive companies.  

Two of the semi-structured interviews were conducted in person at the designers’ 

workplace and the other three in an online session due to corona-induced limitations. 

Each interview lasted about 60 minutes and started with a demographic survey on age, 

gender and design experience. After that, we explained the aim of the study to the 

designers and asked them the following questions without making any suggestions about 

the answers:  

1) What is the current design presentation process, used in your department?  

2) What software do you use to prepare the design presentation? 

3) Have you prepared a Mixed Reality design experience with the help of the 

development team to present the design?  

4) If yes: Can you describe such an experience and are there any challenges that 

arose during the preparation process and/or the presentation?  

5) If no: If you had the opportunity to present and evaluate the design within a 

Mixed Reality experience, what would that experience be like? 

Data Analysis: The data was analyzed using Affinity Diagramming to identify the 

parameters of the design experience by clustering down to the smallest details offered 

by the designers. We gathered the designers’ statements on the interview questions, as 

well as other topics raised by the designers themselves during the interview. We 

categorized 53 statements with the help of the development team. After two rounds of 

applying Affinity Diagramming, several subthemes emerged. In the second round, only 

minimal changes were made to the sub-themes. We interpret this fact as an indicator that 

all team members, who carried out the interpretation and analysis had the same 

understanding of the statements and their relationship to the focus subject.  

The final categorization includes 1) the Environment Visualization, 2) the Vehicle 

Visualization and 3) the Experience Participants.  

1. The Environment Visualization: 

Terrain Geometry: Six participants made statements about the terrain geometry of the 

virtual environment. Two of them (UI designers, PUI1 and PUI2) expressed the need to 

have a choice between an urban and a suburban environment. According to the same 

participants, the terrain should correspond to the appropriate road type and the design 

story taking place at this specific area. In addition, they emphasized the importance that 
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the environment should elicit in the driver the feeling of being in a real location of the 

target market. According to the same participants, the virtual environment should 

correspond to the functional and aesthetic context of the design stories.  

Two different participants (2 Exterior Designers, PE1 and PE2) stated that they need the 

possibility to switch between different environments during a design presentation. They 

also mentioned that exterior designers watch films produced in a real location of the 

target market and edited to show the new design over the actual vehicle used in the scene.  

Another designer (Scent Designer, PS) stated that the virtual scene they use for their 

design presentations is the same as the one used for the UI-design presentations.  

On the one hand, most designers use XR design experiences and interact with the interior 

of the vehicle. On the other hand, the exterior designers use films and focus on the 

exterior with corresponding interactions. Despite these differences in the medium of the 

experience and the type of interaction, the requirements for the virtual environment point 

in the same direction. Both groups of designers need environments that reflect the 

vehicle’s character and represent real locations of the target market.  

Finally, another participant (Color & Material Designer, PC&M) stressed the importance 

of a closed, color-neutral environment for their presentations, as it does not allow 

distractions from the vehicle’s colors. 

Road Geometry: Two participants (UI designers, PUI1 and PUI2) mentioned 

parameters they use to describe the road geometry to the developers. These include the 

road type (e.g., primary/country road), the road form (e.g., curvy) and the driving 

maneuver (e.g., turns which influence the form of the required intersections). Since the 

terrain geometry is an indicator of the roads it contains, the requirements for the terrain 

influence the shape of the road geometry. For example, an urban area tends to have 

different road types than a suburban area.  

Building Geometry: Two participants (PUI1 and PUI2) emphasized the importance of 

buildings as indicators of the area (e.g., urban) and the road type (e.g., country road). It 

is equally important that the buildings present a certain degree of diversity, not only 

between buildings with different uses (e.g., a residential building should look different 

from a commercial building), but also between buildings with the same use (e.g., two 

residential buildings should look different). One of them (PUI1) also mentioned the case 

of “style guide-buildings”. In such cases, they would like to have the freedom to change 

the textures of the buildings to fit a certain style. The other (PUI2) did not mention such 

a case, but still expressed the need to change the building textures as a requirement. The 

statements on this sub-theme came from only two participants (PUI1 and PUI2). 

However, since the building geometry influences the appearance of a given location and 

consequently the sense of presence, most of the requirements for the building geometry 

should be relevant for all types of design presentations, except for Color & Material.  
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Vegetation: The only statement on this sub-theme was made by two participants (PUI1 

and PUI2). According to them, the vegetation needs to match the real location reflected 

in the virtual environment. 

Lighting Conditions: The lighting conditions are relevant for all participants. One 

participant (PC&M) expressed that lighting is crucial, as they explore the experience of 

color and material during their presentations. This participant needs the same lighting 

conditions as in the corresponding aesthetic presentations and evaluations with physical 

prototypes. Another participant (PE1) mentioned the need to study the form of the 

vehicle under the lighting conditions at the target market location. They characteristically 

added that a car in Los Angeles looks different than the same car in Munich. According 

to a third participant (PE2), realistic daylight is necessary for their design presentations. 

Time of Day: Three participants (PE1, PUI1 and PUI2) specified the time of day as a 

necessary parameter of the environment for both the functional (e.g., design stories 

occurring at night) and the aesthetic context (e.g., the time of day influences the 

atmosphere of the environment through the lighting). Another participant (PE2) was 

satisfied with the virtual scene being lit by daylight as a default and only option. This is 

an example of how differently designers even from the same design department prepare 

their presentations. This is the result of the different types of stories that different 

designers within a department are responsible for. 

Weather: Two participants (PUI1 and PUI2) agreed that the weather conditions and the 

type of visibility (i.e., good, or poor) must be able to be selected. Both parameters should 

be defined according to the requirements of the design story. 

Environmental Simulation: The same two participants (PUI1 and PUI2) also had 

consistent statements about the need to choose the type of traffic situation (i.e., no traffic, 

flowing traffic or traffic jam). This parameter serves the functional context of the design 

story. 

2. The Vehicle Visualization: 

Visual Representation of the Vehicle: All participants (PC&M, PE1, PE2, PUI1 and 

PUI2) except one (PS) expressed the desire to switch between different design focus 

parts of the vehicle. Those focusing on exterior design (PE1 and PE2), need to evaluate 

more than one exterior part during the presentation and correspondingly experience the 

same design stories, but each time with a different exterior design element. They must 

also be able to move the exterior form lines of the vehicle, as well as save their new 

positions. The one focusing on the Color & Material design (PC&M) must be able to 

switch between colors and material samples, as well as have a library of scanned 

materials available. Moreover, a color change of the exterior should also be offered as 

an option.  
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Functional Representation of the Vehicle: Two participants (PUI1 and PUI2) 

requested the possibility to choose between autonomous and manual driving of the 

virtual vehicle to cover the functional part of the design stories.  

Reference Vehicle Models: This sub-theme includes statements from two participants 

(PE1 and PE2) whose design work focuses on the exterior. They described the challenge 

of fitting many CAD-sketches, photos or pictures into one slide of a PowerPoint-

presentation in order to see all the reference vehicle models simultaneously and compare 

them. They also found that it was impractical and tedious to switch between several 

software tools during the presentation to show different types of 2D and 3D media (e.g., 

CAD-sketches, photos, films). These two challenges were their motivation to propose 

large posters in a virtual space as part of their Mixed Reality design presentation and 

evaluation. 

Driving Simulation: Two participants (PUI1 and PUI2) defined the parameter of the 

vehicle’s state of motion (i.e., parked or in movement) as an important available option, 

depending on the design story and type of evaluation. 

3. The Experience Participants: 

Avatar: Two participants (PUI1 and PE2) stated that it was important to have a virtual 

representation of themselves and the other participants. One of them (PUI1) suggested 

the selection of an avatar and its virtual clothes as an acceptable solution if the ideal 

solution of scanning the experience participants is not possible. The same participant 

stressed the importance of highly accurate tracking of the avatar during the XR 

experience, as finger interaction with the user interface (e.g., swiping across a display, 

pressing buttons) needs to be shown. 

Camera: Two participants (PUI1 and PUI2) stated that they need the possibility to 

change the camera perspective within the virtual scene. One of them (PUI1) indicated 

more detailed camera positions: “behind the driver’s shoulder, in the front of the driver’s 

face and a camera perspective to capture the complete driving situation”. Furthermore, 

they added the possibility to move freely around the virtual scene in bird-view (“God 

Mode”) to see the action from different perspectives.  

Approach to VR/AR: One participant (PE1) showed a negative reaction to VR and AR 

experiences due to the motion sickness they experienced in the past. In addition, they 

mentioned the corona-related limitations as another factor that complicates the use of 

VR and AR glasses. According to this participant, the result of such limitations is that 

designers are not allowed to go to the office and consequently cannot use the available 

glasses, or if they are allowed to work at the office, it is difficult to disinfect the glasses 

after use. However, other participants were open to the idea and welcomed the use of 

XR experiences for design presentations and evaluations. Two participants (PUI1 and 

PUI2) already prepare these XR-experiences systematically with the help of developers. 
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Another participant (PC&M) expressed curiosity and enthusiasm for such a design 

experience. Another participant (PE2) immediately recognized the potential of switching 

from 2D films to interactive 3D experiences with a realistic environment, also as a 

method to reduce the cost of filming in a particular location. 

Hardware Options: Three participants (PUI1, PUI2 and PC&M) already use a driving 

simulator for their design presentation, both in a static (i.e., vehicle is parked) and in a 

dynamic state (i.e., driving vehicle). In addition, one participant (PUI1) expressed the 

need to be able to switch between different hardware parts of the simulator in preparation 

for the presentation. Another participant (PS) uses perfume dispensers to release and 

experience the scent.  

Collaboration: This sub-theme includes a statement shared by three participants (PUI1, 

PUI2 and PE2). After observing the consequences of corona-induced limitations, they 

suggested the concept of multiplayer participation in an XR experience in the form of a 

web application. This method would allow all designers to participate in the design 

experience regardless of their location. Another participant (PUI1) expressed discomfort 

about having to contact too many people to generate a design experience in order to use 

it in their presentation. 

3.1.2 Automotive Developers 

In this section, we present the results of the interviews with the developers of the virtual 

environments used in design experiences. These interviews explore the current context 

development process and its main challenges from their perspective. We aim to uncover 

information about the communication flow between designers and developers, as well 

as to detect accompanying challenges. 

Participants and Procedure: Five automotive developers (all males, age between 25 

and 50, mean 35.4) were recruited. They are part of the development team, that has been 

working with the automotive designers for three years to deliver the full virtual design 

experience and consequently also its context. We contacted them by email or phone and 

invited them to an online session, due to corona-induced limitations. Each interview 

lasted about 30 minutes and started with a demographic survey on age, gender, developer 

experience and experience of working with automotive designers. We then explained the 

aim of the study and asked the following questions:  

1) What is your role in the development team? 

2) Can you please describe the development process of a design experience and its 

context from the beginning to the end of a project? 

3) Are there any challenges that arise during the development process? 

4) How do designers describe the virtual environment they want you to model?  
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Data Analysis: The interview results were also analyzed using Affinity Diagramming. 

We extracted 30 statements from the developers’ answers, which we bundled into 4 sub-

themes:  

Process of Environment Development: Three participants (P2, P3, P5) highlighted the 

lack of a standard process in the development of virtual environments for the design 

experiences (P2: “It is difficult to describe a process because it is a very vague concept”, 

P3: “There still is no official blueprint for this process”, P5: “We are currently at a 

discovery phase”). According to one participant (P4), the designers use the environment 

as a context to visualize vehicle functions. Another participant (P1) emphasized the 

importance of the environment as a factor in defining the context and message of the 

product. About the beginning of the process, one participant (P2) stated that the designers 

communicate the new concept through a series of online meetings. Another participant 

(P4) added that the designers start from an abstract vision that they present on paper or 

other media (e.g., PowerPoint presentations) and try to communicate during these early 

meetings.  

According to two participants (P1 and P2), important questions are answered, such as 

“How can we stage the context and the message of the product?”, “What impressions 

and experiences should the user receive from the product?”, “How long should each use 

case last?” and “How can we support these impressions and experiences with the help of 

the environment?”. These meetings cover about 70% of the environment development 

(P2).  

One participant (P4) summarized the nature of communication with the designers as 

formal, through weekly meetings, and informal, through phone calls and meetups.  

The second phase of the development process is characterized by the search for an 

environment in the developers’ portfolio that contains the best way to visualize the 

scenarios (P3). According to one participant (P1), the environment should fulfill two 

roles. The first one is to provide the designers with the right conditions to test the 

experience facilitated by the functions of the vehicle, as well as to capture problems by 

experiencing the vehicle under realistic conditions. E.g., to evaluate the experience of 

driving with a head-up display in low sun, a suitable environment would offer a high 

proportion of shade, such as a forest. The second is to offer the right level of distraction 

so as not to influence the outcome of the assessment. E.g., to evaluate the color scheme 

of the head-up display and its ability to guide on a dynamic road, a suitable environment 

would include winding streets, as well as flora and fauna that are not so distracting. 

Challenges in the Communication: One participant (P4) noted that designers have no 

standard way of describing to the developers the environment they wish for (“It is very 

individual, depending on the designer”). Another participant (P5) commented upon the 

designers’ description of the environment by highlighting the difficulty it poses in 

capturing their vision. A third participant (P2) expressed the impression that designers 
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do not have the most efficient tools or terms available in order to provide developers 

with an accurate description of the environment they are designing.  

This leads to an iterative process, where in each loop small pieces of the environment’s 

progress are shown to the designers and based on their evaluation, the next development 

step is decided. The same iterative process was also mentioned by other participants (P4: 

“a ping pong between designers and developers”). Two other participants (P1 and P3) 

highlighted the difficulties resulting from the increasing number of requirements 

requested by the designers until the last minute before the presentation.  

Three participants (P1, P2 and P4) stated that the development team “lacks the ability to 

generate an environment in an automated and fast way, the ability to do it without having 

to spend a big budget and the ability to do it based on standard designer attributes and 

templates” (P4). This leads to time pressure (P2 and P3) and sometimes, at the end of 

the preparation phase, to the environment being “counterproductive to the ever-changing 

new requirements”. 

Challenges in the Resources: This sub-theme includes statements from all participants. 

Two participants (P3 and P5) mentioned the lack of environments which leads to a large 

number of designers’ wishes remaining unfulfilled. The fact that the environment has to 

be built from scratch for each vehicle model (P5: “from the ground up” and P4: “from 

zero”) makes the development a very arduous job that requires a lot of human resources 

and budget. Two participants (P4 and P5) described the biggest challenge as trying to 

get the right result without using too many resources (P4: “The greatest challenge is 

staying in the Time-Costs-Content-Triangle”). 

Used terms for the Definition of the Environment: This sub-theme contains almost 

identical statements from all five participants. The designers used the following terms or 

parameters to describe a virtual environment:  

 

• urban/suburban,  

• modern,  

• futuristic,  

• more/less hilly,  

• time of day,  

• real locations as a reference (e.g., a coastal route like in California),  

• vehicle design characteristics, which should be mirrored by the environment 

(e.g., a vehicle with a country character should be showcased on a country road),  

• the driving maneuvers (intersection type, crosswalk, traffic lights, single- or 

multi-lane) and  

• city names (e.g., New York). 
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3.1.3 Collaboration between Designers and Developers 

In this section, we present the results of the observation we conducted during a series of 

meetings between the designers and the developers in the context of a specific project.  

Participants and Procedure: In the first two meetings, four automotive UI designers (1 

male and 3 females; ages ranging from 28 to 47, mean 37) and two developers (2 males; 

ages ranging from 25 to 36, mean 30.5) met to discuss the requirements for the virtual 

environment for a particular UI design presentation and to evaluate the overall generated 

experience. From the third meeting onwards, the number of designers was reduced to 

one. We only observed the meetings, by sitting next to the developers and taking notes. 

In case an unknown term or unclear expression was used by the designers and/or the 

developers, we noted it down and asked about it after the meeting in order not to disturb 

the communication flow between the participants.  

Results: Before the sessions officially began, the designers contacted the developers by 

email and described the design stories to be presented. Based on the description of the 

design stories, the developers selected one environment from a list of three that had 

already been created manually. It was the environment that could potentially meet most 

of the designers’ requirements. These existing environments are the result of both 

external companies and internal work. Two of them are a realistic representation of two 

different small municipalities in Bavaria, Germany, Haimhausen and Aschheim, while 

the third is a fantastic mega-city provided for free by Microsoft. Once the basic 

environment had been chosen, the first meeting was planned. The four automotive UI 

designers and the two developers met to discuss the detailed requirements for the virtual 

environment in a series of sessions. The first meeting took place at the workplace of the 

developers who sat at a large table with a big screen or moved to a simulator in the same 

room. At the end of the last meeting, we asked the designers to choose a real location in 

the world that would be suitable for their design stories. One designer replied that 

Hollywood would be such a location and the others agreed with the same enthusiasm. 

Then, they all started discussing the streets at the chosen location, that would be suitable 

for the different design stories. It was obvious that they used their memories of driving 

these roads to evaluate their suitability. 

The first meeting lasted about one hour. At the beginning, we introduced ourselves and 

our goal to explain our presence at the meeting. After that, the developers showed the 

designers the virtual environment in bird view, with one developer guiding them through 

the different areas with the help of a mouse. At some points during this tour, the designers 

asked to see areas different than those visible on the screen, and the developer responded 

by moving to the desired location in the environment. These areas included a winding 

mountain road, followed by a mountain tunnel and finally ending in a large city. The 

design stories that had to be replicated in each of these different areas included making 

and receiving phone calls on the vehicle’s middle console and performing different 

driving maneuvers, including parking maneuvers in different types of parking spaces in 
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the city. The areas were shown by one of the developers in the order of the reproduction 

of the design stories, which the designers had defined via email. The designers requested 

changes to the originally planned order of the design stories and asked the designers to 

create “markers” for each story. These markers are spawning points to allow the user to 

transfer from the end of one design story to the starting point of the next without losing 

time driving the distance between them. In addition to the spawning points, the designers 

wished for a specific 3D text to be added to the markers. Designers also expressed a 

desire to place certain objects in certain places in the environment, such as parked 

scooters. These were used in design stories, e.g., so that the driver can use them after 

parking the vehicle.  

For the second session, which also took about an hour, the developer had implemented 

the markers in the changed order and a simple car driving simulation. The designers were 

able to drive through the different design stories on the planned route. Each of these 

stories was scheduled by the designers for a specific amount of time. Therefore, if the 

designers noticed a difference between the planned and actual duration of the test drive, 

they requested to change the location of the markers or the driving speed to achieve the 

correct duration for the design story.  

In the third meeting, after the developers had implemented the requested changes, the 

designers drove through the markers of the design stories again. The meeting lasted about 

half an hour. A problem arose when the designers drove the car on a cliff road. The slope 

of the road was so steep that the designer could not see how many degrees the wheel had 

to be turned to make the steep turn. The result was that the vehicle fell off the cliff. The 

designer made it clear that this was a critical incident that had to be avoided during the 

presentation. The designer responded by suggesting a solution via a waypoint system 

that followed the planned route. Using this system, the vehicle could automatically drive 

through the design stories and the designers could present without worrying about 

driving errors due to the unrealistic environmental geometry.  

In the fourth session, which also lasted about half an hour, the designers tested the driving 

simulation one last time after the last big changes had been made. Moreover, they asked 

for the placement of road signs and other assets in certain locations in the environment, 

as well as changes to the location of objects, that were already present in the scene. 

Finally, they requested changes to the 3D texts of the markers. 

After these four initial meetings, several more meetings took place in the crucial time 

immediately before the presentation, where more requirements were requested. This is a 

common phenomenon in the everyday life of automotive designers and leaves little time 

for the developers to react. 

Data Analysis: The results of the observation were analyzed using Affinity 

Diagramming. We collected 12 facts about the communication between the designers 
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and the developers, the implementation methods of the environment and the challenges 

in these two areas. Four sub-themes emerged from the categorization of the facts:  

Challenges: The designers had to adapt their original requirements to the three existing 

environments offered by the developers. According to the developers, this is a common 

situation as building a new virtual environment requires many resources that are not 

always available, and the demand for environments is high. Another challenge arose 

when the designers drastically changed their requirements (i.e., request for another type 

of area) in the last weeks before the presentation. The reaction of the developers was to 

refuse any further changes to the environment, as time was too short. 

Requirements for Modelling the Environment: The incident in which the vehicle fell 

off the mountain road was caused by an abrupt and high slope that is part of a fantastic 

environment. From this, we drew a conclusion about the requirements for the 

environment, namely ensuring realistic driving conditions and the corresponding terrain 

geometry. Finally, the designers must be able to place various objects at specific 

positions in the virtual environment.  

Requirements for the Definition of the Environment: The influence of the duration 

of the design stories on the length of the route, the driving speed and the marker 

placement, shows its great importance for the design presentation. Therefore, we 

concluded that the duration of the design stories should be considered as a requirement 

for the definition of design stories and consequently of their environments. In addition, 

the frequency of the changes requested in the sequence of the design stories shows the 

importance of the designer’s ability to change it even after the creation of the 

environment. Furthermore, we observed that moving in bird view helps the designers 

keep track of the environment and its different areas and offers them the ability to plan 

further details about the currently displayed area. Moreover, a subtle observation was 

made and confirmed by the developers that the designers needed the visual cue of the 

car driving past the buildings on the terrain to get a sense of the driving speed, 

additionally to the display of the speed value on the car’s middle console. Another useful 

piece of information on this sub-theme is that designers immediately chose a real 

location that they had experienced themselves in the past. This is an anticipated response, 

but can be seen as helpful information, when designing an interface for automotive 

designers, as it enables them to choose a real location to generate a corresponding virtual 

environment. This information suggests the development of a feature that supports 

designers in finding the appropriate location in the world that meets their current needs, 

so that they feel comfortable selecting and testing unknown places. 

Collaboration: The remaining observations were grouped in this sub-theme because 

they show parts of the process of preparing the virtual environment. A large part of this 

process is the collaboration between the designers and the developers, with the first 

group describing the environment and the second group understanding the requirements 
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and implementing them. The communication between the two groups includes planning 

meetings, online meetings to describe the initial concepts and face-to-face meetings to 

test the implemented design experience. In addition, the designers send certain data (e.g., 

the markers’ text) to the developers in digital form. Based on the developers’ statement, 

some designers also send PowerPoint presentations to show the requirements for the 

virtual environment and the interaction sequence of the design stories. During the 

meetings with the developers, the designers still discussed among themselves the details 

for the design stories and their adaptation to the environment. This costs time but is 

necessary since the designers did not have the opportunity to get an overview of the 

environment beforehand. 

3.2 Work Models 

Based on the results of the studies, the current process of defining and generating the 

virtual environment can be depicted as follows: 

 

Figure 21: The current process of defining and generating the virtual environment 

for design experiences based on the results of the interview studies. 

The information about the target market and the character of the next design is passed 

on to the designers by the market research department. They first conceptualize the new 

experiences that fit the newly acquired information and design accordingly. To evaluate 

and present the new design, they start a trial-and-error process to find the scenarios to be 

experienced with the new design and the appropriate context. During this process, they 

contact the developers and gradually share their requirements with them as they update 

them. The result is a series of feedback loops in which the design stories are tested in 

one of three pre-existing environments or, if they cannot be transformed into a more 

suitable version, an external company is hired to model a virtual environment. The 

resources required for the last option are at least 100.000€ and four to six months of 

development time. These feedback loops continue until the date of the design 

presentation.  
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3.3 Design Goals 

Based on our findings from the interview and observation studies, we formulated 5 

design goals. These were taken into account during the entire implementation of this 

work to support automotive designers in creating their own design experience context. 

Design Goal 1: The context of a design experience plays a crucial role in its success as 

a prototype. Therefore, the first and most important goal is to create the right design 

experience context. On the one hand, the environment as a modelled result and its 

conditions as a simulation should provide the right context for designers to visualize their 

design stories from a functional point of view (e.g., suitable streets and intersections). 

On the other hand, it should provide the right amount of distraction from the aesthetic 

design elements of the vehicle (e.g., colors, variety of building façades) by allowing the 

right level of variety and achieve the right atmosphere. In addition, realistic driving 

conditions are essential for designers, as the prototyping experience should allow them 

to test their product and discover complications they could not otherwise foresee. These 

are the necessary conditions to depict the design stories and to obtain valid results from 

the evaluation of these Mixed Reality design experiences. 

Design Goal 2: The second design goal is to spend a minimum amount of resources 

while creating the right design experience context. Given the many challenges, 

associated with the development time, the budget and the corresponding results, an 

automated system that provides the ability to generate multiple environments is an ideal 

solution for many reasons. First, since the automated system can generate a new 

environment in a short period of time which cannot be compared to manual creation from 

scratch, last-minute changes are still possible to implement. Secondly, there would be no 

external costs, except in the case that scenario-specific smaller assets would have to be 

developed. To meet the need for realistic terrain and street conditions, this automated 

system should consist of a series of procedural generators for the terrain, the streets, the 

buildings and the vegetation that are based on real-world data. Finally, to create the 

feeling of presence in the real location, as well as the right atmosphere, the generation of 

buildings (e.g., architectural styles), street elements (e.g., type of lanterns) and natural 

elements (e.g., type of flora) should focus on the chosen world area. 

Design Goal 3: Of course, an automated system saves the day when new requirements 

come up in the last days before the presentation, but it also needs to be accompanied by 

a suitable User Interface. This should provide both the right parameters and the right 

level of creativity. The available options should optimize the capture of all the 

requirements for creating the basic environment, including terrain geometry, streets, 

buildings and objects that give the scene a sense of realism and presence (e.g., street 

lanterns, banks, bins, bus stations). They should also correspond to the most common 

parameters mentioned by the designers and the developers (e.g., urban/suburban). After  
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the basic options have been selected, the more detailed requirements can be 

communicated, that depend on the design story and the characteristics of the vehicle.  

 

Design Goal 4: This is a prerequisite for the success of the interface and the automated 

system mentioned in Design Goals 1 and 3. The ultimate purpose is to reach a standard 

process, that is suitable for designers and developers. Gathering all this information 

about the communication between the two groups, as well as their perspective on the 

process they share to form the design experience, sheds light on various details that we 

can use as valuable information to develop a process, that is adapted to both groups of 

participants.  

 

Design Goal 5: Two important factors to consider when developing technologies for 

automotive designers are individuality and scalability. When defining and generating 

the environments, designers showed varying degrees of desired independence. On the 

one hand, some designers were content to let the developers generate the environment 

after collecting the requirements. On the other hand, other designers wanted to have the 

power to generate the experience context themselves. Therefore, the new process of 

experience context development should provide an adjustable degree of independence, 

that depends on each individual designer. Moreover, there is always a need to create new 

design stories due to the frequent change of trends in the automotive industry. That leads 

to the need for new parameters to define and generate suitable environments as contexts 

for the new design experiences. 

 

Consequently, a scalable list of environment parameters should be considered as a way 

to create a standard process that still leaves room for creative freedom to shape the design 

experience context. 

 

 

3.4 Visioning & Storyboarding 

Based on the gathered information, we created the blueprint of a process adapted to 

designers and developers, which is shown in Figure 23. The process consists of four 

phases: 1.) the User Input, 2.) the Preparation Phase I, 3.) the Procedural Generation and 

4.) the Preparation Phase II. The User Input phase starts with the following methods to 
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choose an environment: a) as an area from the world map, b) from a list of previously 

saved environments or c) search for selected parameters (e.g., street type, terrain 

elements) in an initial large area in the world map (probably defined by the target 

market). In the second phase, the details for each design story are defined, namely the 

duration, the route, the marker text and the speed. In the third phase, a series of 

procedural generators generate the environment by creating the terrain and adding the 

streets, the buildings and the natural elements. In the final phase, the user has the 

possibility to place objects and change textures, as well as environment conditions (e.g., 

time of day, traffic amount).  

 

 

Consequently, the current process in Figure 21 becomes the process shown in Figure 22. 

In the suggested process, the series of loops is shifted towards the designers. In this case, 

these loops contain the search for the suitable area in the world. The designers can 

generate more than one virtual environment and test the route. The rest of the 

environmental conditions are still communicated to the developers, so that they can 

gradually prepare and implement them. When they are ready, the designers can inform 

the developers about the most suitable world area. Once the environment has been 

combined with the rest of the context, the developers can fine-tune the details in 

collaboration with the designers in the final feedback loops. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22: The suggested process of defining and generating the virtual 

environment for design experiences that contains an automated framework for the 

procedural environment generation based on map data. 
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Figure 23: The two first phases of the suggested process of the User Interface to 

offer designers and developers all essential options to define the environment for 

the suggested framework (For a legend, see Appendix). 
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Figure 24: The two last phases of the suggested process of the User Interface to offer 

designers and developers all essential options to define the environment for the 

suggested framework (For a legend, see Appendix). 
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By creating a storyboard, we wanted to consolidate the suggested concept for a new 

process of defining and generating the virtual environment. After finishing the new 

design, the designers participate in a series of meetings with other designers and 

developers. During this time, the design stories start taking shape, as does their context 

and thus the concept of the suitable environment. The designers select an area in the 

world, as well as finer options that include the route, duration and vehicle speed. After 

adjusting the options to other environmental conditions (e.g., weather, time of day), they 

can activate the generation process of the entire simulation. They are informed with an 

email that their simulation is waiting for them on the server. When they open it, they can 

start the automated driving of the car on the selected route. 

 

  

 

Figure 25: A storyboard depicting a designer going through the phases of the 

suggested process. 
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Figure 26: A storyboard depicting a designer going through the phases of the 

suggested process. 
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4 Procedural Generation Framework 

 

Figure 27: The input and output flow between the procedural generators created 

for the suggested framework. 
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This Chapter partly contains the topics covered in previous publications [269-271]. 

 

The proposed framework consists of a series of procedural generators. First, the network 

within the Map generator collects the necessary data for modelling the important 

geometries and distributes it to the generators, StreetGen (Chapter 4.3), BuildSplit 

(Chapter 4.6) and NatureSplit (Chapter 4.6). Inside StreetGen, the terrain is edited, and 

the street geometry is modelled. The first output is then processed further inside 

BuildSplit, while the second output is divided into levels inside StreetSplit (chapter 4.6) 

to leverage the potential of level streaming. Inside BuildSplit, the OSM information 

about the buildings is also divided into levels, before being transferred into BuildGen 

(Chapter 4.4) for modelling the buildings. The OSM data about the vegetation and other 

natural elements, as well as the three times edited terrain are the inputs for the 

NatureSplit generator. There, the OSM data is split into levels, before it ends up inside 

the NatureGen (chapter 4.5) to serve as the basis for the generation and distribution of 

the vegetation. Finally, all generated geometries are collected inside LevelGen (Chapter 

4.7). There, they are combined with the previously defined levels and information is 

assigned to them which is used for level streaming within the Game Engine. 

 

Houdini by SideFX [272] was the software used to generate the virtual environment as 

a game engine-neutral solution. Houdini’s tool, Mapbox, provides the ability to 

download the heightfield of any location in the world, combined with the street, building 

and vegetation data from Open Street Map. Another advantage and reason for choosing 

this software is the bidirectional connection between Houdini and the two Game 

Engines, Unity3D and Unreal. With the help of this connection, changes in the Game 

Engine lead to a re-processing of the Houdini asset and subsequent re-rendering in the 

Game Engine. 

 

The following procedural framework consists of 50.000 code lines that were written in 

VEX, a programming language of the Houdini software based on C and C++. 
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4.1 Map Data 

 

 

Figure 28: The process used inside the suggested framework for the collection of 

the map data and their distribution to other generators (For a legend, see 

Appendix). 

The pipeline starts with the first procedural generator, Map, where the source data 

required to model the basic environmental elements (i.e., terrain, streets, buildings, and 

nature) are retrieved. Mapbox and OpenStreetMap (OSM) were selected as the main 

sources for the heightfield and the basic environmental elements, respectively. The 

decision for these two sources was based on the accessibility of their heightfield data and 

the variety, form, and level of detail of their information about the environmental 

elements.  
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Although Mapbox does not provide a high accuracy heightmap, heightmaps can be 

downloaded for any area of the world. In case a higher accuracy is required, a LIDAR 

heightfield can be manually searched and found for specific areas of the world on the 

relevant official websites (e.g., United States Geological Survey (USGS)). However, 

LIDAR data is not free for every area in the world and the efficiency of finding the 

correct geographic coordinates depends on the website’s system.  

 

OSM is a project that involves users in the creation of a world map. They can edit the 

world map by adding information based on certain rules. Consequently, the OSM data 

varies in the level of detail of the information it offers, depending on the area of the map, 

as well as the category of environmental elements. However, it is more than sufficient 

for the task at hand, as the main streets are always provided, and the buildings of some 

residential areas can be recreated with randomly generated footprints along the streets or 

patterns. In addition, the variety of elements (e.g., row of trees, swimming pools), the 

type of the provided data (i.e., lines for the streets and footprints for buildings and other 

elements), as well as the level of detail of information about the provided elements (e.g., 

lane number, lane direction and turn lanes for the streets) renders the OSM lines an 

efficient input for creating a design experience context. 

 

After retrieving the data, the pipeline continues with some light processing steps to give 

the heightfield a first adjustment for the streets and buildings. On the one hand, this step 

is necessary to prepare the terrain for the adjustment after the respective geometries have 

been generated. On the other hand, it is important to straighten the topology of the 

Mapbox heightfield where erroneously heightened areas exist, e.g., due to the influence 

of tall buildings that are located at these positions in real life. In this first processing step, 

the primitive lines provided by OSM and representing the streets are extruded in their 

width by a fixed value and a heightfield mask is defined based on the created street 

primitives. Additionally, the footprint primitives provided by OSM and representing the 

buildings are also used to define a mask on the heightfield, which is then expanded by a 

minimum degree. The masked heightfield areas are then blurred by a representative 

small value to achieve the straightening effect, but still not change the general shape of 

the terrain topology. This first processing step marks the end of the Map network, which 

prepares the input data for future use inside the next procedural generators that create the 

streets, the buildings and the natural elements. 
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Figure 29: The output geometries of the Map generator. Up, left: OSM data used 

for the street generation. Up, middle: OSM data used for the building generation. 

Up, right: OSM data used for the vegetation distribution and generation. Down: 

Terrain edited inside the Map network. 

4.2 Terrain 

The part of the pipeline that contributes to the creation of the terrain is strongly 

intertwined with the network of the streets and buildings, as the heightfield needs to be 

adjusted for the placement of both environmental elements. Consequently, the original 

heightfield, as it comes from the Map network, is distributed as input to the StreetGen 

network. There, the heightfield goes through the necessary processing to achieve a good 

adjustment to the streets and definitions of heightfield masks for the assignment of 

various materials relevant to the Game Engine we ended up using. The resulting 

heightfield continuous its editing journey inside the BuildSplit network, where the 

heightfield is prepared for the adjustment to the buildings and masked areas are added to 

the existing material layers defined inside StreetGen.  
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Figure 30: The process used inside Map for the collection of the Mapbox or LIDAR 

terrain and its first editing (For a legend, see Appendix). 
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Figure 31: The terrain output of the Map generator (the colors were added only for 

visualization). 

 

  

Figure 32: Left: Heightfield of the Hollywood area in Los Angeles, provided by 

Mapbox. Right: LIDAR heightfield of the same area downloaded from USGS. 
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Inside StreetGen, the heightfield is first edited to form concave areas that can 

accommodate bodies of water. The information about these areas is contained in the 

OSM data in the form of primitive lines that represent the outline of the corresponding 

body of water (e.g., river, lake, reservoir). These outlines are then filled with a single 

primitive and transferred slightly lower than their original position, which matches the 

level of the water surface. These areas, now covered by primitives, obtain a higher 

concavity by projecting them onto the heightfield. This step provides the opportunity to 

place a particle simulation within the formed areas representing the body of water. In 

case a high-quality water simulation is not required, the primitives representing the water 

surface can be used to define a heightfield mask and assign a suitable material. 

 

  

Figure 33: Left: Terrain without areas to accommodate bodies of water. Right: The 

same terrain with formed areas to accommodate bodies of water. 

 

The next processing step aims to perfectly adjust the terrain to the streets. First, each 

street line is expanded in width by the average value of 3 (since the width of the street 

varies between 2.75 and 3.75 meters) multiplied by the number of lanes provided by 

OSM and increased by a small, fixed value so that the adjusted area extends a little  
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beyond the edges of the street. These new primitives are projected onto the terrain to 

straighten the areas where the streets are to be placed. 

 

 

After the projection of this first rough street geometry onto the heightfield, the terrain is 

not yet perfectly adjusted to the streets. The two types of terrain, Mapbox and LIDAR, 

require a different degree of adjustment. In the case of the Mapbox terrain, a more drastic 

method is required that applies Ray Casting of the terrain to the generated streets and 

transforms the corresponding terrain surfaces. To this end, the heightfield is first 

transformed into polygons and the polygons corresponding to the streets are removed. 

Only the terrain polygons remain, which model the features of the topology, that are not 

to be influenced by the Raycast. Finally, rays are cast from the heightfield polygons onto 

the street geometry and the terrain polygons that correspond to the features of the 

topology. The result is that the polygonal terrain takes the shape of the streets, while the 

shape of the natural elements remains intact. This newly edited terrain consisting of 

polygons is transformed back into a heightfield by projecting it onto a flat heightfield. In 

the case of the LIDAR terrain, the heightfield is simply projected onto the streets, with 

special care taken to achieve the minimum and maximum heights.  

 

 

Before proceeding with the next steps, the size of the planar heightfield is calculated so 

that it corresponds to one of the permitted heightfield sizes of the Unreal Engine, which 

can also accommodate the entire area of the originally selected terrain. To achieve this, 

the OSM information stored as detail attributes, map_height and map_length, is used for 

the calculation. 
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Figure 34: The process used inside StreetGen for the adjustment of the terrain on 

the streets (For a legend, see Appendix). 
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Figure 35: The adjusted terrain to the streets. 

 

The next steps conducted for the terrain inside StreetGen aim to define layers and 

corresponding materials for the Game Engine. The first layer is defined by masking the 

areas based on slope where streams are usually formed. Using curvature to mask the 

heightfield results in including only those streamlines, that can be excluded by 

subtraction from the previous mask. The resulting mask is used to define the hill layer, 

which is assigned a material for soil. The second layer is defined using the same method 

as the first, with the only difference being that the corresponding mask has a higher slope 

range. This results in a terrain where hills are covered with a basic hill layer, while a 

rock layer is only visible in areas with a particularly steep slope. The third layer 

represents grass and is masked by inverting the rock layer, subtracting the hill layer after 

also inverting it and subtracting a mask based on height, after multiplying it by the values 

provided by a noise mask. The final natural layer represents light grass and is defined by 

masking the terrain based on occlusion and then multiplying this mask by the values 

provided by the grass layer. The pavement is also visualized by a suitable material on 

the terrain and therefore, the layer for the pavement and the streets must also be defined. 

For the pavement layer, the terrain is masked based on the primary, secondary, tertiary 

and residential streets. The mask is then expanded and the previous street mask is 

subtracted. For the street layer, the terrain is masked based on the streets and is named 

visibility layer, so that it functions as a heightfield hole with an invisible material within 

the Game Engine. 
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Figure 36: The process used inside StreetGen for the definition of terrain layers (For 

a legend, see Appendix). 
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Figure 37: Different heightfield masks applied on the terrain inside StreetGen. 
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pavement 

 

residential street pavement 

 

visibility 

 

grass around buildings 

Figure 38: Different heightfield masks applied on the terrain inside StreetGen. 

Inside BuildSplit, the building footprints are projected onto the terrain, thus editing it to 

adjust to the buildings seamlessly. The footprint primitives are also used to mask the 

terrain, expand this mask and add it to the grass layer. This step aims to provide the 

visual impression of grass around a building. The same mask is also used after 
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subtracting the original, non-expanded building footprint mask to blur the terrain around 

the buildings in case the last editing step caused abrupt topography changes. 

 

Figure 39: The process used inside BuildSplit for the adjustment of the terrain to 

the building footprints (For a legend, see Appendix). 

   

Figure 40: The terrain as the output of the Map (left), StreetGen (middle) and 

BuildSplit (right) generator. 
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The final processing step for the terrain occurs inside BuildGen and aims to adjust the 

terrain for the placement of the modelled porches and fence geometries. Applying the 

same method once more, these geometries are projected onto the terrain. 

 

Figure 41: The process used inside BuildGen for the adjustment of the terrain on 

the rest of the generated building parts (For a legend, see Appendix). 

Used OSM information New defined variables 

Attribute name Type Attribute name Type 

highway primitive attribute 

name (for the 

terrain material 

layer) 

primitive attribute 

map_height  detail attribute unreal_material primitive attribute 

map_length  detail attribute 

geometry for streets 
street line 

primitives  

geometry for 

building footprints 

footprint 

primitives 

geometry for nature 
line primitives or 

points 

Table 1: OSM provided and new defined variables that were used to generate and 

edit the terrain. 
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4.3 Streets 

In order to generate roads with drivable geometry, as well as to offer environments that 

reflect the character of real locations, OSM data was chosen as the input data for the 

generation. The data provided by OSM contains information about the streets, buildings, 

and nature elements, and thus covers all categories of elements mentioned in the 

designers’ requirements for the environment. 

The following steps describe the implementation inside StreetGen: 

 

Figure 42: The process used inside the suggested framework to generate the street 

geometry (For a legend, see Appendix). 
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4.3.1 Processing the Input 

The first step in the designed procedural generation process includes downloading the 

Mapbox heightfield and the corresponding OSM data using the Mapbox tool. The 

downloaded OSM data contains a middle line for each street, which is divided by points 

into segments with the same primitive attributes (e.g., street ID, street name, number of 

lanes and speed limit). 

Inside Houdini, the imported OSM data receives a unique number for each point and 

primitive it contains. A recurring action that is performed several times during all further 

processing steps is the definition of attributes and groups. These are helpful pieces of 

information that enable the location of points and primitives with certain properties in a 

large geometry. The groups are actual attributes, that indicate whether a point or 

primitive belongs to the group (value: 1) or not (value: 0). 

The input data already contains some repeating patterns, (e.g., intersections are formed 

when two or more lines cross each other). The repeating patterns need to be maintained 

throughout the processing of the geometry for the procedural algorithms to be successful. 

Therefore, the next major step aims to create an initial basic geometry, which allows the 

definition of variables that help with the location of specific points, primitives, edges, or 

vertices among the large set of objects present in the geometry. Since the target geometry 

consists of streets, these repeating patterns should ideally exist for each intersection and 

for each lane in relation to other lanes of the same or different segments with 

corresponding attributes. 

Isolating the streets: To prepare the OSM curves for the creation of such a geometry, 

the first step is to filter out all scene elements except the streets. Depending on the 

selected area of the world, the current geometry may contain streets and/or bridges. The 

attribute offered by OSM that defines at which level above the ground an element exists 

is called layer. The layer has a value of zero for streets that are on the ground and a value 

higher than zero for streets that are above the ground. 

 

Figure 43:Left: Original OSM lines representing the streets. Middle: The street 

lines after the first filter. Right: The street lines after the second filter. 
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Finding the bridge primitives: The next step requires branching from the main 

architecture. Before isolating the streets with a layer value of zero (streets on the ground) 

for further processing, important attributes are defined by fusing the lines representing 

the streets on the ground with the lines belonging to the bridges. The common points 

created by this fusion, connect the streets of the two different layers (layer zero and one). 

These points are grouped together to form the corresponding attribute. An additional 

attribute is defined by assigning the number of the above-ground primitives (bridges) to 

the corresponding ground primitives (the streets connected to them). The information 

contained in these two attributes provides support for the next processing steps e.g., by 

connecting the ends of the ground streets with the corresponding above-ground streets. 

As this is only a prototype, all layers above ground and higher than one are not 

considered or implemented. 

Leveling of streets on the ground: The next step requires a return to the main branch 

of the architecture, where streets of all layers are present, and requires us to set aside 

every element that exists above the ground. After isolating the streets on the ground, the 

same y-component (height axis) is assigned to the remaining points, thus aligning them 

at the height of the lowest point in the geometry. From this point on, the third axis no 

longer plays a role, except at the end when the streets are raised to their original height. 

Storing the original primitive numbers and their sequence of points (for later use in 

the calculation of lane directions): Next, it is necessary to fuse all existing points and 

connect all lines, as each original line has its own end points, which complicates further 

calculations (e.g., finding neighbor points to identify the intersection center points). The 

end points of each OSM line are assigned a number that indicates the direction of the 

corresponding street segment in ascending order. This direction corresponds to the 

forward direction, which is simultaneously a variable offered by OSM. It indicates the 

number of lanes that have the same direction as indicated by the ascending order of the 

end points, while the remaining lanes have the opposite or backward direction. If the 

points were fused, the number assigned to the end points of these lines would change. In 

order to keep the information and use it in the processed geometry for the later 

calculation of the direction of each street segment, the appropriate attributes should be 

defined at this exact point of the architecture. The first attribute (originalPrimNum) 

contains the number of each line primitive, and it is created to preserve information about 

the original constellation of the geometry. The second attribute (originalPrimpointSeq) 

defines the sequence of all points belonging to each line primitive. The start and end 

points of this sequence can be arbitrary. 

Defining the intersection points: Two of the most important attributes that have to be 

defined are the group of intersection points (interPoints) and the group of associated 

primitives (interPrims). After fusing all points and connecting all primitives, the number 

of neighboring points of each point is examined. In the case that a point possesses more 

than two neighboring points, the point belongs to the group of intersection points. The 
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group of the primitives belonging to an intersection is determined by examining their 

points. If at least one of them belongs to the newly defined group of intersection points, 

the corresponding primitive is assigned to the group of intersection primitives. 

Furthermore, additional points are added to each primitive to maximize the number of 

sample points for the later adjustment of the streets to the terrain. 

 

Correcting the lane numbers: The next steps are necessary to correct some of the 

attributes originating from OSM. Such attributes, which can lead to the generation of 

incorrect lane geometry, are those that specify the number of lanes (lanes), as well as 

their number in the forward (lanes_forward) and the backward direction 

(lanes_backward). Depending on the map area and the quality of the corresponding 

OSM attribute for the number of lanes, the following cases may arise: 

 

(1) Streets with zero lanes: If not for all, then for most of the streets with one or even 

two lanes that do not have line markings, the value of the OSM attribute for the number 

of lanes is zero. An efficient way to assign a realistic value to this attribute, is to examine 

the type of street and the number of lanes of the neighboring segments and set an 

appropriate attribute value. Since the exact number of lanes is not important for the 

current purpose, but the driver’s perception of the type of street they are driving on, the 

number of lanes is set to two for all streets with zero lanes and of type “residential” or 

“motorway_link” (highway). 

(2) Streets without parking lanes: According to OSM, many streets have a smaller 

number of lanes than their actual lane number, because the corresponding attribute does 

not always contain the number of the parking lanes or because the information is 

inaccurate. However, parking lanes are of great importance for the task at hand because 

they contain parking spaces which are featured in many design stories. Furthermore, this 

inaccurate information leads to an unnatural overall appearance of the road network in 

certain street sections. A simple and efficient way to mitigate this effect is to collect the 

number of lanes of all street segments with the same street name and type, calculate their 

maximum value and find the difference between the number of lanes of each street 

segment and the maximum value. If this difference is greater than or equal to two, two 

more lanes are added to the corresponding number of lanes. If the difference is less than 

two, the corresponding number of lanes is increased by a number equal to the difference. 

Two lanes were chosen as suitable because a road can have a maximum of one parking 

lane on each side. 

(3) Narrow street segment between two wider ones: According to OSM, road segments 

that contain lanes with both directions and where one lane switches from one direction 

to the other, contain one lane less than the actual lane number. This leads to the number 
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of lanes offered by OSM data being smaller than the actual width of the street. The same 

effect can also occur due to the mentioned changes in the number of lanes. Therefore, all 

street segments with fewer lanes than those of both their neighboring segments receive 

the same number of lanes, provided that the number of both neighboring lanes is the 

same. 

 

In addition to these changes, some measures are taken to improve the overall appearance 

of the road network, as well as to simplify the later steps. The primitives belonging to 

the streets on ground which must be connected to the corresponding primitives belonging 

to the streets above ground are given the same number of lanes if that is not already the 

case. Furthermore, if a street segment has a neighbor with a right turn lane, it will receive 

one lane less to give the impression that a lane has been added on the right side of the 

last street segment before the intersection. Finally, as a safety measure, the difference 

between the number of lanes of each primitive and that of their neighboring primitives 

is calculated. Depending on the result, the number of lanes is adjusted to achieve a 

difference of two lanes. Consequently, only two lanes can be added or removed from 

one street segment to the next, ensuring a smooth change in street width. 

 

 

Figure 44: The street lines with colors which represent the number of lanes. Left: 

The colors represent the original number of lanes. Right: The colors represent the 

adjusted number of lanes. 
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Used OSM information New defined variables 

Attribute name Type Attribute name Type 

highway  primitive attribute originalPrimNum 
primitive 

attribute 

layer  primitive attribute originalPrimpointSeq 
primitive 

attribute 

lanes primitive attribute interPoints point group 

lanes_forward primitive attribute interPrims 
primitive 

group 

lanes_backward primitive attribute 

highway primitive attribute 

Table 2: OSM provided and new defined variables that were used to process the 

input for the street geometry. 

4.3.2 Creating the Lane Geometry 

Using Houdini’s Polyexpand2D tool, parallel lines are drawn from each given middle 

line. The parameters offset and division have to be specified to determine the shape of 

these parallel lines. The distance between the parallel lines depends on the offset 

parameter, while the division parameter determines the number of parallel lines to be 

created on each side of the middle line. The great advantage of this tool is not only the 

creation of parallel lines for even the most complicated intersections and the 

corresponding angles between the streets, but also the anatomy of the generated 

geometry, which contains repeating patterns for elements of the same type (e.g., 

intersection). In addition, every vertex of the generated geometry is assigned a new 

attribute (vdist) that plays a crucial role in the next processing steps. This attribute 

describes the distance of each vertex from the corresponding middle line and is converted 

into a point attribute (pdist) in the next step for easier use. 

   

Figure 45: The geometry patterns for the intersection, the division of lanes with 

different attributes and the street ends. 
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The number of parallel lines that need to be created for each middle line depends on the 

number of lanes of each street segment. Unfortunately, the PolyExpand2D tool of 

Houdini accepts only one value for the “divisions” and adds it on each side of the middle 

line. Of the options tested, the most efficient is to set the “divisions” parameter to half 

of the maximum number of lanes that exist in the selected world area. With this solution, 

only one geometry element needs to be corrected, namely the number of lanes for all 

street segments that have fewer lanes than the maximum number of lanes in the 

geometry. 

The excessive lane primitives are found in the geometry, then grouped and removed with 

the Blast node. Consequently, the point and primitive numbers change, rendering some 

of the important attributes invalid. After recalculating them, they are used to calculate 

the angle between each pair of streets at each intersection (interAngles). This enables the 

next processing step. 

Important attributes that are defined in this step include the group of intersection points 

(interPointsX) that create the X-formation, shown in the left image of Figure 45, their 

corresponding intersection center point (interPointZero) and the middle point of each 

vertical line stored in its points (middlePoint). 

New defined variables 

Attribute name Type 

pdist point attribute 

interAngles detail attribute 

interPointsX point group 

interPointZ point attribute 

middlePoint point attribute 

Table 3: New defined variables that were used to create the main lane geometry. 

4.3.3 Correcting the Intersections 

After removing the excessive lane primitives to obtain the right number of lanes and due 

to the original geometry, some of the intersection primitives are no longer connected to 

their intersection. Consequently, the lanes close to an intersection are interrupted by 

holes. To cover these holes and obtain a continuous geometry, a ray is cast from the outer 

point of the disconnected lane towards the intersection (Figure 46).  

Creating the primitives that cover the holes is accompanied by its own difficulties, as 

each hole geometry has a different number of points and a different shape. After finding 

the points that belong to the new primitive (newInterCorners), line primitives are created 
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to connect them and form the outline of the covering primitives. The line primitives are 

grouped and distributed as input to the Polyfill node. With its help, new primitives are 

created to cover the holes at the intersections. 

 

Figure 46: Left: An intersection with uncorrected geometry. Right: The same 

intersection with corrected geometry. 

In further processing steps, the newly created primitives need to be incorporated into the 

rest of the geometry. This is particularly important for relocating the streets to their 

original position. However, the points created by the Raycast are not connected to all of 

the surrounding primitives. After calculating the correct order of the points in which they 

appear on the primitive created after the Raycast, a new primitive is created that now 

contains the old and the new points. Only this method can guarantee the creation of a 

manifold primitive. The new primitives are generated by collecting the old and new 

points that should belong to the new primitive and finding their sequence on the new 

primitive with the help of their UV values. As a result, a continuous geometry that 

contains all streets with the correct number of lanes for each street segment is achieved. 

Further processing is required in order to round the intersection corners. The four corner 

points are detected for each intersection. Additional points are found that include their 

neighboring points on the outer side of the streets by leveraging variables that have been 

already found (e.g., pdist). A series of points is then created that forms an arc between 

the two neighboring points of each intersection corner. The radius of the arc depends on 

the angle between the two neighboring points, which was stored in a previously defined 

attribute (i.e., interAngles) or it can be calculated directly. Using the points of the arc, 
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the two neighboring points and the intersection corner, a single primitive is created that 

is directly connected to the main geometry. 

  

Figure 47: Rounded intersection corners. 

New defined variables 

Attribute name Type 

newInterCorners point group 

interCornerRC_hitprim point attribute 

Table 4: New defined variables that were used to correct the intersection geometry. 

4.3.4 Calculating the Direction of the Lanes 

This step does not change the appearance of the geometry but stores important 

information in the form of the direction attribute for each lane. This attribute helps with 

the correct placement of roadside objects that are visible to the driver (e.g., road signs, 

traffic lights). Before the final direction of each lane can be calculated, other important 

attributes must first be defined. The first of these is the group of parking lanes that were 

added at the beginning of the street generation. These lanes are grouped as parking lanes 

(parkLanes) and the rest are considered as driving lanes. In addition, the difference 

between the original and the new number of lanes is calculated to determine the number 

of parking lanes in each street segment. Another important attribute is calculated that 

indicates the order of each lane from its corresponding middle line. This helps to identify 

the outer primitives as the parking lanes. By combining these and some of the already 

stored attributes, as well as several attributes provided by OSM, such as oneway, the 

final direction is calculated by mirroring the original points to the new points. This 

results in the definition of the incremental order of the point numbers. The direction 

attribute is stored in the vertices of each point of the lane primitives (vdir). The result 

can be seen in Figure 48. 
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Figure 48: Streets with colors that represent the value of the direction attribute. 

The lane direction is from the red to the blue color. 

Used OSM information New defined variables 

Attribute name Type Attribute name Type 

oneway primitive attribute vdir vertex attribute 

lanes primitive attribute 

lanes_forward primitive attribute 

lanes_backward primitive attribute 

Table 5: OSM provided and new defined variables that were used to calculate the 

lane directions. 

4.3.5 Creating the Center, Lane, Stop, Turn Lane and Crossing Lines 

The lane and the center lines are created by leveraging the existing parallel lines. Each 

point on these parallel lines has a vertex for each primitive that shares this point. The 

direction attribute is examined for all vertices belonging to each point. If all values are 

equal, the corresponding point lies between two primitives that have the same direction 

and thus belongs to a lane line. If the values are different, the point belongs to a center 

line. A group is defined for each type of line, and the points are grouped accordingly. 

The actual line primitives of these two groups are then formed by connecting the points 

of the same line type. 

To create the curved shape of such a line primitive during a lane change, each point of 

these line primitives is shifted a certain distance from the others, while remaining on the 

parallel line. The result is a diagonal line that can be curved with the help of the Polybevel 
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tool. As a final step of forming the lane and center lines, they need to be cut exactly at 

the stop lines. Therefore, this step is performed after the creation of the stop lines. 

The challenge in creating the stop lines is to find the exact position of their two points. 

Real stop lines are not perpendicular to the direction of the street. Instead, they have the 

angle of the line connecting the two corner points of the intersection that belong to the 

same street. Therefore, for each intersection, all the corner points are found and stored 

as a group. Finally, we create the line primitives between the points of the defined group 

that belong to the same two streets.  

The previous step results in lines that have the correct angle but not the correct position, 

because the stop lines are not directly at the end of the street before it connects with 

others at the intersection. Therefore, the generated lines must be transferred a certain 

distance in the direction of each street. The new position of each point belonging to these 

lines must be carefully calculated, because it must remain on the outer parallel lines, 

while the direction of the street may change too close to the intersection, e.g., in case of 

a curved road. For this purpose, each point must be moved in several steps from one 

point to the next on the same parallel line until the total distance is reached. Now the line 

primitives have both the correct angle and position but extend from one side of the street 

to the other. To cut them exactly at the center line, the center lines are isolated in one 

geometry along with the stop lines. With the help of the Intersection Stitch tool, the 

crossing lines are forced to intersect each other, which leads to the addition of new points. 

These points are used to find and remove the left side of each stop line primitive.  

This process is used for all types of intersection except for T-intersections. In this case, 

the stop lines of the two streets that are at an angle of 180° to each other must be 

perpendicular to the direction of each street. This is achieved by calculating the distance 

required to allow an angle of 90° between the stop line and the direction of the street and 

using it to move one point of the stop line. 

The created stop lines can then be used to edit the other street lines. The lanes and center 

lines cross the stop line and thus have some unnecessary parts near the intersection. 

These can be removed by intersecting them with the stop lines and defining the 

unnecessary parts. Additionally, the stop lines function as an indicator for the position 

of the turn arrows. These can be placed correctly by adding a middle point on each turn 

lane behind the stop line and copying the hand-modelled turn arrows to them. 

The highway variable provided by OSM is leveraged for the creation of the crossing 

lines. In particular, primitives with the value crossing are of interest. These are points 

that are located on the middle line of the street where the crossing should be. These points 

are isolated before finding their correct position with respect to the generated street 

geometry. For each of these points, the nearest intersection corner point is determined, 

which is always on the right side looking in the direction of the intersection. This is 
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where a corresponding geometry of crossing lines is copied previously customized to 

have the length of the street’s width with the resulting number of lines. 

 

Figure 49: An intersection with stop, center, lane, turn and crossing lines. 

Used OSM information 

Attribute name Type 

highway primitive attribute 

lanes primitive attribute 

turn_lanes_forward primitive attribute 

turn_lanes_backward primitive attribute 

 

Table 6: OSM provided information that was used to create street lines. 

4.3.6 Bringing Streets to their Original Height 

At the end of the processing of the street geometry, the streets are raised back to their 

original height. In the original geometry, the middle lines contain the height data, which 

must now be correctly distributed to the other points of the street geometry. Using Ray 

Casting, these points are transferred to their correct height. In order to obtain streets that 

are planar in width and thus drivable, all points on each line perpendicular to the street 

segment are assigned the same height as the line’s middle point. 
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4.3.7 Bridges 

A similar procedural generation process is followed for the creation of bridges with a 

layer value of one. The attributes defined at the beginning of the editing process that 

contain information about the connection points between streets and bridges is combined 

with a Raycast to bring the bridges to the height of the corresponding streets. A simple 

railing is modelled on both sides of each bridge. 

 

Figure 50: The output geometry for bridges. 

4.3.8 Street Furniture 

The street furniture, such as streetlamps, hydrants and bins, were placed along the streets 

with the help of copy points. To obtain the sides of the streets as line primitives, the 

generated street geometry is extruded and the primitives with a normal vector pointing 

up or down are removed. The remaining side primitives are converted to line primitives. 

The result is two sets of line primitives on two different height levels, one of which is 

removed. The remaining lines are expanded on the same plane to achieve the correct 

distance to the street side. These line primitives must satisfy two conditions for the next 

steps: Line primitives that are connected to each other should form one line and each 

primitive should contain the highway variable. After removing the points at the 

intersection corners, the remaining lines are processed in a loop. The sequence of the 

points of each connected part of lines is calculated and new primitives are created 

instead, which contain all the previous points that belonged to the connected part. Based 

on the highway variable and thus the road type, the points of each line are resampled to 
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achieve a certain distance between them, which depends on the corresponding 

streetlamp. Primary, secondary, tertiary and highway roads are equipped with a different 

type of streetlamp than the residential roads. In addition to creating the correct copy 

points for the position of the street elements, their automated placement also requires 

determining their orientation. To achieve this, the original line that was shifted to create 

the correct distance to the street side was used by calculating the vector from the end 

copy point to the original copy point. This vector is directed towards the middle of the 

street segment. After the orientation is stored as a vector for each copy point, the 

corresponding assets are copied as instances, placed and oriented according to the 

calculated vectors. 

A similar method is used for the automated placement of the traffic lights. First, the 

correct position at each intersection corner is determined, and then the correct orientation 

is calculated. For each traffic light, the correct position is obtained by creating two new 

points for each intersection corner, one to copy the instance of the right and one for the 

left traffic light. To obtain the position of these new points, the external neighboring 

points of each intersection corner are determined. With the help of these two points, the 

new positions are calculated by moving a certain distance in the direction of each 

neighboring point from the intersection corner. The orientation of each new point 

depends on the geographic coordinates. In Los Angeles and Shanghai, the traffic lights 

are aligned with the opposite street, whereas in Munich, they are aligned with the street 

they are next to. For the opposite street direction, the previously created lines connecting 

each pair of the intersection corner points play an important role. A vector is created that 

connects the intersection point with the opposite direction corner and serves as the 

orientation vector. For the other direction, the orientation vectors are defined using the 

neighboring points. An important step during the complete calculation of orientation 

vectors (N) is to assign the right type of traffic light (streetEl) to the corresponding new 

point. This is achieved by calculating the side of each new point and the corresponding 

neighboring points with respect to the center intersection point. Finally, the traffic lights 

can be copied as instances to the new points. 

Other assets under this category that were automatically placed, include stop signs, bus 

and subway stops. For the stop signs, we leveraged the OSM information in the form of 

the highway variable for the value of stop. The points that contain this information are 

isolated and the middle point of the nearest street segment is detected. This helps in 

finding the nearest intersection corner, which is also located on the right side looking to 

the center of the intersection. A similar shift of the new copy point using the corner’s 

neighboring points results in the correct position. The orientation is similarly calculated 

using the position vector of the neighboring point. OSM also provides information about 

the speed limit. This information can be used to position the appropriate sign next to the 

corresponding street segment. Bus and subway stops are also provided by OSM with the 

variables, highway=bus_stop and subway=yes. For each point containing these 
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attributes, copy points are created by finding the nearest external primitive and storing 

an orientation that is directed towards the middle of the street.  

 

Used OSM information New defined variables 

Attribute name Type Attribute name Type 

highway primitive attribute streetEl point attribute 

subway primitive attribute N point attribute 

 

Table 7: OSM information and new defined variables that were used to 

automatically place the street elements. 

 

  

  

Figure 51: Up: A sample of the output geometry of StreetGen inside Houdini. 

Middle: A sample of the output geometry of StreetGen inside the Unreal Engine. 
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Figure 52: The street geometry in wireframe on the terrain. 

 

4.3.9 Adding the Buildings 

The footprints of the buildings contained in the selected area are offered by OSM as 

single primitives. To adjust them to the slightly edited terrain, rays are cast from the 

footprint primitives onto the terrain. Furthermore, they are extruded to obtain the 

appearance of 3D boxes using the height attribute offered by OSM. In the case that the 

height information is not available for all buildings, height values are calculated and 

assigned instead of the missing information. These height values are between the 

minimum and maximum heights representing the selected area, with the area of the 

footprint taken into account in the calculation. 

This step aims at a minimalistic view of the buildings used in combination with the 

terrain for the User Interface, which is described in Chapter 4.8 after the procedural 

framework. 

 

 

Figure 53: The simplistic version of the generated buildings as 3D-boxes based on 

data collected from Los Angeles. 
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Used OSM information 

Attribute name Type 

height primitive attribute 

Table 8: OSM provided information that was used to extrude the buildings. 

 

4.4 Buildings 

By using OSM for the generation of buildings, our output geometry reflects reality in 

terms of the buildings’ basic shape and category, if the corresponding variable building 

is provided by OSM, which is required to achieve the latter. Additionally, the generation 

of the buildings focused on creating architectural styles characteristic of the selected map 

area. The implemented architectural styles were selected according to three important 

automotive markets: Los Angeles, Munich, and Shanghai.  

 

The generation within BuildGen starts with the processing of the imported OSM data, 

which is the same as at the beginning of the framework. This processing prepares the 

original data by removing part of the input that should not be generated and defining 

variables for later use (Processing the OSM Data). A large loop then begins to isolate 

each individual building, with the first step involving the selection of the architectural 

style based on the geographic coordinates and the provided variables (Choosing an 

Architectural Style). The selection of the architectural style determines the available 

façade parameters that are imported for the generation of the building’s façade and are 

randomly chosen within the available range to control the procedural generation of the 

façade modules (The Façade Module Generators). After the façade modules are 

modelled, they are automatically placed on the building walls. This step indicates the 

way the building walls should be modelled to accommodate the façade modules while 

forming a continuous surface. This step ends with the placement of the façade modules 

as instances (Placing the Façade Modules). 
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Figure 54: The process used inside the suggested framework for the generation of 

the building geometry (For a legend, see Appendix). 

4.4.1 Processing the OSM Data 

The initially downloaded and imported data provided by OSM is used for the generation 

of buildings after the corresponding primitives have been isolated. These can be 

automatically distinguished from the primitives representing the streets and nature with 

the help of the OSM variables building and highway. The primitives that do not have a 

highway value and whose building value is either “yes” or occupied by a building type 
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(e.g., “apartments”) represent the footprints of buildings and contain information that is 

used within BuildGen to generate them (e.g., height, levels). Not all of these primitives 

are used in the further generation steps. A variable that helps to remove the unnecessary 

primitives is multipolygon. The multipolygon attribute indicates that the footprint 

represents a hollow place (e.g., indoor garden) that is not visible from the street because 

it lies within the area of a larger building. If one of these primitives contains the 

multipolygon attribute or if it is not really a building but only a man-made structure (e.g., 

swimming pools) that is labelled as a building, it is removed from the geometry. Another 

useful attribute, building_parts, indicates that the corresponding footprint is part of the 

building and probably has a different height than the rest. All the footprints are extruded, 

each according to its individual height, giving the building its final basic shape.  

During the building generation, the information about which building walls face a street 

is used to make more than one decision. Therefore, the corresponding variable is defined 

at this early phase in the generation process. To determine these specific building walls, 

a Raycast is performed after extruding the footprint and the street primitives from the 

initial OSM data along the height axis. The ray is cast from the top two points of each 

wall primitive towards the outside of the building. If the ray hits a street primitive, the 

corresponding wall primitive is grouped under streetSide. The first decision that is made 

based on the defined variable is which walls to cover with façade modules and which 

not (i.e., walls that face other building walls or are not visible from the street). The 

second decision is about the wall that receives a door and is made in a later generation 

step. In the case that more than one building side faces a street, the decision can be made 

by selecting the wall that faces a street with higher priority (primary > secondary > …). 

This is achieved by transferring the highway attribute, provided by OSM, from the street 

to the wall primitive during the Raycast.  

 

Used OSM information New defined variables 

Attribute name Type Attribute name Type 

highway primitive attribute streetSide primitive attribute 

multipolygon primitive attribute 

building_parts primitive attribute 

Table 9: OSM information and new defined variables that were used to process the 

OSM building footprints. 

4.4.2 Choosing an Architectural Style 

The decision for the architectural style is based on information received from the OSM 

variables and the newly defined attributes. The most important factor for the selection of 
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the architectural style is the geographic coordinates. This already limits the selection of 

available styles leaving only those that are characteristic for the selected map area. The 

architectural styles that can be generated within BuildGen are characteristic of three 

specific cities that were chosen based on their automotive market and the designers’ 

requirements: Los Angeles, Munich and Shanghai. Accordingly, the available 

architectural styles include: 

• Skyscraper,  

• Modern,  

• Victorian,  

• Craftsman,  

• Spanish Colonial Revival,  

• Beaux-Arts,  

• Renaissance,  

• Neoclassical,  

• Tong Lau and 

• Tang 

In addition to the geographic coordinates, the height and area of the building, as well as 

the building type (e.g., office, apartments) are used to select the architectural style. 

Characteristic of the city of Los Angeles, the following architectural styles were selected 

for the generation of the buildings based on the corresponding geographic coordinates: 

• Skyscrapers: This architectural style, known for its great height, has the 

characteristic element of a steel framework that serves as support for the so-called 

curtain walls [273].  

• Beaux-Arts: These buildings are usually richly decorated on the façade and roof 

with a central focal point. Common decorative elements include sculptures and 

intricate bas-reliefs [274]. Characteristic architectural elements include coupled 

columns, corner elements and entablatures [274].  

• Victorian: This style has been built in many variations. The most recognizable of 

these is the Queen Anne style, which is known for its numerous steep roofs and 

porches with ornamental gables. Other characteristic architectural elements for 

this style are octagonal or round towers, highly decorated windows, corbelled 

chimneys, as well as doors with glass panels [275]. 

• Craftsman: Buildings in this architectural style include bungalows that have low-

pitched, gabled roofs, grouped windows and oversized eaves with massive rafter 

tails [276]. 

• Spanish Colonial Revival: The façade of these buildings is characterized by 

deeply recessed windows, doors and balconies, while the roof can be gabled, 

hipped or flat with simply or non-ornamented cornices and eaves [277].  
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The following architectural styles have gradually shaped the appearance of the city of 

Munich throughout its history [278]: 

• Neo-Renaissance: Characterized by great variety and symmetry, this 

architectural style assigns a great amount of decorative elements to its buildings: 

rusticated masonry, quoins, architraves framing the windows, as well as 

pediments and entablatures around the door. The top floor of these buildings is 

usually covered by small square windows. 

• Neoclassicism: The façade of these buildings can be described by simple 

geometric shapes, columns and little to no decorative elements. 

• The same architectural principles were applied to the skyscrapers, industrial and 

modern styles in Germany as to the corresponding Western styles. 

From civil and industrial to religious and educational infrastructure, many buildings in 

Shanghai were built according to Western architectural styles [279]. There are some 

exceptions, especially in urban and rural areas with traditional styles, such as “Palace 

style” (gongdiau-shi), “Classical Chinese style” (Zhongguo guyou-shi) and “National 

style” (minzu-xingshi). A combination of European and American architecture can be 

seen in characteristic buildings, such as the Peking Union Hospital. This combination 

consists of elements of Neoclassicism and traditional Chinese roofs. Another 

characteristic style for modern Chinese architecture is evident in Shanghai with its 

industrial skyscrapers. An additional style that belongs to the traditional Chinese 

architectural styles is Tong Lau which is used for residential buildings in the working-

class districts of Hong Kong. They are characterized by long and narrow poles that 

support the entire structure. The ground floor usually houses a shop, while the remaining 

floors are occupied by tenants. Finally, a common feature of both cities are the tall 

residential buildings that are divided into many small flats. 

4.4.3 The Façade Module Generators 

Once the architectural style has been selected, the generation process proceeds with the 

calculation of the correct parameters, which serve as input data and are sent to the Façade 

Module Generators. Each of these generators provides a degree of control that enables 

the generation of the characteristic elements for each architectural style we saw in the 

previous subchapter. This degree of control is achieved through the parameters that the 

generator can receive as input. To ensure sufficient variety for each façade module and 

consequently for each architectural style, each of these parameters is assigned a certain 

range depending on the architectural style. All these ranges for each parameter and each 

architectural style are written in a CSV table for each Façade Module Generator. For 

each parameter of each generator, a value is randomly selected following a uniform 

distribution in order to avoid too frequent selection of certain values, which results in 

too many modules of the same type to be generated.  
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The selected values for each input parameter of the generators are set in the 

corresponding Façade Module Generator, activating its workflow. Each of these 

generators was designed to enable further development and to simplify the addition of 

new assets to increase the variety in the appearance of each existing architectural style, 

and also to increase their number. The generation of each façade module includes the 

definition of the wall attribute that is stored in the corresponding primitives of the façade 

modules, which represent the exterior wall. Within BuildGen, there is a Façade Module 

Generator for each of the following modules: 

 

4.4.3.1 The Window Generator 

This generator creates windows based on the following input parameters: 

 

• Form: This is an integer variable that specifies the shape of the window glass that 

should be selected. The frame is modelled with the same form. The available 

forms were converted from a corresponding black and white image into a single 

primitive. 

• Grille: This is also an integer variable that controls the pattern of the panes, which 

separate the window glass [280]. The available patterns were partly pre-modelled 

manually and partly converted from a corresponding black and white image into 

a single primitive. 

• Frame: This boolean variable determines whether the window frame should be 

modelled. This parameter helps to create the curtain walls of the skyscrapers, 

which look like windows without frames. The modelled frame automatically 

receives the form of the window glass and is thus influenced by the form variable. 

• Number of additional windows: This is an integer variable that determines how 

many additional windows should be modelled, evenly distributed on both sides 

of the central window. If the central window is provided with decorative elements 

by the associated parameter, these elements are also assigned to the additional 

windows. This parameter helps to create grouped windows that are characteristic 

of, for example, the Craftsman style. 

• Jamb: This is a float variable that defines the distance between the window glass 

and the building wall [280]. Increasing the value of this parameter results in a 

more recessed window, as is the case with windows of the Spanish Colonial 

Revival style, for example. 
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• Sill: This is an integer variable that determines the type of the modelled sill. The 

sill is the horizontal part in the lower section of the window frame [280]. The 

window can be modelled without a sill, with a simple sill or with a sill that carries 

decorative elements, if the sill deco parameter is set accordingly. 

• Sill Deco: This integer variable controls the ornaments that decorate the sill. The 

available decorative elements consisted of Quixel Megascans [281] assets that 

were separated from the original asset of a complete window.  

• Decorative Columns: This integer variable is used to select the type of columns 

that serve as decorative elements on both sides of the window. The available 

columns were also imported assets that were separated from the original window 

asset by Quixel Megascans. 

• Pediment: This integer variable determines the type that should be used as 

decoration above the window [280]. The available pediment assets were also 

imported from Quixel Megascans after being detached from the same original 

assets of the complete windows. 

• Glass Dimensions: This variable is a 2D float vector that defines the width and 

height of the window glass.  

• Wall dimensions: This is also a 2D float vector that controls the width and height 

of the wall surrounding the modelled window. The wall dimensions include the 

area that extends between the decorative elements around the window and the 

end of the wall. The total dimensions of the window are calculated by adding the 

dimensions of all selected elements. By combining this parameter and the glass 

dimensions, the horizontal and vertical distance between two windows of the 

same or different floor can be controlled. 

• Oriel Window: This is a boolean variable that can be used to transform the 

modelled window into an oriel window. An oriel window protrudes from the 

building wall in the form of a bay window [280]. 

 

For some architectural styles, a different window type in terms of form and/or size is 

selected for certain floors or a certain column of windows, which are generated using the 

same Window Generator but with different parameters. 
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Figure 55: A sample of the windows created by the Window Generator. 

 

4.4.3.2 The Door Generator 

The following parameters can be used to control the generation of the doors. 

• Form: This integer parameter determines the shape of the door. The available 

door shapes were converted from a black and white image into a single primitive. 

• Entrance frame: This is an integer variable that can be used to select the type of 

entrance framing the door. The available entrance frames consist partly of 

manually pre-modelled geometries and partly of photogrammetric assets from 

Quixel Megascans that were separated from the complete model of a door. 
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• Single door: This boolean variable can be activated to select a single door. To 

model a double door, the single primitive selected by the form parameter is 

mirrored. 

• Panel pattern: This integer variable defines the type of pattern that decorates the 

door. To achieve the impression of a door window, the material of the panel 

pattern can be changed accordingly. The available panel patterns are imported 

black and white images that were converted into a single primitive. 

• Jamb: This is a float variable that specifies the distance of the door from the 

building wall [280]. This parameter can be used to model particularly recessed 

door frames that are common for the Spanish Colonial Revival style. 

 

Figure 56: A sample of the doors created by the Door Generator. 

 

4.4.3.3 The Balcony Generator 

The input parameters of the Balcony Generator include: 

• Form: This integer variable defines the shape of the balcony floor. The available 

forms are pre-modelled once manually. 

• Handrail: This is an integer variable that determines the type of hand support that 

should be modelled on top of the balcony railing. The available handrail shapes 

range from none to cylindrical and follow the outline of the balcony. 

• Railing: This is an integer variable that specifies the type of the balcony railing. 

The available railings are partly modelled with basic forms (e.g., cylinder) to 

more refined shapes (e.g., balustrade) which are imported from Quixel 

Megascans. 

• Shed: This Boolean variable can be activated to place a shed over the balcony 

after taking into account the floor height and adopting the shape of the balcony’s 

footprint. 
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Figure 57: A sample of the balconies created by the Balcony Generator. 

4.4.3.4 The Quoin Generator 

Quoins are decorative elements on the corners of a building’s façade [280]. The Quoin 

Generator adjusts the photogrammetric assets of quoins imported from Quixel 

Megascans on the corners of the building. This generator has only one input parameter: 

• Type: This integer variable defines the type of quoin to place on the building’s 

corners from no quoin to one of the available assets. 

  

 

Figure 58: A sample of the quoins created by the Quoin Generator. 
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4.4.3.5 The Ledge Generator 

Ledges are protrusions on the building wall that are both a decorative and functional 

feature of the façade, as ledges decorate the façade while leading the rainwater away 

from walls and windows. The following parameters control the generation of the ledges: 

• Type: This integer variable defines the type of ledge to be adjusted on the 

building façade. The available models for the ledges that are created with the first 

method are imported from Quixel Megascans, while the rest consists of a single 

primitive that acts as a cross section and was converted from a black and white 

image.  

• Method: The first method of creating the ledges is to import a modular piece and 

place it repeatedly as an instance along the outline of the building. This method 

is more efficient if a more refined asset of a ledge with decorative elements 

should be used. The second method was designed to simplify the process of 

adding new ledges. In this method, a single primitive of the cross section of the 

ledge shape is sufficient as it is expanded along the outline of the building. 

Decorative elements can be added with the next parameter, which places 

imported assets of ornaments at equal distances from each other on the ledge. 

• Deco: This is an integer variable that specifies the type of decorative element to 

be added to a simple ledge. The available assets were imported from Quixel 

Megascans. 

  

 

Figure 59: A sample of the ledges created by the Ledge Generator. 
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4.4.3.6 The Porch Generator 

The Porch Generator creates the porch that surrounds the building’s front door. To 

increase variety, it uses a random distribution for the placement of the porch entrance 

and is controlled by one parameter for changing the type of railing: 

• Railing: This is an integer variable that specifies the type of railing and matching 

columns of the modelled porch. The available railing types consist of repeated 

instances of individual assets that were imported from Quixel Megascans. 

  

 

Figure 60: A sample of the porches created by the Porch Generator. 

4.4.3.7 The Fence Generator 

The Fence Generator creates the fence surrounding the wall that holds the front door. 

The following parameters can be used to control the generated output: 
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• Railing: This integer variable determines the type of railing to be placed along 

the fence. The railing consists of an imported asset that is copied as an instance 

at equal intervals along the fence. 

• Door: This is an integer variable that can be used to select the type of entrance 

for the fence. The available entrances are imported assets that are adjusted to the 

height of the fence and the available width on the front side of the fence.  

• Lower wall: This is a boolean variable that can be activated to convert the lower 

part of the fence into a wall.  

  

 

Figure 61: A sample of the fences created by the Fence Generator. 

4.4.3.8 The Ground Façade Generator 

The Ground Façade Generator creates the façade of the ground floor. The following 

parameters control the generation of the ground floor façade: 

• Type: This is an integer variable that defines the type of façade to model on the 

ground floor. The ground floor façade can be a simple wall, a shop or a wall with 

windows as in the other floors. The shop fronts were converted from a black and 

white image into a geometry with surfaces that are extruded in different degrees 

to achieve the impression of a 3D structure. This method of generating the shop 

front was used to simplify the addition of new shop fronts. These geometries can 

be switched for photogrammetric shop façades to increase the graphics quality.  
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• Awning type: This is an integer variable that can be used to change the type of 

awning modelled above the shop. The available awnings are imported assets. 

• Sign type: This is an integer variable that controls the type of sign that hangs on 

the side of the shop. It consists of a simple geometry that represents the basic 

shape of a sign with different options for shop names available. 

 

Figure 62: A sample of the façades at the ground floor created by the Ground 

Façade Generator. 

4.4.3.9 The Roof Generator 

The Roof Generator uses two input parameters that influence the output geometry: 
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• Type: This integer variable defines the type of roof to be generated based on the 

building’s footprint and placed on top of the building. The available roof types 

are hip, gable, mansard, gambrel, flat and xieshan type.  

• With windows: This boolean variable can be activated to add windows to the 

appropriate roof types. 

 

Roof Type Various Perspectives 

hip 

 

 
 

gable 

 
  

mansard 

 
 

 

gambrel 

   

flat 

 

  

xieshan 

 
 

 

Table 10: The possible roof styles created by the Roof Generator. 
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4.4.4 Placing the Façade Modules 

After the generation of the façade modules is completed, the generation process 

continues with their automatic placement. For this purpose, Houdini’s building 

generator was used after its workflow was modified to enable the placement of more 

than one type of window, such as different windows for different floors or columns. In 

the end of this step, the output copy points of the window instances from Houdini’s 

building generator are stored for later use, as are the output geometries after they have 

been reduced to the primitives that are defined by the wall attribute to save performance. 

The method used in this tool for covering the building wall with modular primitives is 

used to identify the wall surfaces that do not need to be generated with façade modules. 

These wall primitives either do not have the streetSide attribute and are therefore not 

visible from the street or they are too close to another wall. 

To place the building’s front door, the wall modules belonging to the side of the building 

that is characterized by the streetSide attribute are isolated. If more than one street 

priority is involved (primary > secondary > …), only the modules with the highest 

priority are kept. To place the main entrance in the middle of the remaining wall modules, 

the central modules are selected, the number of which depends on the width of the door. 

Then, the door must be placed in the right location and in the right direction on the wall 

modules. To this end, the wall module that is to contain the lower right point of the door 

is found. To determine which of the two lower points of the primitive is the correct one 

and should be chosen as the copy point, a vector is calculated that starts at each of the 

lower points of the wall module and ends at the other. The cross product between this 

and the upward vector is then calculated and compared with the normal vector of the 

wall module. If the direction of the two vectors is the same, the corresponding lower 

point is stored as the copy point for the generated door. The copy direction is equal to 

the direction of the normal vector of the wall module.  

The placement of the balconies depends on the position of the windows. The generated 

balconies are first adjusted in width to accommodate the window, under which they are 

placed. In this case, the copy point and copy direction are calculated based on the wall 

of the corresponding window and the same method as for the placement of the door is 

used to find the lower right corner. To obtain a more realistic façade, not all windows 

are assigned a balcony. 

In order to place the quoins, the type of each building corner must be specified. To this 

end, the point sequence of the footprint primitive is determined. This is then used to 

create the outline of the footprint primitive by creating line primitives between its points. 

For each point in the sequence, the side on which it is located relative to the line formed 

by the previous two points in the sequence is determined. The normal vector of the wall 

primitive to which the two previous points belong is obtained and used to determine the 

position of a theoretical point on this vector. The side of this new point relative to the 

same line formed by the two previous points in the sequence is determined and compared 
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with the side of the next point. If the two points lie on the same side, the corner is 

concave, otherwise it is convex. If the corner is convex, a point is created, and a normal 

vector is calculated, which serve as the copy point and copy direction of the quoin 

instance. 

The ledges are placed using the first method of adjustment by measuring the length of 

the modular part, calculating the positions of copy points along the building’s outline 

and creating the copy points. Instances of the modular ledge asset are then copied to 

these points, covering the entire outline of the building. In the second method, the cross 

section of the ledge is expanded along the building’s outline. In both methods, the 

corners of the ledge are cut at the angle of the corners of the building after they have 

been measured. The ledges are automatically placed at the top of each floor based on the 

corresponding floor footprint, which is also an output of Houdini’s building generator 

that has no other use in our case. 

For the placement of the porch, the same wall modules are used that were selected for 

the placement of the building’s front door. The wall modules of the entire side of the 

building that corresponds to the side of the entrance door are used to place the fence. The 

two generated modules do not need to be copied because they are generated directly on 

the wall modules selected for the door. That means that their generation takes place after 

the generation and placement of the windows and door. 

To achieve a continuous surface of the building wall and facilitate the assignment of 

materials on the wall, the wall modules are used to determine the outlines of the façade 

modules before they are removed. For each side of the building, a new primitive is 

created whose surface covers the entire side and a simple geometry with the same outline 

is created for each of the outlines. These geometries are used to remove the part of the 

new wall surface, which is covered by them, in a Boolean operation. The result is a 

continuous wall for each side of the building that is interrupted by holes for the façade 

modules. The generated façade modules can then be copied to the holes using the copy 

points that were stored during their corresponding placement after the primitives with 

the wall attribute have been removed.  

The UVs of the primitives are orthographically projected for each category of façade 

modules and the wall. The area of each primitive group is taken into account to 

automatically resize them. The assignment of materials is achieved based on the same 

concept of randomly selecting and assigning the parameters of the façade module. A 

material library is written in a CSV table. For each architectural style, an additional CSV 

table defines the range of materials, which are described using the order they have inside 

the material library, for each category of façade elements (e.g., glass, window frame, 

window grill). One material is randomly selected for each façade element category and 

assigned accordingly. 
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The following table shows the generated output of a complete building for each 

architectural style and corresponding city, together with some variations for the same 

building footprint. 

City 
Architectural 

Style 

Generated Building & 

Variations 

Los 

Angeles 

/Munich 

/Shanghai 

Skyscraper 

 
 

Los 

Angeles 
Beaux-Arts 

 

Los 

Angeles 
Victorian 

 

Table 11: A sample of the generated buildings in the different architectural styles. 
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City 
Architectural 

Style 

Generated Building & 

Variations 

Los 

Angeles 
Craftsman 

 

Los 

Angeles 

Spanish 

Colonial 

Revival 

 

Munich 
Neo-

Renaissance 

 

 

Table 12: A sample of the generated buildings in the different architectural styles. 
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City 
Architectural 

Style 

Generated Building & 

Variations 

Munich Neo-Classicism 

 

Los 

Angeles/ 

Munich 

Modern 

 

Shanghai Tong Lau 

 

Table 13: A sample of the generated buildings in the different architectural styles. 
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City 
Architectural 

Style 

Generated Building & 

Variations 

Shanghai Modern 

 

Shanghai Tang 

 

Table 14: A sample of the generated buildings in the different architectural styles. 
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Figure 63: A sample of the output geometry of BuildGen inside the Unreal Engine. 
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4.5 Vegetation 

 

Figure 64: The process used inside the suggested framework for the generation of 

the vegetation (For a legend, see Appendix). 
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Inside NatureGen, there are two main steps for adding vegetation to the scene. The first 

step leads to the recognition of the biome where the geographic coordinates are located. 

The second step places the points that serve as the positions for copying the instances of 

the vegetation elements. To find the biome, other researchers have used the annual 

precipitation and annual average temperature to control the modelling of vegetation 

[246]. Due to the lack of a practical formula that provides this information as a function 

of the geographic coordinates and since there is a map, which is vegetation-oriented that 

also uses precipitation and temperature as criteria for dividing the world into different 

climate zones, the vegetation elements are selected according to the climate zone of the 

Koeppen-Geiger Map [282] and the geographic coordinates. To this end, the image of 

the Koeppen Map is imported and transformed into colored points. This is achieved by 

scattering the points across a grid of the same size as the image and by assigning a color 

to the points relative to their position within the image. After that, the geographic 

coordinates of the center point of the selected map area are transformed to XY-

coordinates on the area of the colored points. The function used for this purpose, is 

suitable for maps with equirectangular projection or la carte parallelogrammatique 

projection that is the projection type with which the used Koeppen Map was created. The 

following function calculates the x- and y-coordinate from a longitude λ and a latitude φ 

(in rad) [283]: 

 

 

𝑥 = 𝑅(𝜆 − 𝜆0)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑1 

𝑦 = 𝑅(𝜑 − 𝜑0) 

 

 

where R is the radius of the globe (6.371km), 𝜆0is the central meridian of the map (0 

rad), 𝜑0 is the central parallel of the map (0 rad) and 𝜑1 are the standard parallels (north 

and south of the equator) where the scale of the projection is applied (0.524 rad). After 

calculating the position of the selected area within the Koeppen Map, the nearest colored 

point is found. Based on a predefined table, the correct climate zone is assigned to the 

color, according to the colors of the Koeppen-Geiger map for each climate [282]. Each 

of these climates can facilitate the right conditions to accommodate specific vegetation.  
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Figure 65: World map of Koeppen-Geiger climate classification [282].  

 

The Koeppen-Geiger classification system divides the world into five different climate 

zones, using colors and shades [282]. This system uses criteria related to temperature 

and aridity (relationship between the precipitation input to the soil and the evaporative 

losses). The climate types are named with a letter: A, B, C, D and E and each of them is 

further divided into subtypes: 

I. A: tropical climates characterized by constant high temperatures (with an average 

of 18℃) and high precipitation.  

o Af: tropical rainforest climate: This is a hot, humid and wet climate with 

high temperatures, that hardly change, and constant rainfall [284]. In 

terms of vegetation [285], the angiosperms have a particular biodiversity. 

These flowering plants reach in their majority great heights and have 

trunks that have an accordingly large diameter. In tropical rainforests, 

only a few gymnosperms (conifers and their relatives) exist, while the 

Arecaceae plant families (palms) are abundantly represented with various 

species characteristic of each region. Other plant families are restricted to 

certain areas, such as the Dipterocarpaceae (dipterocarps), which grow 
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mainly in western Malesia and the Bromeliaceae (bromeliads) that are 

found only in the New World. Smaller plants, such as ferns, mosses, 

liverworts, lichens, algae and fungi, are also abundant and show great 

diversity. 

o Am: tropical monsoon climate: It is influenced by the monsoon winds, 

which change direction in every season. It is drier than the Af climate 

with the driest month having less rainfall than the average rainfall of the 

Af climate and at least 75% of the total annual precipitation [284]. These 

forests have evergreen species, many lianas (woody vines) and 

herbaceous epiphytes (air plants, e.g., orchids) [286].  

o Aw: tropical savanna climate with dry-winter characteristics: It is the 

driest of the three subtypes of tropical climate. The driest month has less 

rainfall than the average amount of the Af climate and less than 75% of 

its total annual precipitation [284]. American savannas are characterized 

by broad-leaved trees, such as Curatella, locustberries, maricao cimarrons 

and Bowdichia, which are seasonally replaced by the palms Copernica 

and Mauritia. Smaller plants include cutgrass (Leersia), bahia grass 

(Papsalum) and the bean relative, Prosopis. In Africa, savannas are 

mainly covered by acacias (Acacia) and bushwillows (Combretum), 

baobabs (Adansonia digitata), palms (Borassus) and spurge (Euphorbia). 

A wide variety of spiny shrubs, as well as grass species, such as bluestem 

(Andropogon), thatching grass (Hyperrhenia) and kangaroo grass 

(Themeda). Indian savannas are known for thorny trees, such as Acacia, 

Mimosa and Ziziphus, and grass species, such as Sehima and 

Dichanthium. Finally, in Australia, savanna flora consists of 

sclerophyllous plants, evergreen trees, such as Eucalyptus and tall shrubs, 

such as Acacia, Bauhinia and screwpine (Pandanus). Other plants include 

baobabs, spear grass (Heteropogon), kangaroo grass (Themeda) and 

spinifex grass (Plectrachne Triodia) [287]. 

 

II. B: dry climates that are divided into desert and semi-arid. They are characterized 

by very low annual precipitation below a certain threshold which is close to the 

potential evapotranspiration. This threshold value is used to distinguish between 

arid or desert climates and semi-arid or steppe climates [284]. 

o BW: Arid climate: It is divided into hot (BWh) and cold desert climate 

[284]. Vegetation common in desert climate areas includes the tumboa or 

welwitschia, the creosote bush (Larrea tridentata), the saltbush and 

prickly saltwort [288]. The daisy family shows great diversity, while 

Artemisia (wormwood), Senecio and the bean family are widespread. 

Only in desert areas are the chenopod or saltbush family, the cactus and 

the Frankeniaceae family common. Other trees and shrubs that are also 
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found in desert environments but less abundant, are conifers (Pinus, 

Callitris and Cypressus) and tamarisks. Smaller shrubs are the Artemisia, 

Ephedra, Atriplex and Larrea. Perennial grasses found in most deserts 

include Aristida, Panicum and Stipa. 

o BS: Semi-arid or steppe climate: It is also divided into hot (BSh) semi-

arid and cold (BSk) semi-arid climate [284] according to the average 

temperature of the coldest month. The steppes are predominately covered 

with grass and shrubs [289]. The predominant grass species include the 

Festuca pallescens, Rytidosperma and Lathyrus magellanicus, while 

Agrostis pyrogea, Senecio sericeonitens and Nassauvia aculeata are also 

very common in steppes [290]. Among shrubs, the Mulinum spinosum, 

Acaena splendens, Senecio and Rumex acetosella are the most common. 

Further species of plants, such as graminoids also grow in great diversity 

in these areas (e.g., the Bromus, Elymus, Agropyron, Festuca, and Stipa 

species). Additionally, herbaceous flowering plants, such as Achillea, 

Artemisia, Aster, Astragalus, Centaurea, Inula, Linum, and Salvia are 

also found in areas with semi-arid climate. 

 

III. C: temperate/mesothermal climates: They are characterized by an average 

temperature between 0℃ and 18℃ during its coldest month. They are divided 

into the following subcategories [284]: 

• Csa: Mediterranean hot summer climates, 

• Csb: Mediterranean warm/cool summer climates, 

• Csc: Mediterranean cold summer climates, 

• Cfa: Humid subtropical climates,  

• Cfb: Oceanic climate, 

• Cfc: Subpolar oceanic climate, 

• Cwa: Dry-winter humid subtropical climate, 

• Cwb: Dry-winter subtropical highland climate, 

• Cwc: Dry-winter cold subtropical highland climate. 

The Mediterranean vegetation of the areas bordering the Mediterranean Sea 

consists of shrubs and small trees. Characteristic shrubs include the 

Lamiaceae, Laurus and Myrtus species, while olive, carob and fig trees are 

often seen in these areas [291]. The Mediterranean vegetation in North 

America presents a similar picture with various shrubs and small trees. These 

include evergreen oaks, sagebrush, chamise, mountain mahogany, red 

shanks, and manzanita [292]. 

Humid subtropical climates are suitable for the establishment of evergreen 

trees, bushes, and shrubs. The most common trees in these areas are palms 

and ferns. 
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IV. D: Continental/microthermal climates: They are characterized by an average 

temperature of below 0℃ during its coldest month and above 10℃ during its 

warmest months. Their subcategories include [284]:  

o Dfa/Dwa/Dsa: Hot summer continental climates, 

o Dfb/Dwb/Dsb: Warm summer continental or hemiboreal climates, 

o Dfc/Dwc/Dsc: Subarctic or boreal climates, 

o Dfd/Dwd/Dsd: Subarctic or boreal climates with severe winters. 

Areas with a continental climate are covered by coniferous or deciduous 

forests. Deciduous forests are home to trees, shrubs and smaller herbaceous 

and flowering plants. Among best-known trees are oaks, beeches, birches, 

chestnuts, aspens, elms, maples, and basswoods [293]. In coniferous forests, 

cone-bearing and needle-leaved or scale-leaved trees (e.g., pines, spruces, firs, 

and larches) grow, while the ground is covered by low shrubs and herbs, (e.g., 

mosses, liverworts, and lichens) [294]. 

Boreal climates are suitable for taigas or boreal forests, where cone-bearing 

needle-leaved or scale-leaved evergreen trees are also predominant. These 

trees include pine, spruce, larch, fir, birch and poplar. The ground is covered 

by a high diversity of mosses and lichens. Other plants include twinflower, 

lingonberry, baneberry, Swedish and Canadian dwarf cornel, fireweed, 

Labrador tea, cloudberry, cotton grass, and crowberry [295]. 

 

V. E: polar climates: They are characterized by the warmest temperature in a month 

being below 10℃ [284]. 

o ET: Tundra climate. In coastal areas with a tundra climate, sedges, cotton 

grass, and mosses including Sphagnum, are predominant. In higher areas, 

common plants include low willows, grasses, and rushes [296]. 

o EF: Ice cap climate. 

For the distribution of vegetation, the OSM information on this subject, such as forests 

and tree rows, is leveraged to define the areas where plants and trees need to be placed. 

These areas are provided as closed line primitives that precisely define their bounds. 

These primitives are used to scatter points within the corresponding areas where the 

instances of the plant assets are to be copied. These points are placed with particular 

attention to the boundary of the primitives, as they contain the first row of plants and 

trees visible to the driver. Accordingly, the boundary receives a higher density of 

vegetation points. The primitive is covered up to a certain percentage of its area, which 

is controlled by a number to quickly and easily increase the performance of the scene by 

reducing the number of vegetation assets.  
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Within a city and in cases where no information about the vegetation is available, the 

trees are placed randomly along the streets. To this end, the outlines of the street 

geometry calculated inside StreetGen are used as a guide for the placement of the 

vegetation along the streets. Naturally, these outlines need to have a certain distance from 

the actual street sides and, therefore, the process of expanding the lines that was used to 

place the street elements is followed again to shift the lines away from the streets. The 

points of these lines are then resampled to be placed at a specific distance from each 

other. This number is manipulated to control the number of plants placed along the 

streets to increase performance. The condition for resampling these lines is that the 

connected line primitives become one. To achieve this, the sequence of the points 

belonging to all connected line primitives is calculated and new line primitives are 

created based on the sequence of all connected points. 

These points are given a certain random rotation around the height axis (N) to elicit the 

impression of a variety of the same plant asset. Additionally, a tree or a plant is randomly 

selected from a certain spectrum of trees and plants that are suitable for the previously 

detected climate (tree, plant and vegAsset). After assigning these parameters, each point 

has the information about the position, the orientation and the type of tree or smaller 

plant whose instance needs to be copied. 

Before finally copying instances of the vegetation assets to the generated points, these 

points should be split into the levels that we want to stream within the Game Engine. 

After these operations have taken place inside NatureSplit, multiple levels of detail are 

automatically created for each vegetation asset and the parameter for screen percentage 

and corresponding material is assigned to each of them. Finally, the vegetation assets are 

copied as instances to the respective points.  

 

Used OSM information New defined variables 

Attribute name Type Attribute name Type 

natural primitive attribute biome detail attribute 

leisure primitive attribute tree primitive group 

landuse primitive attribute plant primitive group 

boundary primitive attribute vegAsset point attribute 

N point attribute 

Table 15: OSM provided information and new defined variables that were used to 

automatically place vegetation assets. 
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Figure 66: A sample of the used plants for the generation of the vegetation. 

 

 

 

Figure 67: A sample of the used plants for the generation of the vegetation. 
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Figure 68: Up: A sample of the used plants for the generation of the vegetation. 

Down: The generated streets and vegetation in wireframe. 

4.6 Split Generators 

 

Figure 69: The process used inside the suggested framework for splitting the 

generated geometry in levels (For a legend, see Appendix). 
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The Split Generators were created to divide the generated geometries for the streets, 

buildings and vegetation into levels so that Level Streaming can be applied inside the 

Game Engine. The ability to apply Level Streaming is important because it enables the 

loading and unloading of map tiles into memory, so that only the map tiles that are visible 

to the user consume resources and are rendered during gameplay [297]. All three Split 

Generators (StreetSplit, BuildSplit, NatureSplit) work in the same way. They receive the 

terrain and the corresponding generated geometry as input, as well as a parameter, tile 

amount, which defines the number of tiles into which the output environment is to be 

divided. First, a horizontal grid is created with the same size and height as the terrain and 

with the same number of subdivisions as tile amount. Each subdivision of this grid is a 

primitive with a specific primitive number. This number is additionally assigned as a 

variable to each primitive. The grid is then transferred to the minimum height of the 

terrain and each primitive is extruded to form rectangular prisms with a very large height 

to ensure that the generated geometry lies within their bounds. After the extrusion, all 

primitives of each prism automatically have the primitive number as a defined variable, 

which makes it easier to identify the primitives belonging to each prism. Within a loop, 

each prism is isolated and the primitives of the generated geometry that lie within it are 

detected and given a variable, tile number, which corresponds to the number of the prism.  

While StreetGen splits the fully generated street geometry, BuildSplit and NatureSplit 

assign a tile number to the primitives of the building footprints and the vegetation copy 

points, respectively. 

  

 

Figure 70: The generated streets (up, left), buildings (up, right) and vegetation copy 

points (down, middle) are split based on the terrain levels. 
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4.7 The Level Generator 

 

After the generated geometry of the streets, buildings and vegetation has been divided 

into levels, they are provided to the final generator. Inside the Level Generator 

(LevelGen), geometries of the same level are merged for the application of the World 

Composition feature of the Unreal Engine. This implies the assignment of the parameters 

that the Unreal Engine can recognize and interpret. These include the parameter that 

defines the attribute containing the level number (unreal_split_attr), the parameter that 

defines the path within the Game Engine that is used to store the levels 

(unreal_level_path) and the parameter that defines the output of the baking process, 

which can be a landscape actor or a landscape streaming proxy 

(unreal_landscape_tile_actor_type). 

 

New defined variables 

Attribute name Type 

unreal_split_attr detail attribute 

unreal_level_path primitive attribute 

unreal_landscape_tile

_actor_type 
primitive attribute 

Table 16: New defined variables that were used to combine the generated 

geometries into levels for the application of World Composition inside the Unreal 

Engine. 

 

  

Figure 71: A part of the Hollywood area in Los Angeles generated with the 

suggested procedural framework inside the Unreal Engine. 
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Figure 72: Screenshots of the OSM map of three different locations in Los Angeles, 

Munich and Shanghai and the corresponding generated environment in the Unreal 

Engine. 
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4.8 The User Interface 

 

During the current process of preparing the prototyping experience, designers receive 

the ready-to-use simulation after just describing the design stories and the environment 

to the developers. Switching from this process to one that requires more independence 

from the developers should aim at minimizing the time invested in the designers’ 

interaction with the developed framework to achieve their willingness to use the new 

process. Based on this design goal that was acquired after the initial studies, a User 

Interface (UI) was created using the Unreal Engine.  

 

The UI was based on the flowcharts in Figures 23 and 24, but it was extended by adding 

some basic options to generate a complete driving simulation. As a first prototype, the 

UI follows a serial structure, where one menu follows the other, starting with the 

environment, its weather and time conditions and continuing with the characters, the 

vehicle and the camera position. In each of these menus, there is a Back button that 

allows the user to change their options selected in the previous menu.  

 

To this end, design stories are defined in the first menu the user sees by clicking on the 

only existing button on the screen. Further buttons are then displayed, each representing 

a design story. To begin the description of each design story, the user must click on it. 

This leads to the next menu, where the user can choose between three options for 

selecting an environment.  

 

The first option shows a map that was created using the API of Mapbox and loaded into 

the UI from a local HTML file. Radio buttons in the upper right corner of the map 

window can be used to change the style of the map, and a route navigation widget on the 

upper left corner can be used to move the map view directly to the desired location, as 

well as define a certain route they wish to experience.  

 

After defining the route, a list of maneuvers possible on this route and their respective 

duration is displayed. As concluded from the studies, time is crucial during a presentation 

and information about the duration of each maneuver can be helpful for designers. The 

user can also manually move the map and adjust it so that that the part visible through 

the map window is the desired area. Then the user can click on the Proceed button to 

officially select the area and continue with the description of the design story.  
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Figure 73: Up: Menu to define new design stories. Down: Menu with three options 

to select the world area. 

The second option to select the world map area was created to support designers in 

finding the area in the world that best serves their design story if the designers are not 

sure which world area to choose or in exploring new potentially suitable areas. As the 

studies showed, such an environment should have the right aesthetic context by being a 

location within the target market and the right functional context by providing the right 

situation (e.g., facilitating a certain driving maneuver or providing a certain type of road). 

Based on the used terms inquired during the first studies, search options are offered 

within this second option for the environment selection that are divided into two 

categories. The first type of search parameters refers to natural elements, i.e., mountains, 

forests and bodies of water, with corresponding sliders for the size of the area. The 

second type of search parameters includes street-related options. The first helps the user 

to describe a desired intersection by selecting the number of intersecting streets and the 

types of the two streets (e.g., primary, residential, motorway) that are important for the 

maneuver (i.e., street from which the driver enters the intersection and the street on which 

the driver leaves it). The second option is a slider that allows the user to select how curvy 

the desired roads should be while the third option defines the height level of the bridge 

required for the design story. The same map window used also for the first option of 

environment selection is on the right side of the menu and shows the area of the world 

to be searched for the selected search elements. After the search, the set search 

parameters can be seen on the map with their respective symbol and with a legend that 

shows the symbol assignment. After finding the important elements at the desired 
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location and optionally fine shifting the map to the exact center point of choice, the user 

can proceed with the same Proceed button. 

  

  

Figure 74: Up: The menu that enables the search for certain features in the selected 

area. Down, left: An example of the search result. Down, right: The third option of 

selecting a world area.  

After clicking the Proceed button, the geographic coordinates which are programmed to 

be updated in the URL of the HTML file, are stored as a variable for future use.  

The third and last option for the environment selection provides the user with the 

possibility to select one of previously selected environments.  

The right color temperature, created by the right sun position and the way the light is 

scattered by the atmosphere and its particles, is important for the designers, as the 

exterior colors and lighting influence the evaluation of colors of the car’s interior and 

exterior. Therefore, after moving on to the next menu, the user is confronted with three 

drop-down buttons. These can be customized to select a specific date and time, as well 

as specific weather conditions. The Sun Position Calculator plugin of the Unreal Engine 

[298] was used to reproduce the correct sun position with an accuracy that correlates 

with the geographic coordinates, date and time. 

The next menu allows the user to select the characters that participate in the design story. 

The characters the user can choose from were created using the Unreal Metahuman 

Creator [299] to cover many ethnicities and age groups, as well as both genders. The 

purpose of this extensible library of metahuman avatars is to cover most, if not all use 

cases by adding new avatars as needed. As a prototype to provide the designers with a  
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vision of the complete process, the selected avatars are spawned directly inside the 

vehicle after the description of the design stories is completed. Within the menu, a further 

option is offered to define the avatar to be used as the driver.  

 

 

  

Figure 75: Left: The menu for the selection of the date, time of day and weather 

conditions. Right: The menu for the selection of the characters. 

 

In the last menu, the user can select the desired vehicle from an extensible library using 

a drop-down menu. The selected vehicle is displayed in the 3D view next to the option. 

Below this, a second drop-down menu offers the user the selection of a camera 

perspective from three standard options: a) first person perspective, b) shoulder 

perspective and c) dashboard view from above. The three default options are based on 

the designers’ responses in the interview studies. By selecting the camera perspective, 

the 3D view of the vehicle is updated accordingly. In the event that none of the default 

options fulfils the designers’ requirements for the camera perspective, another menu can 

be activated that offers the user the possibility to move and rotate the camera relative to 

the car. The new camera perspective then becomes available in the drop-down menu. 

 

Proceeding further leads the user to a demo that contains a terrain, simple streets and 

buildings in box shape. The simulated weather conditions and time of day correspond to 

the user’s selected options. Finally, the selected avatars are placed in the corresponding 

car, which the user can drive with the up, down, right and left arrow keys. 
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Figure 76: Up: The menu for the selection of the vehicle and the camera perspective. 

Middle, left: The menu for the customizable camera perspective. Middle, right and 

down: A sample of output simulations. 
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5 Experimentation & Results 

 

 

 

After creating a framework that is capable of generating an environment with streets, 

buildings and vegetation and provides developers with the potential to quickly adjust the 

containing assets, certain important parameters need to be examined. The first is the 

robustness of the procedural framework that should allow for no or at least a remarkably 

low number of geometry errors that can be easily fixed after the generation. The second 

parameter defining the created framework should be the suitability of its results for use 

in design presentations and evaluations. Finally, one last parameter should not be 

missing, namely the ability of the framework to be used by automotive designers and 

developers. These parameters correspond to the following research questions:  

 

 

• How robust are the procedural generators? 

• Are the virtual environments generated with the created framework suitable for 

automotive design experiences? 

• Does the interface allow designers to generate their own virtual environments, 

and does it provide all essential functionalities?  

• Do designers want to use the proposed process? 

• Are the resources required by the proposed process to generate virtual 

environments less than the resources spent during the current process?
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Figure 77: Overview of all conducted studies. 

5.1 Procedural Generator Efficiency 

To evaluate the efficiency and robustness of the generators as procedural tools, geometry 

samples were created using the street and building generator, StreetGen and BuildGen, 

and checked for modelling errors.  
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5.1.1 Efficiency of the Street Generator 

Procedure and Measurement: Thirty randomly selected areas were generated using the 

described procedural generator framework. These areas belong to the three most 

requested countries, i.e., USA, Germany and China. The procedural generation for these 

2.25 km² large areas lasted about 25 minutes, depending on the amount of contained 

elements, on a laptop with the following technical features: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8750H 

CPU (2.21 GHz), 64-bit operating system, x64-based processor, 32.0 GB RAM and 

NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 with Max-Q Design. The generated samples were 

evaluated according to the number of errors they were created with. The investigation 

focused on errors related to the consistency of the street geometry (e.g., holes, misplaced 

street elements), as well as to geometry errors (e.g., non-manifold geometry). To 

quantify the total sum of errors, the parts into which the development of the generator 

was naturally divided were used as error categories. These are: 1) Lane geometry, 2) 

intersection corners, 3) lane directions, 4) lane markings, 5) street elements, 6) terrain 

adjustment and 7) bridges. 

Results: The results showed a congruent and clean street geometry. A possible reason 

for this is the fact that the generator can only provide one result, which minimizes the 

potential for error. Although this means that the generator has a narrow expressive range, 

this is still an important prerequisite for the street generator of our case. For each input, 

only one and always the same result needs to be generated which fulfills the requirement 

for realistic driving conditions, as this result is based on real map data. 

 

Figure 78: An overview of the test samples of generated environments located in 

Los Angeles. 
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Figure 79: An overview of the test samples of generated environments located in 

Munich (up) and Hongkong (down). 

5.1.2 Efficiency of the Building Generator 

Important goals for the efficiency of the Building Generator (BuildGen) included the 

ability to create congruent buildings and characteristic façades of representative 

architectural styles. The resources needed for generating and rendering the buildings, as 

well as the required input should be kept as low as possible. Finally, the Building 

Generator should facilitate the easy addition of new architectural styles and assets.  
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Procedure. To evaluate the extent to which these goals are achieved by the developed 

Building Generator and its workflow, a computation study was conducted. During this 

study, 1000 buildings were generated from a random area using BuildGen on a laptop 

with the following characteristics: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8750H CPU (2.21 GHz), x64-

based processor, 64bit operating system, 32.0 GB RAM and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 

2080 with Max-Q Design. The generated buildings were evaluated based on their 

congruence as defined by Tutenel et al. [226]. They performed an evaluation of complete 

buildings because they wanted their buildings to be both congruent and consistent. In 

this case, the generated buildings are not intended to be entered, which leaves us with 

the definition of congruent buildings. Therefore, after the buildings were generated, they 

were examined for inconsistencies on the façades. These inconsistencies occur if façade 

modules have not been placed correctly or overlap. Additionally, due to our focus on 

architectural styles, the buildings were also examined for the presence of the 

characteristic architectural elements for the corresponding style. 

To be able to observe the different architectural styles and their variations, a second 

computation study was carried out on the same laptop. For each architectural style, a 

building was generated in three variations of the same style.  

Another computation study was performed on the same laptop to count the computation 

time and number of primitives for each architectural style on the same generated building 

with a 991.146 m2 footprint and three floors. 

Congruent Buildings. The generated buildings showed no signs of incongruence. This 

is the result of three factors. The first is the exact calculation of all position vectors for 

each façade module. During the calculation, the surface of each wall is divided into the 

individual areas for each façade module. The next factor is that additional care is taken 

to write parameter values in the CSV tables in a way that ensures the variety of the façade 

modules, but also avoids incongruities (e.g., the overall dimensions of the exception 

window must not differ too much from those of the standard window). Finally, even in 

the case that something goes wrong (e.g., the geometry of a roof is not suitable for the 

correct placement of roof windows), rules were defined to identify the problem and find 

a solution that achieves a congruent output (e.g., the roof is generated without windows). 

These factors keep the potential for inconsistent, overlapping or incorrectly sized 

elements low. 

Architectural Styles. BuildGen was designed to generate buildings of different 

architectural styles using different façade modules. There are, of course, many more 

variations of each architectural style that we selected, and the part of the characteristic 

appearance also depends on the shape of the building which is provided by the OSM 

footprint. The results of this study are shown on Tables 11-14 from Chapter 4.4.4. This 

is an evaluation that also needs to be conducted by interviewing the designers, as in 

Chapter 5.2.3. Nevertheless, there is a clear difference between generated buildings of 
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different styles and the characteristic style elements that we explored in Chapter 4.4.2 

are present. 

Computation Time and Polygon Count. The results of this study can be seen in the 

next Table (Table 17). The 1000 generated buildings from the first computation study 

lasted 45 minutes and the generation time of each architectural style for the used building 

varies from 1.09 seconds for skyscrapers to 19.59 seconds for the modern style. We 

observed that the computation time is affected by the number of the same assets, as well 

as the number of different façade module categories that are placed on the façade. The 

polygon count is influenced by the assets used for the generation of the façade modules, 

most of which were photogrammetric assets that have a high number of polygons. The 

polygon count of each architectural style ranged from 166 for skyscrapers to 24629 for 

the Neo-Renaissance style, which contains many decorative elements.  

 

City 
Architectural 

Style 

Computation 

Time (s) 
Polygon Count 

Los Angeles/ 

Munich/Shanghai 
Skyscraper 1.09 166 

Los Angeles Beaux-Arts 10.976 6000 

Los Angeles Victorian 1.725 4942 

Los Angeles Craftsman 2.408 32493 

Los Angeles 
Spanish Colonial 

Revival 
2.351 14846 

Munich Neo-Renaissance 1.985 24629 

Munich Neo-Classicism 16.466 17714 

Los Angeles/Munich Modern 19.593 15380 

Shanghai Modern 3.14 6617 

Shanghai Tong Lau 10.805 8898 

Shanghai Tang 8.068 5977 

Table 17: Generation time and polygon count for each architectural style for a 

building with three floors and an area of 991.146 𝒎𝟐. 

Automotive Designer’s Effort. This is also an evaluation that must be conducted with 

designers and developers, as we did, the results of which can be seen in the next 

subchapters. Nevertheless, we can already conclude that the effort of the automotive 

designer during the generation remains minimal, as not only BuildGen but the entire 

procedural generation framework only requires the geographic coordinates and the zoom 

factor to generate a default environment. In addition, there are all the methods we 

described in 4.4.3 that show the simple and quick ways to add new assets and define new 

architectural styles that also keep the developer’s effort at a minimal level. 
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Time and Cost for the Addition of Styles. Comparing the resources required to 

manually generate a complete environment from scratch with those of an environment 

using this procedural framework, we can conclude that this procedural framework allows 

a great reduction of the required resources. Even if the graphics quality is not yet as good 

as in a manually generated environment and more detail has to be added manually after 

the generation, this difference remains great. Finally, the fast and easy methods to add 

new assets were designed to offer this exact advantage. 

 

5.1.3 Efficiency of the Nature Generator 

The two most important steps inside NatureGen are the detection of the climate zone and 

the automated placement of the vegetation assets. In the first step, the climate zone is 

determined by calculating the geographic position in the Koeppen-Geiger map. 

Consequently, it depends on an equation, that keeps the error rate minimal. The second 

step places the vegetation assets either based on the corresponding areas offered by OSM 

or next to the street based on the corresponding generated geometry. In the case that the 

OSM data is used for placing the assets, the risk of collision is automatically minimized, 

because the data is created in such a way that does not cause overlaps. Even in the case 

where we do not place assets using the OSM data, we optimized the process by checking 

for collisions with the generated geometries. We did not encounter any such errors during 

the debugging and the other efficiency evaluations. 

 

5.2 Suitability of the Process, User Interface and Generated 

Output 

To assess the suitability of the generated output, the User Interface and the whole new 

process of defining and generating the experience context, we conducted a study 

consisting of five parts: 

1. The user experience evaluation of the current process 

2. The pragmatic and aesthetic evaluation of the User Interface 

3. The qualitative evaluation of the generated environments 

4. The user experience evaluation of the suggested process 

5. The technology acceptance evaluation of the suggested process 

Participants: Nine designers and six developers (4 females and 11 males; age ranging 

from 23 to 40, mean 33.3) were recruited. They were also proposed by the development 

team who collaborates with the designers to generate the experience context. All 

designers worked in the UI department and had collected 1 to 15 years design experience. 
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The aim of involving both perspectives represented by the two groups of participants 

was to increase triangulation [300], as both groups play an important role in preparing 

the design experience. 

 

Overall Procedure: All studies were conducted in an online session, due to corona-

induced limitations and working conditions. Each interview lasted about 60 minutes and 

started with a demographic survey on age, gender and design experience. After that, we 

asked the participants to describe the current process of defining and generating the 

environment. With this in mind, we sent them a User Experience Questionnaire to 

complete and evaluate the current process (1). The next part of the study was to evaluate 

the User Interface with the AttrakDiff Questionnaire (2), that was followed by the 

evaluation of the generated environments with expert interviews (3). The proposed 

process of defining and generating the environment was evaluated with the User 

Experience Questionnaire (4), as well as the Technology Acceptance Questionnaire (5). 

The following subchapters describe the procedure and results of the individual parts of 

the study. 

 

5.2.1 Suggested Process of Defining and Generating the Virtual Environment: 

Usability of the Current Process 

To find out, whether the created procedural framework and the associated proposed 

process are a welcome method of creating the Mixed Reality experience by themselves, 

the participants were also asked to complete the User Experience Questionnaire [301] 

(see Appendix) and the Technology Acceptance Questionnaire [302] (see Appendix) for 

the current and the proposed process.  

 

The development of the new process for generating the virtual environments for design 

presentations and evaluations was primarily aimed at transforming the current process 

into a method that proves to be more efficient and effective, while providing a positive 

experience for the participants. The User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [301] is used 

to evaluate the user experience of interactive products and consists of adjective pairs that 

belong to two scales, the Pragmatic and the Hedonic Quality. Since the proposed process 

is based on the use of our procedural pipeline and we want to evaluate both usability and 

user experience aspects of this process, we selected the UEQ. To be able to compare the 

proposed with the current process, the designers were first asked to evaluate the current 

process on the questionnaire and its criteria with the help of the Likert scale (values 

ranged from 1 to 7 and were converted to the range of -3 to 3 for the analysis).  
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Item Mean Variance 
Std. 

Dev. 
No. Negative Positive Scale  

1 -0.8 2.0 1.4 14 obstructive supportive 
Pragmatic 

Quality 
 

2 -1.2 0.5 0.7 14 complicated easy 
Pragmatic 

Quality 
 

3 -1.8 0.8 0.9 14 inefficient efficient 
Pragmatic 

Quality 
 

4 -0.8 1.6 1.3 14 confusing clear 
Pragmatic 

Quality 
 

5 -0.6 1.2 1.1 14 boring exciting 
Hedonic 

Quality 
 

6 -0.6 0.9 0.9 14 not interesting interesting 
Hedonic 

Quality 
 

7 -1.6 1.3 1.2 14 conventional inventive 
Hedonic 

Quality 
 

8 -1.6 1.0 1.0 14 usual 
leading 

edge 

Hedonic 

Quality 
 

Table 18: The mean, variance and standard deviation for each scale of the User 

Experience Questionnaire for the evaluation of the current process of defining and 

generating the virtual environment. 

 

  

Figure 80: Left: The diagram of mean values of every scale for the current process. 

Right: The bar diagram of the mean value of the pragmatic and hedonic quality for 

the current process. 

As shown in Table 18 and Figure 80, the UEQ consists of two scales, the pragmatic and 

hedonic quality, and the validity of the results was verified by calculating the 

consistencies of the participants’ responses between the parameters of each scale to the 

following resulting reliability coefficients or Cronbach’s alpha values: 
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Pragmatic Quality 

Items Correlation 

1.2 0.59 

1.3 0.75 

1.4 0.71 

2.3 0.70 

2.4 0.41 

3.4 0.44 

Average 0.60 

Alpha 0.86 

Hedonic Quality 

Items Correlation 

5.6 0.79 

5.7 0.60 

5.8 0.62 

6.7 0.49 

6.8 0.40 

7.8 0.88 

Average 0.63 

Alpha 0.87 
 

Table 19: The Cronbach’s alpha values for the pragmatic and hedonic quality of 

the current process. 

 

 

Figure 81: The level of reliability assigned to Cronbach’s alpha values [303]. 

These coefficients must be above 0.6 (Figure 81, [303]) to consider the results of the 

questionnaire as reliable. In this case, the results with coefficients above 0.8 (Table 19) 

can be interpreted as very reliable.  

 

The designers and developers who participated in this study evaluated the current process 

with rather negative scores. This was not surprising, as the majority of participants also 

commented on the current process with corresponding remarks and stories, during the 

initial interview studies, which were aimed at gathering requirements and analyzing the 

current situation, as well as during the evaluation studies. This is a natural consequence 

of the fact that this process has slowly crystallized into its current form based on 

individual needs and preferences rather than on an official blueprint, that has been 

processed and agreed upon by all participants.  
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5.2.2 Suitability of the User Interface 

We collected qualitative feedback from the designers and developers that can help 

optimize the created prototype and quantitative feedback that can describe the pragmatic 

and hedonic qualities of the User Interface. In this study, the participants were asked to 

use the interface to create a driving simulation for a design experience in two different 

scenarios, while thinking aloud. In the first scenario, the participants were asked to use 

the normal method of selecting a world map area, while in the second scenario, they were 

asked to search for a suitable world map area with the help of the search feature.  

 

5.2.2.1 Qualitative Feedback 

After both objectives were achieved, the qualitative feedback from the designers and the 

developers was collected in a series of structured expert interviews. Due to the nature of 

the interviews and the limited number of experts in this new prototyping method, 

participants were selected from the original group for the collection of feedback based 

on the “n=12+3” sample size principle (nine designers and six developers: 4 females and 

11 males; age ranging from 23 to 40, mean 33.3) [304]. We achieved saturation of the 

participants’ verbal codes by analyzing the responses of twelve participants and 

reviewing them based on the interview results of the remaining three participants [305]. 

The participants were asked the following questions:  

1) What did you like or dislike about using the Interface?  

2) Would you add more features or functions to the UI?  

3) Would you remove features or functions that you consider redundant? 

Content Analysis was used to analyze the collected data which was interpreted with the 

help of the developers’ experience they gained by working with the designers and 

developing design experiences. This method was considered suitable for the 

interpretation and presentation of interview data [306]. The statements were categorized 

as follows: 

 

Additional Features: One developer (PDev1) had a suggestion for an additional option 

as a criterion for the search feature, namely a motorway with a certain number of lanes 

(e.g., a 5-lane motorway). They also suggested several options to be added to the UI and 

considered when creating the driving simulation. These included the option to select the 

level of traffic and autonomous or manual driving of the vehicle within the simulation. 

According to the same participant, the route that the user can create in the environment 

selection menu can be used to create a demo video that can be played after interacting 

with the UI in which the car can drive autonomously along the selected route. The option 

to control the level of traffic was also suggested by a designer (PD4), along with the 
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option to select the level of pedestrian flow, as well as the ability to describe a specific 

narrative with secondary traffic participants. 

 

Current Features: One designer (PD1) liked the sequential menus of the interface: 

“They are very clear and simple steps. This gradual process from defining the story to 

then describing it by starting with the environment and then adding the details is very 

good. It is a very good way to describe complicated things in a simple way”. They also 

suggested that the camera selection mode should be provided within the already 

generated environment and that the user should be able to move the camera freely. 

Another designer (PD2) liked the variety of the weather options and referred to their 

potential of covering all the use cases. The same designer even found the options 

provided by the UI sufficient and would not suggest adding more. They explained that 

“the current amount of options is pleasant. It can get too confusing very quickly if the 

user has to click many buttons”. Furthermore, they commented on the usability of the 

tool: “It is very clear and understandable what the tool is trying to achieve with a few 

clicks”. Finally, another designer (PD4) commented on the current number of options: 

“I was impressed by how detailed the UI is in terms of options, especially the search 

function with the criteria to choose from”. 

 

Aesthetic Quality: A developer (Pdev1) expressed the wish for a more neutral design. 

Additionally, one designer (PD1) thought that the company’s official font should be used 

for all menus. Another designer (PD2) suggested more bright colors for a friendlier 

design. Finally, one developer (Pdev2) suggested that the menus should be aesthetically 

optimized as they give the impression of a game menu. 

 

5.2.2.2 Quantitative Feedback 

To evaluate the pragmatic and hedonic qualities of the interface, the designers were 

asked to complete the AttrakDiff Questionnaire [307] (see Appendix). 

The User Interface was also evaluated by the participants of this study based on its 

pragmatic and hedonic qualities. To this end, the participants were asked to complete the 

AttrakDiff Questionnaire [307]. It consists of four scales, Pragmatic Qualities (PQ), 

Hedonic Qualities I (HQ I), Hedonic Qualities II (HQ II) and Attractiveness, which were 

evaluated based on a series of adjective pairs (see Figure 84 and Appendix) and the Likert 

scale (values ranged from 1 to 7 and were converted to the range from -3 to 3 for the 

analysis). The results can be seen in the following graphs of the mean value for each 

scale, the mean value of the two primary scales and the mean value for each individual 

adjective pair. 
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Figure 82: Diagram of mean values for every scale of the AttrakDiff Questionnaire 

(Pragmatic Qualities (PQ), Hedonic Qualities I (HQ I), Hedonic Qualities II (HQ 

II) and Attractiveness). 

 

Figure 83: The average values of the dimensions PQ and HQ and confidence 

rectangle. 
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Figure 84: The average value for each adjective pair of the AttrakDiff 

Questionnaire calculated from a [1;7] - value range to a [-3;3] - value range. 
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The participants’ responses indicate a visible difference between the pragmatic and 

hedonic qualities of the User Interface. Such a result is in line with our expectations, as 

the focus of the implementation was on the pragmatic qualities. The User Interface was 

intended to arouse the interest with decorative elements and icons. However, it was a 

first prototype that primarily aimed to provide all the functionalities, required for the 

selection and generation of the virtual environment. The results are also consistent with 

the qualitative feedback of the participants, which was positive towards the provided 

options and their number, as well as the functional concept and interaction design. 

However, as shown in the quantitative results, participants suggested a different aesthetic 

design that is more neutral and friendly. 

5.2.3 Suitability of the Generated Output 

After evaluating the UI, we showed the participants three generated environments from 

Munich, Los Angeles and Shanghai and asked them the following questions: 

1) What did they like or dislike about the geometry of the terrain, street, building 

and vegetation and why?  

2) What elements would they add, change or remove from these geometries and 

why? 

3) What do they think of the proposed procedural framework as a tool to create their 

own environments based on the selection of a map area? 

Again, the participants’ responses were analyzed using Content Analysis. After 

discussing the participants’ responses with the developers, the following categories of 

comments and suggestions emerged: 

Street Geometry: In terms of structure and visualization, two developers (PDev1 and 

PDev3) praised the generated street geometry. In their opinion, there is a lot of potential 

to increase the variety of street materials and textures to improve the quality of 

visualization. They also proposed the use of materials with a normal map that provide a 

3D asphalt effect. According to a developer (PDev1), if no scenario-specific changes are 

needed, e.g., parking spaces, the generated geometry is sufficient for any design scenario. 

An important feature is the ability to edit the environment after the generation (e.g., 

changing textures), as proposed by another developer (PDev2). This option is already 

available in the proposed environment generation process due to Houdini’s pipeline that 

allows the generation within a Game Engine. However, these changes still need to be 

made by developers. Another proposal from the same developer (PDev2) was about 

refining the distance threshold for the Level of Detail of certain assets. No further 

comments were made other than being satisfied with the street geometry, although there 

is still a lot of potential to improve the graphics quality. 

Building Geometry: The variety presented by the building façades was found to be 

sufficient by one developer (PDev1). The same opinion was expressed by a designer 
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(PD4), who was intrigued by the level of detail achieved through the façade modules and 

the different architectural styles. Suggestions for possible optimizations included the 

protrusion of roofs from the building walls (PDev3), which was not the case for a 

particular roof type. 

Materials: A further potential for optimization was proposed by three participants (PD1, 

PD2 and PD3) and was also to be expected due to the short development time. This 

contained the use of a higher variety of materials, especially for the building walls. 

Use Cases: A suggestion for a possible use case in terms of aesthetic context was made 

by a designer (PDS1). According to this use case, the street should have the appearance 

of a so-called “party mile” with many neon signs that light up in the night. This can be 

implemented with the appropriate UI option and the addition of more ground floor 

façades that are associated with commercial and entertainment uses. 

The New Design Experience Development Process: The participants’ reactions to the 

proposed process were unanimously enthusiastic, which they expressed immediately 

after experiencing it (e.g., “This is a very powerful tool). An important statement from 

one designer (PD2) revealed information about the current process of environment 

generation. They emphasized the trial-and-error nature of the process that designers 

follow to define the virtual environment, leading to these frequent changes in 

requirements mentioned by developers in the initial interview studies. They emphasized 

the inevitability of this process and thus the great compatibility of the generated tool 

which has the potential to solve the resulting situation by providing the ability to generate 

an environment in a short amount of time, compared to waiting four to six months. They 

also appreciated the additional creativity the tool provides by offering a chance to test a 

design story with different environments. The advantage of reducing the time needed to 

create a new environment was also highlighted by another designer (PD1). Finally, two 

designers (PD2 and PD5) felt that the designers’ needs were heard and taken into account 

during the implementation of the framework.  

In summary, all designers and developers were enthusiastic and satisfied with the 

generated output and expressed the impression that the generation is going exactly in the 

right development direction. The concept of selecting a map area and automatically 

obtaining the corresponding virtual environment in a short amount of time was 

fascinating for all participants, as the current process does not cover all use cases in an 

efficient amount of time. 

5.2.4 Suggested Process of Defining and Generating the Virtual Environment: 

Usability of the Suggested Process 

The same method used to evaluate the current process, was also applied to evaluate the 

proposed framework as a complete process of selecting, generating and testing the virtual 

environment. The validity of the results was confirmed with the same calculation of the 
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Cronbach’s alpha values, which showed an acceptable reliability of over 0.7 (Table 

21Table 21, [303]). The results show a positive attitude of the participants towards the 

proposed process, both in terms of its pragmatic and hedonic qualities. Again, this was 

to be expected based on their responses during the qualitative feedback studies. Some 

participants wanted such a framework even before they were shown its implementation 

and were particularly excited to see it realized, as well as its future development. 

 

Item Mean Variance 
Std. 

Dev. 
No. Negative Positive Scale  

1 2.1 0.4 0.6 15 obstructive supportive Pragmatic Quality  

2 2.1 0.1 0.4 15 complicated easy Pragmatic Quality  

3 2.1 0.3 0.5 15 inefficient efficient Pragmatic Quality  

4 2.3 0.2 0.5 15 confusing clear Pragmatic Quality  

5 2.3 0.4 0.6 15 boring exciting Hedonic Quality  

6 2.4 0.7 0.8 15 
not 

interesting 
interesting Hedonic Quality  

7 2.5 0.4 0.6 15 conventional inventive Hedonic Quality  

8 2.4 0.3 0.5 15 usual 
leading 

edge 
Hedonic Quality  

Table 20: The mean, variance and standard deviation for each scale of the User 

Experience Questionnaire for the evaluation of the suggested process of defining 

and generating the virtual environment. 

 

  

Figure 85: Left: The diagram of mean values of every scale for the suggested 

process. Right: The bar diagram of the mean value of the pragmatic and hedonic 

quality for the suggested process. 
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Pragmatic Quality 

Items Correlation 

1.2 0.52 

1.3 0.52 

1.4 0.46 

2.3 0.29 

2.4 0.21 

3.4 0.44 

Average 0.41 

Alpha 0.73 

 

Hedonic Quality 

Items Correlation 

5.6 0.56 

5.7 0.30 

5.8 0.68 

6.7 0.30 

6.8 0.27 

7.8 0.26 

Average 0.40 

Alpha 0.72 

Table 21: Left: The Cronbach’s alpha values for each quality of the suggested 

process. Right: The level of reliability assigned to Cronbach’s alpha values [303]. 

 

5.2.5 Suggested Process of Defining and Generating the Virtual Environment: 

Technology Acceptance 

To obtain a quantitative assessment of the technical acceptance of the created 

framework, participants were asked to complete an additional questionnaire. This 

consisted of questions from the long version of the User Experience Questionnaire and 

the Technology Acceptance Questionnaires, TAM3 and UTAUT as in [302]. We used 

this particular method because it takes into consideration the user experience as a 

determinant of the technology acceptance. Since our goal is not only to increase the 

efficiency and effectiveness of the process, but also to make it a positive experience for 

the participants, the questions used in the selected method better fitted the purpose of our 

study. The Likert scale was also used for this questionnaire (scores ranged from 1 to 7 

and were converted to a range of -3 to 3 for the analysis). The results were again valid 

with coefficients above 0.7 (Table 22Table 21, [303]).  

Representative of the qualitative feedback, the results of all scales were similarly high 

with a lower result for the Output Quality. As the designers are used to high quality 

environments that are manually created in four to six months with the corresponding 

result, this was an anticipated reaction. Nevertheless, they understood that the value of 

the framework lies in the automated generation, the parametrizability of the generated 

environment and the minimal resources required for the generation. As can be seen by 

the graph (Figure 86), Efficiency and Novelty were rated highest, followed by perceived 

Ease of Use, Perspicuity and Stimulation. Based on the participants’ excitement and 

qualitative feedback, they understood the aim and method of using this framework, 

observed it as a new and innovative method and found it easy to use. They are not all 

ready to lose their dependency on the developers and need some time of adjustment to 

start applying this method in projects, as can be concluded from the Dependability score. 
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Finally, most participants did not know when and how often they would need to use this 

framework in the future. This leads to the lower scores of Behavioral Intention and Use. 

 

 M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1. Efficiency 6.2 0.56 0.74         

2. Output 

quality 
5 0.93 0.41 0.71        

3. Perspicuity 6.07 0.26 0.39 0 0.76       

4. Dependability 5.93 0.59 0.47 0.52 0.5 0.7      

5. Stimulation 6.27 0.46 0.33 0.34 0.44 0.33 0.73     

6. Novelty 6.4 0.51 0.45 0.46 0.33 0.33 0.74 0.7    

7. Perceived 

usefulness 
6.13 0.74 0.27 0.62 0.32 0.18 0.31 0.42 0.7   

8. Perceived 

ease of use 
6.13 0.52 0.39 0.15 0.46 0.5 0.44 0.33 0.14 0.81  

9. Behavioral 

intention 
5.73 0.7 0.51 0.44 0.5 0.64 0.46 0.52 0.35 0.69 0.81 

10. Use 5.71 0.73 0.53 0.53 0.51 0.44 0.07 0.19 0.62 0.32 0.51 

Table 22: The mean, standard variation and correlation coefficients of the 

Technology Acceptance Questionnaire scales (The Cronbach’s alpha values are the 

first number of each column in italic). 

 

 

Figure 86: The mean diagram of each scale of the Technology Acceptance 

Questionnaire for the evaluation of the suggested process.
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III. Discussion, Future Work and 

Conclusion 
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6 Discussion & Future Steps 

With the help of procedural generation, the created framework executes a series of 

algorithms for modelling the terrain, the corresponding streets, the buildings and the 

vegetation using OSM data as input. In this chapter, the extent to which the created 

framework fulfils the collected requirements is discussed based on the results of the 

conducted studies and computation tests. 

6.1 Procedural Generation Efficiency 

6.1.1 Location of the Target Market and Realistic Conditions 

We can confirm that the use of OSM and Mapbox data was the right decision for several 

reasons. On the one hand, it provides realistic driving conditions as it contains 

representative data of the real street network with sufficient information (e.g., lane 

number, direction, markings and traffic signs) to reproduce it. Even if the data is 

insufficient for some areas in the world, the procedural algorithms we created can still 

produce a result that has the representative look and fill of the real location.  

On the other hand, the combination of Mapbox and the OSM data provides the designers 

with a complete world map, which contains all the possible use cases of virtual 

environments they require, as their use cases are always connected to the real world. In 

terms of the functional context of the experience, the input data is sufficient, as it can 

facilitate an experience related to any street. In terms of the aesthetic context, which 

depends on the atmosphere created by the virtual environment, the input data is sufficient 

as it contains a variety of information about other environment elements (e.g., buildings, 

nature, street furniture, culture). The chosen input data provides the options that are 

essential to facilitate design stories and were mentioned as requirements in the initial 

interview studies: 

• type of area (e.g., urban/suburban),  

• road form (e.g., curvy) 

• road type (e.g., primary highway),  

• terrain form (e.g., hilly),  

• driving maneuvers and  

• an area reflecting the vehicle’s character (e.g., mega city for the character of a 

gentleman).
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The realistic driving conditions are also enabled by our method of procedurally 

generating only one possible output from the same input data. This reduces the 

expressive range of the generator to a minimum, which makes it not an efficient 

procedural generator in general, but a very efficient generator for creating virtual 

environments for aesthetic automotive experiences. 

Nevertheless, the building generator can produce multiple outputs from one input 

depending on the defined parameters for the façade module generators and on the height 

and area of the building. 

In the event that the OSM information is not complete, we enriched the framework with 

instructions to automatically place street elements without necessarily expecting the 

relevant information. In addition, in case certain residential buildings are missing, our 

plan for the future is to leverage the building footprint pattern of the same area by 

transforming it into other similar building patterns with the help of the Wave Function 

Collapse algorithm. 

6.1.2 Reduced Resources 

One of our design goals was to reduce the resources required to generate the 

environment. In terms of development, 4 to 6 months cannot be compared with the 

development time of 25 minutes, even with the additional manual work of adding details. 

This is a great advantage, as more designers can use this prototyping method 

simultaneously without overloading the development team and, as the designers noted, 

the framework can be used to generate and test more than one environment for one design 

story. The latter is important as designers need a specific amount of time to decide which 

environment is best for experiencing their design. Consequently, the suggested process 

has the potential to support designers already in this trial-and-error phase of finding the 

most suitable environment, thus further speeding up the complete process. Moreover, the 

process allows designers and developers to have more time to make the final subtle 

changes and additions, which are also important, as they increase the quality of the 

experience. The required resources in terms of cost are also reduced, as the budget for a 

project is not consumed for the generation of a complete environment, but only for 

additional assets and their placement in the scene. 

In addition, the generators were created and stored as assets, which are used by a 

Procedural Generation Graph (PDG) system, that was also built inside Houdini. This is 

a graph system that is also based on nodes. Given an asset, it generates actionable tasks 

that it can then distribute across multiple cores of a machine, a computer farm or the 

cloud, thus further reducing the development time.  
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6.1.3 Common Language 

With the new method of the environment generation, the environment does not need to 

be described. Instead, designers can simply point to the area in the map that they require. 

As a result, the communication challenge identified in the initial interview and 

observation studies is now minimized due to the inherently low potential of confusing a 

highlighted map area. Until now, designers have tried different ways of describing an 

environment, such as abstract sketches and mentions of real areas in the world, but the 

history of this collaboration has shown that these methods still lead to numerous 

development loops. Having the real-world map as a common language does not leave 

much room for misinterpretation of a description, and designers do not have to do extra 

work to create a document or sketch. This process has automatically the potential to 

reduce the number of loops between designers and developers, leaving time for refining 

the final result or implementing scenario-specific or special requirements.  

During the studies, the designers observed this reduction in resources and the resulting 

benefits and expressed their appreciation. They immediately understood the importance 

of the framework for the design process and listed the advantages that the proposed 

process could have for their own individual tasks. This fact contributes also to their 

acceptance to apply the framework in their daily lives. 

6.1.4 Scalability  

Many mechanisms were developed throughout the procedural generation framework, 

such as the methods for easily adding new architectural styles and façade modules. These 

mechanisms, combined with the high degree of control over the generated environment 

enabled by the parametrization of most generated geometries ensure a high degree of 

scalability. Moreover, materials for different architectural styles and different primitive 

categories can be easily inserted into the corresponding Excel tables. Of course, the 

further development of the framework is not meant for the designers but the developer 

team. However, following these simple steps to add more elements and architectural 

styles also reduces their effort to add more diversity to the environment.  

Diversity is not always a prerequisite for these environments. On the contrary, diversity 

is sometimes undesirable as it diverts too much attention from the aspects of the design 

that need to be evaluated. For those cases, a UI option that regulates the level of 

abstraction of the environment is necessary and will be added in future work. The 

geometry to serve as the output of this option is already available as the output of the 

intermediate steps of the framework provides exactly these different levels of abstraction 

(e.g., environment with modelled streets and buildings in 3D-box shape). In cases where 

more variety is required, more elements can be added to the environment to increase its 

realism, such as tables and chairs outside restaurants, grass patches on the pavement and 

special famous buildings visualized by manually modelled assets that are placed by 
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leveraging the corresponding OSM attributes. This was also included in future work, 

along with increasing the diversity of materials. 

6.1.5 Individuality 

In cases where the designers do not feel ready to switch to the proposed process because 

of their attitude towards a more independent process of generating the environment, the 

developers can be the ones that interact with the UI based on the designers’ requirements 

and start the generation process. This adjustment of the proposed process still provides 

the same advantages while achieving the level of independence that each individual 

designer feels comfortable with. Regardless of this level of independence, developers 

will always be needed to do some of the development work, even if in some cases it only 

consists of scenario-specific changes and additional elements.  

6.1.6 Reliability 

An automated process needs to have high reliability, which was confirmed in the 

computation studies with the successful generation of 30 street network samples and 

1000 buildings with mixed architectural styles. This reliability exceeds that of other 

existing procedural generators, such as the one offered by Houdini (see Figure 16 for 

common modelling errors). This reliability enables the designers to use the framework 

through programming-free interaction. Nevertheless, the generated environment within 

the Game Engine can be edited by developers to add scenario-specific elements or 

replace already placed assets, if necessary.  

6.1.7 Suitability for Addition of Simulations 

The scalability of the procedural generation framework facilitates the addition of 

simulations. The contributing factor is the information stored in the generated geometry, 

which enables the addition of a traffic and pedestrian simulation with the corresponding 

possibility of adjusting the degree of traffic and pedestrian flow respectively within the 

UI. The Houdini software has the potential to simulate traffic and crowds, which is an 

additional advantage of its use.  

6.1.8 Graphics Quality 

Finally, in this prototyping version of the procedural framework, we did not focus so 

much on the graphics quality, but rather on functionality. However, PBR textures can be 

added to the generated geometries and the assets of the façade modules are easily 

replaceable with those of higher quality and more detail. In the future, more algorithms 

can be written to allow the generation of tunnels and footways, as well as adding more 

details to the façade (e.g., AC units on the exterior of buildings in warm areas). 
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Of course, increasing the quality by adding assets can easily lead to a decrease in 

performance. However, since Houdini is a software-neutral solution, the Nanite feature 

of the Unreal Engine 5 can be leveraged allowing an extremely high number of polygons 

to be rendered simultaneously without causing performance peaks.  

6.2 Suitability of the UI 

Keeping the user’s effort as low as possible in a highly complex task, such as 

environment generation, is equally complicated. However, we have achieved it by 

adjusting the input of the procedural generation framework to be minimal. Accordingly, 

the designers’ effort, who only have to select a map area, is also low. The change from 

a process where the designers just describe the environment to the developers and wait 

for them to model it, to a process where designers have to interact with a UI and generate 

the desired environment is a sensitive change in the designers’ everyday-life. The 

proposed process already has a major advantage for the designers as it offers them the 

desired output in a greatly reduced amount of time and makes them independent of the 

developers for most of the simulation. However, the proposed process may be considered 

less beneficial if it requires more effort and learning of new software. Therefore, the 

requirement of minimum designer effort was fulfilled by requiring as input only the 

selection of the world map area to replace the designers’ environment description to the 

developers. In addition, to ensure that the switching from the current to the proposed 

process is as smooth as possible, the UI also provides support in finding a suitable 

environment in the world in case designers feel overwhelmed by too many options or 

not sure if they have found the best environment for their design story. However, this 

support can only offer them an indication of existing characteristic elements in a real 

environment. The designers still need to test the environment which leads to the same 

trial-and-error process to find the environment, only potentially more efficient, as they 

know where to look. 

This balance between the minimum amount of effort, the right amount of options and 

the right options themselves led us to develop a linear UI. This is the first prototype of 

this UI and, as was evident from the interviews, the amount and the type of the options 

we offered to the designers proved to be right. However, further research could be 

conducted to test other forms of UI, which might be better suited to its main purpose.  

Future work on the UI includes adding the options suggested by the designers and 

developers during the studies. These are the ability to control the level of traffic and 

pedestrian flow, as well as automated or manual driving. Furthermore, the proposed 

search parameters will also be added, as well as the ability to activate the demonstration 

of the vehicle following the selected route in the generated simulation. As shown by the 

results of the studies and expressed by the designers themselves, the aesthetic quality of 

the UI needs to be improved by a more neutral design and color scheme. An interesting 
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task that will also be addressed in the future is the ability to describe a design scenario 

within the UI. While this is not directly related to the task of generating the environment, 

it is still part of the vision surrounding the use of these prototyping experiences. 

6.3 User Experience and Technology Acceptance of the Suggested 

Process 

From the large difference between the user experience survey results of the current and 

the proposed process, it can be concluded that the designers consider the proposed 

process to be more efficient and would welcome its application in preparing the 

environment for the prototyping design experiences. After using the UI to define and 

generate an environment, and looking at the generated output, the participants in this 

study found the concept promising and adjusted with their needs. Even though the 

generated output is not yet of the highest quality, the participants understand how 

valuable it is for their work and want to use this framework either with or without the 

developer support. Consequently, this is a great functional basis that we have achieved 

from a development perspective. It suggests that future work should include the addition 

of materials and high-quality assets to replace those already present and add more life to 

the scene with the ultimate goal of increasing the graphics quality of the environment. 

6.4 Use of Procedural Generation 

As we saw in Chapter 2, there are many methods available today to automatically 

generate an environment. Opting for procedural generation has allowed us to retain 

control over the input in case scenario-specific changes are needed (e.g., adding parking 

spaces along the road), during the generation (e.g., using certain assets and textures to 

achieve the comic-style buildings) and after generation (e.g., changing a texture, 

replacing a building).  

The quality can be increased without changing the method by using assets and textures 

of higher quality, as well as by adding more details (e.g., on the building façades). 

However, we could also increase it by using machine learning methods to increase 

photorealism, for example [308]. Higher photorealism could be achieved by using 

scanned data. However, we rejected this method because the accessibility of the data 

depends on the budget and obtaining this data requires a lot of time. Additional proof 

that we are on the right direction with the method we have chosen, are the many great 

games which we also mentioned in Chapter 2 (e.g., Horizon Zero Dawn [198]), that have 

been developed using procedural generation tools and even the Houdini software. 
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7 Conclusion 

In the first part of this thesis, a dive into the automotive design world showed the 

different types of challenges a designer has to face to adjust their design according to the 

needs of the end user. This indicates the importance of making design decisions based 

on experiencing the design already in the first phase of the design process. In addition, a 

look at the sensory modalities that a product can trigger and the resulting experience 

increases this importance by providing an overview of the way perception works and the 

way it influences the product experience. Further significance is given to the use of 

experience prototypes by designers after exploring the different aspects and 

multidimensionality of a multisensory Mixed Reality experience from different 

perspectives relevant to the method used to implement them. 

In the second part of the thesis, interviews with automotive designers and developers 

shed light into their everyday life, collaboration, and challenges in their joined attempt 

to develop and apply these prototyping experiences in the design process. The collected 

information pointed to the need for a procedural generation framework that can 

automatically model a selected area in the world based on real map data. Such a 

framework was implemented with a series of procedural generators, one for each major 

element that exists in each environment (i.e., terrain, streets, buildings and vegetation). 

Additionally, a User Interface was implemented to match the needs of the designers for 

selecting an area in the world and finding one that can best visualize their design stories. 

It also allows designers to add a vehicle with the selection of the driver and passengers, 

adjust the date, time of day and weather conditions, as well as switch to another camera 

perspective or even create and apply a new perspective. To evaluate the suitability of the 

generated output, the usability of the UI and the user experience of the environment 

generation process for the prototyping experiences proposed by the use of the new 

framework and UI, relevant evaluation studies were conducted by collecting quantitative 

and qualitative feedback from designers and developers. 

In the final part, the results of the evaluation studies are used to analyze the extent to 

which the collected requirements and observed challenges arising from the initial studies 

were fulfilled and resolved. The results of the questionnaires showed a particularly 

positive impression of the participants about the suggested process, the interface and the 

framework’s output. This showed that the designed concept was the right decision, and 

that the development of the framework has reached a solid basis that can be expanded 

from this point on with more materials, assets and other environment details. Future work 

includes the use of high-quality materials and assets, the addition of a traffic and 

pedestrian simulation, as well as further options proposed for the UI.
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Current/Suggested Process of Preparing 

the Experience Context 

I. Demographic Questions 

 

 

1. Age 

 

                      

 

 

2. Gender 
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    male 

 

 

3. Design Experience (Time) 

 

 

 

 

4. Job Description 

 

 

 

 



 

 

II. User Experience Questionnaire 

Please decide spontaneously which gradation between the following adjective pairs best 

reflects your opinion about the current/suggested process of preparing the virtual 

environment for design presentations and evaluations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

UI Evaluation Study 

 

I. AttrakDiff Questionnaire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Technology Acceptance Evaluation 

Study: Suggested Process of Preparing 

the Experience Context 

 

I. User Experience 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

  



 

 

II. Technology Acceptance 

 
1. The quality of the output I get from the proposed process of preparing the 

virtual environment for design presentation and evaluation is high. 

 
2. I have no problem with the quality of the proposed process's output. 

 
3. I rate the results from the proposed process to be excellent. 

 
4. Using the proposed process improves my performance in my job. 

 
5. Using the proposed process in my job increases my productivity. i.e., I 

achieve more results, higher performance. 

 
6. Using the proposed process enhances my effectiveness in my job, i.e., I 

achieve better results. 

 
7. I find the proposed process to be useful in my job. 



 

 

 
8. My interaction with the proposed process is clear and understandable. 

 
9. Interacting with the proposed process does not require a lot of my mental 

effort. 

 
10. I find the proposed process to be easy to use. 

 
11. I find it easy to get the proposed process to do what I want it to do. 

 
12. On average, how much time do you spend on the proposed process each day? 

 
13. I plan to use the proposed process in the next 3 months. 

 
 

 

 



 

 

14. Given that I had access to the proposed process, I predict that I would use it. 

 
15. Assuming I had access to the proposed process, I intend to use it. 
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